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ABSTRACT 

This thesis addresses the question: "What constitutes a c~rriculum~for midwifery 

education in British Columbia? No Canadian midwifery curriculum is currently available 

to guide development, although a collaborative program is expected to commence in 

Ontario in the Fall of 1993 A review of pzst and present midwifery practice and education 

provides a rich insight into the challenges encountered along the way as midwives 

established themselves as credible and respected health care providers. Identification of 

trends, issues and curriculum problems of the past assisted the author avoid common 

pitfalls in the development of a contemporary midwifery curriculum. Thrcrughout the 

development of midwifery, the need for excellence in midwifery education was classified 

as a priority by midwives, their clients, as well as by other health care providers. The 

necessity for flexibility of program design arose in the last decade as a result of anticipated 

changes in student characteristics; more students are expected to want part-time studies 

and some future students will be second career and second degree people. 

The method used to develop a 'multi-route-of-entry' curriculum leading to a 

baccalaureate in midwifery is based on Torris and Stanton's approach to curriculum 

development. Their guidelines are sufficiently broad to allow for a wide range of individual 

ideas, and precise enough to project a complete and internally consistent curriculum. The 

curriculum blueprint has four stages: the first describes the foundations for the curriculum, 

including philosophy, characteristics of the graduate and a theoretical framework; the 

second depicts curriculum design, organization, and overall goals; the third represents 

teaching methods and learning experiences; and the last describes program evaluation. 

Midwifery practice and educational philosophies are illustrated in two different models. 
. . . 
111 



The practice model is derived from the International Definition of the Midwife (1973) and 

the philosophy of the Midwives Association of B.C. (1992). The educatnanal model uses 

behaviorist, humanist and androgogical principles as a theoretical base. An organizational 

framework provides direction for multiple-routes-of-entry into the program. The thesis 

concludes with implications for midwifery practice and education in British Coluinbia and 

suggestions for fbture research. 
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Background and Statement of Probkm 

The procurement of obstetric health care in indilstrialized nations around the world 

has become a much debated Issue in the last few years. Controversy revolves mainly 

around the following questions: 

e In whose domain does the provision of care for childbearing fanlilies belong, the 

physician or the midwife'? 

v Should the midwife be an autonomous health care practitioner, regulated by a seff- 

governing College of Midwives, or a nurse-midwife regulated by a Registered Nurses 

Association? 

What is the preferred educational (academic) preparation for the hture midwife? Is it 

essential that midwives obtain nursing credentials before commencing midwifery 

studies? 

The first and last question apply specifically, but not uniquely, to the Canadian 

system. Canada is presently the only industrialized country in the world with no national 

agreement on, or provision for, legal midwifery practice. Ontario is the first province to 

legalize midwifery. After mouncing the intent to legalize midwifery (January 1986), the 

Ontario government appointed several committees to address issues and provide 

recommendations and guidelines fiilpatrick 1 993, p, 1067). The 'Curriculum Design 

Committee on the Development of Midwifery Education in Ontario' conducted preliminary 

investigations on midwifery education. Upon completion of their report, an Interim 

Regulatory Council was created to develop standards of practice and regulations for the 

- - 

'Midwives referred to in this thesis are either nurse-midwives or midwives who completed a course of 
study without nursing as a prerequisite, unless otherwise stated 



profession. In November 1991 midwifery was written into the Regulated Wealth 

Professions Act (RHPA) and received Riyal Assent (Ministry of Health Ontario, 1901) A 

Transitional Council of a College of Midwives, replacing the Interim Regulatory Council, 

was appointed late in 1992, to commence self regulation of the new health care 

professional. Proclamation of the RHPA and Bill 56, the Midwifery Act, is anticipated 

towards the end of 1993. 

The Health Disciplines Board in Alberta submitted its final report on midwifely to 

the Government in February of 199 1, recommending that midwifery be designated as an 

autonomous health profession under the Health Disciplines Act. In addition, the Board 

identified issues requiring further research, sr> the Government appointed the 'Midwifery 

Services Review Committee' to examine these issues and present recommendations. A 

comprehensive and detailed report was presented in 1992. The document outlined a 

proposal for scope and standards of practice, settings of practice, education, legislation 

and implementation of midwifery. A Midwifery Regulations Advisory Committee 

appointed in early 1993 is presently developing policies and regulations for midwifery 

practice in Alberta. It is anticipated that Alberta will soon proclaim the Midwifery Act as 

law. 

In British Columbia a newly formed Health Professions Act (1 990j created an 

avenue for unregulated health professions to apply for legal status. Professions designated 

under the Act were to have self regulating and governing status. A Health Professions 

Council was appointed to investigate and recommend the feasibility of incorporating 

selected professions under the Health Professions Act. The Midwives Association of R.C. 

made application for legislation to the Council in July 1992. The Council's 

recommendation was favorable, and as a result the Minister of Health, Elizabeth Cull, 

announced that the Government had set proceedings in motion to legalize midwifery in 



British Columbia in the near fiiture (The International Conference of Midwives, 

Vancouver, 1993). 

Before incorporating a new health care provider into the system, questions must be 

addressed regarding the role, regulation, legal liability, and education of the practitioner. 

The Report of the Curriculum Design Committee on the Development of Midwifery 

Education in Ontario examined many of the questions that must addressed by other 

provinces. The report (1999), the first such document in Canada, has since been used as a 

valuable reference guide throughout the country, and it is therefore reasonable to expect 

that the B.C. Ministry of Health will follow Ontario's precedent and appoint a committee 

with Terms of Reference modeled after Ontario. At the present time Alberta, Manitoba, 

Quebec and New Brunswick are a11 considering legislation for rniawifery practice. 

In British Columbia, as in Ontario and Alberta, the Ministry recommended that the 

scope of midwifery practice include prescribing and administering selected drugs, and 

delivery of the newborn in both hospital and community settings. This necessitates several 

amendments in the legislation before proclamation of the Midwifery Act can be achieved. 

The Hospital Act, the Pharmacy Act and the Medical Practitioner Act will all have to be 

amended, to allow respectively for hospital admitting and discharge privileges, the 

prescription and administration of selected drugs, and a registered midwife assisted 

delivery of the baby. 

According to the Health Professions Act, fbture midwives in British Columbia will 

be regulated by a College of Midwives. The Health Ministry is expected to appoint an 

Interim College of Midwives soon. According to the Ontario (1 990), Alberta (1991) and 

British Columbia (1992) Ministries, an Interim College's initial responsibility will be for 

policy-making. The College will have to: 

develop standards of practice and a code of ethics (the Midwifery Association of B.C. 

obtained recently approval of the ICM for their code of ethics, May 1993); 



outline licensing procedures: credentials and education; 

appoint a Registrar; 

describe requirements for liability insurance; 

recommend procedures for clinical evaluation and peer review; 

outline an Integration Education Program to prepare the first group of midwives fbr 

registration; 

outline eligibility criteria for admission to the Integration Program; 

outline iluture basic and continuing education programs. 

The question if midwives should practice as autonomous health care providers 

regulated by a College of Midwives, or as a sub-specialty of nursing licensed through a 

nursing association, is a contemporary issue world wide. These queries provoke the 

question about the academic preparation for midwives. Until recently, Austraiia and the 

U.S. favored nurse-midwifery over autonomous midwifery practice, with the majority of 

women delivering their babies in a hospital setting. In the U.S. perinatal care is sometimes 

described as 'fragmented' (Silverton, l988), because nurse-midwives do not provide 

follow-through care to women during the post-partum period and newborn baby care is 

frequently provided by the pediatrician. In the past Australia recognized and educated 

nurse-midwives only. A trend to promote midwives educated via a direct-route of entry 

program, however, is emerging in both countries as more midwives recognize problems 

related to fragmentation and/or medicalization of childbirth. 

On the European Continent midwifery has become a well-established profession. 

The majority of hezlthy women and their families are cared for by midwives during all 

phases of pregnancy (Kitzinger, 1988). There are esse~tial differences, however, in the 

delivery of care and educational standards for midwives between and within different 

countrics. 



In the Netherlands for example, midwives function autonomously, working as an 

independent team member alongszde physicians rather than under their direction and 

supervision. Midwives work in either a hospital or community setting. A change in 

regulation for health care professionals ten years ago gave midwives the option to obtain 

hospital staff privileges. Before that time midwives practiced in the community only. 

Approximately 40% of all births in Holland are home confinements under supervision of a 

midwife (personal communication, Schoon 1992). 

In the United Kingdom midwives are educated via a past-basic nursing program or 

via the direct-route of entry into a midwifery program. Midwives practice in both hospitals 

and community settings. In the early part of the century midwives practiced independently. 

In the 1 970's, however, midwives in the United Kingdom shifted their primary practice 

setting from the community to hospital. As a result, many hospital-based midwives 

adopted the medical model of care (Field 1992). This meant an illness-focused and 

technological approach to pregnancy care. Pregnancy was not any longer a 'normal' 

physiologic event, but was only believed to be normal in retrospect. 

Midwifery education began to focus on preparing nurse-midwives. In response to 

this change, 'radical' midwifery groups developed. These midwives promoted a non- 

interventionist approach, and a return of the control of the childbearing experience to the 

family unit. While emphasizing an excellent philosophy of care, a select group of the 

radical midwives were lay-midwives with no formal training. Their lack of recognized 

educational qualifications reduced the credibility of their ideas (unidentified radical 

midwives; ICM conference, 1993). In recent years, progressive universities and colleges, 

such as the Queen Charlotte's College of Health and Science in London in partnership with 

Tharnes Valley University (Burtch 1993 ), revived 'direct-entry' midwifery education. 

Direct-entry midwifery programs do not require certification as a nurse as a prerequisite to 

becoming a midwife. 



In Ontario, Alberta and British Columbia, governments have reconmended that 

midwives be educated via a direct-entry program and fiinction as a self-regulating 

profession. The Mitchener Institute for Applied Health Sciences in Toronto presently 

offers a one time only Integration Piogran~ for 76 Ontario midwives. It is expected that 

the first licensed midwives wiil commence practice in the fall of 1993. 'Three post- 

secondary institutions McMaster University (Hamilton), Laurentian University (Sudbury), 

and Ryerson Polytechnical Institute (Toronto) will commence a four-year educational 

program leading to a baccalaureate degree in midwifery. Future midwives in Ontario are 

eventually expected to practice in all settings, including hospitals, small birthing centers 

and homes. The University of Alberta is planning to offer both a basic and an advanced 

educational program for midwives. The proposed basic program will be a baccalaureate 

degree in midwifery. The advanced program wiil lead to a masters' degree in nursing, with 

a certificate in midwifery. A four-year baccalaureate program to be offered by one of the 

degree granting institutions is also anticipated for the province of British Columbia. 

Statement of Problem 

Development of a curriculum for the preparation of midwives is one of the major 

challenges to be addressed as midwifery legalization is approaching reality. While 

midwifery curricula are taught ail over the world and share a common denominator, such 

as the midwifery model of care, and the need for clinical expertise, each jurisdiction has its 

specific characteristics and needs, Ethno-cultural groups will benefit from adaptations in 

language, customs and specific needs created by the environment; to this extent curricula 

will require distinctive characteristics. The primary question, nevertheless, is "What 

constitutes a curriculum for midwifery education in British Colirmbia? " This broad 

question can be broken down in three specific questions, ( I)  "What are the guiding 

philosophical principles for midwifery education in B. (3: ? ", (2 )  f'Norv can curriculum 



content be directed?", and ( 3 )  "How can a direct-entry program be orgmized to aZZou~for 

jlexibiliiy in student placement .?" Influences on a curriculum are multi-factorial. 

Diversities of culture and educational philosophy require that curricula be uniquely 

tailored to the specific characteristics of the learner, the community and society . In 

addition, a midwifery program must ensure that graduates of the program have a body of 

knowledge and skills to guide families safely through their childbearing cycles. Midwifery 

education today must prepare the kind of midwife who can accept the ambiguities of the 

modern health care world, a complex world, in which there are no certainties or easy and 

clear solutions. Everyday judgments are fiaught with ethical and moral dilemmas that 

require constant re-evaluation of our most basic ideas about human life (Bevis, 1989). The 

next generation of midwives must be practitioners with exceptionally high educational, 

moral, and ethical standards. They need more than knowledge and psychomotor skills, 

They need to be critical thinkers and decision makers, and be able to hnction as 

resourceful midwifery practitioners. Prospective health care consumers are better educated 

and more knowledgeable than ever before. Many childbearing families are highly 

motivated to participate in the creation of a fulfilling and memorable birth experience. 

Childbearing families in B.C., as in all of Canada, come from diverse ethnic backgrounds 

with their own unique ideas and customs. Thus, B.C. cannot adopt and implement a 

midwifery curriculum developed elsewhere, but a distinctively designed curriculum for 

B.C. midwives has to be created. 

Midwives throughout the world claim that midwifery is both an art and science. It 

is the art specifically, that differentiates midwifery from medicine and outmoded nursing 

models. With the change in societal expectations regarding obstetric care and outcome, 

particularly in North America, it is essential that midwives are educated in the art as well 

as in the science of the profession. If midwives want to be recognized and treated as 

professionals, they will have to be respected as professionals, and therefore a 



baccalaureate degree is considered the minimum basic academic preparation. A balance 

must be struck between practical training and academic preparation. 

< In almost every discipline across Canada? characteristics of hture students are 

expected to be different &om the traditional iearner. Students applying for admission to a 

midwifery program in B.C. w3l likely fall in the same categories. Bevis and Watson f 1989, 

pp. 15-1 6) identified and described it clearly for nursing: 

Increasing mrmbers offir tzrre mrsiizg stztdeiz ts are not irnrnediufe posf-high school; 
increasing mmbers are 're-enby ' persons with either a secoizd career or secotzd degrees, 
and more students than ever before work 20 or more hours per week. These realilies 
force mrse educators to pZan programs that allow associate of arts degree it? rwrsiizg 
graduates to seek a baccalazireate degree with the least redr~iz&ncy nrrd the.fewest 
possiE~epruEZems and ~ ~ Z o c k s k s  73is sifuation will force educators to exmii~e atd 
recomfruct programs of sfzidy in such areas as the policies governing entry, part-time 
study, scheduling, artimfation, and andchallenge examinations or tra~zsfer credils, lo 
faciIi fate $exi bilzty and accessibi lity. 

The purpose of this thesis is to propose a unique 'multi-route of entry' program 

plan for students in British Columbia, leading to a baccalaureate degree in midwifery. The 

program plan features: 

a curriculum based on contemporary philosophies of midwifery and education. 

a curriculum designed to appeal and facilitate access to a broad spectrum of future 

midwifery students in British Columbia (i.e., traditional learners, learners of the variety 

described above, as well as learners from diverse ethnic groups). 

a curriculum designed so that graduates of the program will be able to obtain 

rscipc5ty i~ ~t-hcr jrisd&ms+ 

The word '&caal~rm' m- Bifferent things to diEerent people (Tab 1962, 

Beauchamp 1981, and Oliva 1982). Most curriculum experts agree however, that a 

amicdm is a plan rather than a course of study. The Concise Oxford Dictionary of the 



English Language (1990) describes curriculum as "subjects that are studied or prescribed 

for study in a school, or as any program of activities." For the purpose of this thesis, 

curriculum is defined as "a systematicalIy organized program outline describing the 

program foundation, course requirements, and learning components of a specific 

discipline" fTorris and Stanton 1982, Houle 1982). 

Data for this project have been obtained through: 

a literature search and review of the history of midwifery practice and education, with 

a focus on trends and issues, and a basic review of the relevant educational theories 

used in the thesis. 

a comparative analysis of five selected midwifery curricula of industrialized nations 

throughout the world. 

selected documents received 60m the Mldwives Association of B.C. and used with 

permission. 

Development of a midwifery curriculum involves process. Torris and Stanton (1 982) 

define process as a series of progressive stages in which interdependent activities have 

some purpose. A curriculum process is systematic in nature because it involves a 

methodical ordering of sections within the total curriculum. The process is logical because 

by making continuous interrelated steps, a curriculum is constructed. The spiral concept 

r&&d in process promotes ongoing evaluation and change. The dynamic nature of the 

erurialum is created by the motivation and energy of the faculty involved in the 

devefopment and teaching of tfre cuniculum. 

The midwifery anicdurn described in this thesis is developed with the use of the 

&durn process guidetines described by Torris and Stanton (19821, outlined and 

discussed in chapter two of this thesis. Their format offers broad, but clear directions, 



while &owing for freedom of planning in any curriculum project. The curriculunl outlhe 

includes program philosophy, purpose, fknction and structure. While the format suggests a 

behaviorist paradigm, in this proposal behaviorism, humanism, and andragogy have been 

amalgamated in an eclectic educational model. The idea is explained in chapter IV. The 

proposed curriculum contains four interconntcting sections. 

Section I identifies the foundation for the curriculum, including a practice philosophy, 

using the International Definition of the Midwife and the philosophy of the Midwives 

Association of BC. An eclectic model based on principles promoted by Tyler, and 

selected theorists of humanistic and adult education represents the educational 

philosophy. This section also indudes a description of the characteristics of a graduate 

of the program. 

Section IX describes how a cunicu'iar content outline is derived fiom the conceptual 

models described in the first section. In addition, this section presents a framework 

providing direction to allow for multiple-routes-of-entry into the midwifery program. 

Program goals complete this segment of the curriculum blueprint. 

Section IXX outlines the operational spectrum of the curriculum, and includes learning 

experiences, teaching methodology, and validation of learning. A sample course plan 

concludes this section. 

Section IV discusses the formative and summative aspects of program evaluation. 

Program evaluation serves as the feedback rink through the curriculum development 

stages, and provides direction for &re change. Program evaluation is often 

instrumental in assuring continued program finding. 

Personal Perspective 

Never before has midwifery practice and education been more controversial. There 

is a great diversity of academic standards around the world, and many countries are 



examining their health care policies, costs, and practices. Societal values are changing, not 

only with regard to reproductive care issues, but in all aspects of He. Relationships 

between health care professionals and their clients are being challenged. Roles are 

changing, partnership models of care are emerging, struggling to maintain a delicate 

balance between the need for care giver control and consumer participation. 

Originally 'trained' as a nurse and midwife during the 1960's in Holland, my 

experience centered around the provision of care for childbearing families in both hospital 

and community settings. I believe that midwives are equally-well educated via both direct- 

entry and nursing extension programs. The objections that nurse-midwives do not 

understznd the philosophy ~f midwifexy, and that they are 'handmaidens' of physicians are, 

in my opinion, generally untrue. I believe that many midwives, forced by law to fbnction as 

obstetric nurses in British Columbia, attempt to provide a strong and persistent force 

against medicalization of childbirth. Many physicians rely on the nurse-midwife's judgment 

to assist childbearing women through the normal birthing process. Confbsion surrounding 

the use of technology in the management of pregnancy, created primarily in response to 

the change in the legal climate in North America, is of serious concern and warrants 

careful investigation. There is presently no evidence that the use of technological 

equipment, such as an electronic fetal monitor, improves perinatal outcome in the healthy 

chiidbearing population. 

My basic midwifery philosophy has remained unchanged throughout my perinatal 

nursing career in Canada. I believe that the strength of midwifery care is based on three 

main principles: 

I. CErildbearing is a normal physiologic process of the life cycle for the large majority of 

women. 

2. The continuity of care during atl phases of pregnancy creates the best possible 

outcome and satisfaction o f b i i  for the childbearing f d y .  



3. Control over the childbirth experience belongs in the hands of the family; responsibility 

is a shared endeavor between the client and caregiver/rnidwife. 

Udbrtunately, too much emphasis has been placed on the importance of the birth setting, 

to the extent that most controversy presently focuses on the issue of home birth. The 

issue interferes with people's judgment on other issues, and ultimately creates a 

wedge between health care members. 

LimZtafio~~s 

This thesis has the following limitations: 

+ The curriculum blueprint is developed by one person only. The possibility of the 

inclusion of personal bias must be considered. Many authors (i.e., Taba 1962, Pratt 

1980, Torris and Stanton 1982, Houle 1984, Bevis and Watson 1989) depict 

curriculum development as a collaborative group (faculty) process. 

+ Many questions concerning the scope of practice and the educational setting for a 

program in British Columbia remain. The setting influences the curriculum on many 

levels. The mission, purpose, and goals of the educational setting play a role. The 

institute's age and traditions are reflected in its financial status. If the program is taught 

at an university with a medical s~hool and/or other health science programs, there are 

advantages and disadvantages. The use of sharing existing resources is a definite 

advantage. Established dominant health disciplines, however, may undermine 

autonomy of a new midwifery program. For the purpose of this thesis, I used 

published reports as well as selected information received by personal communication. 

f etected assumptions are made, based on the best rationale available. 

* Provinces in Canada in the process of developing midwifery education programs are 

unable to share information at this time because the documents have not been 

completed. 



Thesis Organizah'un 
- tne thesis is organized in the foiiowing manner: 

Chapter I provides the background for the project, the problem statement, the 

purpose, the method, the limitations, and a personal perspective. 

Chapter XI reviews the midwifery literature with a focus on trends and issues affecting 

midwifery practice and education. Identification of trends and issues assisted in 

avoiding common pitfalls in the development of a midwifery curriculum. It is essential 

that we learn from the past when designing the future (Bevis and -Watson, 1989). In 

addition, this chapter provides an introduction to the educational principles and 

curriculum development ideas used in chapters I11 and IV. 

Chapter I11 provides a comparative analysis of five contemporary curricula of 

industrialized nations around the world, four in English and one in Dutch. This chapter 

contains a review of the Report of the Curriculum Design Committee on the 

Development of Midwifery Education in Ontario instead of a curriculum, because no 

Canadian curriculum is currently available for review. 

Chapter IV presents the new curriculum proposal outlined in four interconnecting 

sections as described under method. 

Chapter V concludes the thesis with a focus on implications of the new curriculum on 

b r e  midwifery practice and education. 

Appendix A includes a glossary of terms to assist the reader of the thesis. 

Appendix B include selected sections of the curricula analysed in chapter ID, to 

illustrate findings. 



Chapter II 

Midwifery Practice and Educational Principtes 

We face the futzrrefort~j?ed ordy with the lessons we hmv Imrmd~frorn 
the pasf. It 7s fo& fl?at we mzrst create the world ofthe firriirr ---- 
In a very real sense, tomormi is HOW- 

E3eatlor Rooseveli. 

This timeless statement reminds us that every present requires an appreciation of 

the past. We need to examine the history, of how we got fiom there to here, and then 

explore issues that influence the next step, a step forward (Bevis 1989). Many researchers 

explored midwifery practice and education. The anthropologist and sociologist specifically 

portray a rich and vivid description of the past, linking historical struggles for the survival 

of midwifery practice, and development of standards to today's challenges and beyond. 

The older references, J.H. Aveling (1872) and Forbes (1 966) in particular, portray a clear 

picture of how midwifery practice has evolved. The stories are given a modern perspective 

by writers such as Donnison (1977) and Benoit (1 986, 1991). The trends and issues 

presented enhance insights and understanding of where today's challenges in midwifery 

practice and education originate* 

This chapter includes four sections. The first section presents a global perspective 

of the early history of midwifery practice, with an emphasis QZ Grezt Britain, the United 

States, and Canada. Great Britain has provided vision and leadership to midwifery practice 

and development around the world for many years (Field 1992). The United States is 

geographic& our neighbor and has a midwifery history similar to that in Canada, with the 

exception of the recent resurrection of miduifery in form of nurse-midwifery. The second 

section focuses on contemporary practice and education in the industrializedz countries 

2- * - non-in- . . and third world countries are t e r n  used broadly and in a non- 
deqgte manner. They convey complex notions of diverse cultures. 



previously mentioned, and includes efforts to re-instate midwifery in Canada during the 

last decade. The third section focuses on trends and issues found in midwifery history, 

including the last decade, that wilt affect midwifery practice and education in British 

Columbia in the fiiture. The fourth section prok4des an introduction -to the educational 

principles and curriculum dedoprnent ideas used in Chapters fII iind N. 

Reproduction has fascinated and puzzled humankind since early times. The 

moment of birth, a climax and a beginning, has always stirnufated the imaginarion; humans 

must always wonder where they came &om m d  how they were produced (Forbes 1966). 

The experieim of birth has k e n  known to people as a 'celebration" and midwives have 

historically fblfilled the role offiditator of the experience. Mid-wit [mid-wyfe in later 

texts] or 'with-woman', or the Spanish and Latin analogous of respectively tomadre' and 

~ m a t e r ~ A v e l i n g  1872 p.. I ), is a profession as old as history.. Every culture in the 

history of the world has had its midwives; wherever [here have been women, there have 

beem midwives fKatz-h&nxm 1982). Midwives in very early tiistoe are described by 

m y  authors (Aveling f 872; Fob It 966; Donnison 1 977; Benoir 1 986 1 99 2) as women 

of inferior education, of lower dass, dirty and often feared. They cared grimafify for, and 

often at the expense of, the poor who had m 0 t h  choice or access trt heat& w e +  Forbes 

( EM, p. i;y) the mohrion of the midw-ife through history when she says: 





d!eg& witches became corn- practice. ft is believed that in Great Britain alone, 30,000 

people accused of witchcraft were executed before the criminal law against witches was 

repealed in i 736 fheiing 1872j. fimce and Gefmany show the same horrible statistics. 

T k  threat of the devil and the superstition surrounding midwives k a m e  of such 

magnitude, that Pope In~socenf VHI appointed fcramer and Sprenger, two Dominican 

Inquisitors3 to investigafe the pr&iem ofwircheraii. As a result ofthe investigation they 

wrote the 'Mcf/feus,Wai~f c"mirmtf @he Ekmmer u f ~ i f c k e ~ ~ .  According to  Avehg  

d E 872), the book provided guidance to  the courts in discover~r, convietion, and 

prosecution of witches The Enguisiturs descrlw the witch's attributes, including 

rqm~lses  and criminal prolcdures of how to deal with them Despite the fact that 

midvcrives did not truly possess these characteristics, they were treated as if they did. 

RAidWives were seen to be cofirating with the devil because they were women, 

weak a d  easily seduced Interestingly7 men were never under suspicion, probably because 

, Jesus, and the Bsciptes are dl portrayed as men (Gieit-y & Kelly IS%!). The question 

wises *w would nidvci~es~ who were generally ignorant, unskilled, poverty stricken and 

S Y ~ & ,  qgage in s u p ~ a u s  practices to submit themselves to the accusation of 

w-&ckmfi?* SEftce the seventh century midwives had been accustomed to baptize babies in 

ikb-smce crfa clergy m. Ttee importance: oftfiat role was re-emphasized during this 

time became aftbe M i e f t k t  unbaptized idants would eternally burn in hell. Religious 

acceptance as a midwifee 



In the early IM)lO's, maie midwives (also referred to as man-midwives), most often 

physicians In~erested in  midwife^-^ Segm to compete with woman-midwives, whom they 

labefed kompet:ent and dangerous. -Although most: women were reluctant to  be delivered 

by a man for reasons of modesty> childbearing women of higher social class started to 

express cornem about rnidw3'ev care. and dissarisfaction with midwives in generid 

(Aveling 18723. They promoted the idea of education for midwives to reduce their 

imrwce. Tf?e problem was &at, phnting midtviferq. details involved "vlgar' Ianguage in 

the mother tongue (Avefing 1872). In 11646 Peter Charnberlen, a London surgeon with 

extensive midwifery experience> also tried to  promote education for midwives. Dr. 

C*a?iMer; was &ad of his time 'ei"I;e;; he attempted, in direct opposition to the *;shes 

ofthe Coflege of Physicims, t o  Obtain permission &om Crown Authority to organize 

f d e  midwifery practitioners into a campany with himself at their head, as president and 

examiner (Ik Mu&s Roil of College of Physicians, vol. 1, p. 18 1. in English Midwives 

by Dr. Avefing 1 872). 

In eighteenth century England and Europe inter-professional rivalry continued with 

~aan-midwife practices flourishing. N%vertheIess, efforts to establish education programs 

fir michives continued. Dr. yMaxbrayl identified as the first public teacher for midwives in 

Engbd, o d d  both standards ofpradke3 and eduatlond requirements for knowledge 

M s .  He was the first physician to propose development of birth centers, which he 

envisioned would be staffstfi by midwives. These centers would have the backup of two 

mgeon-midwFives, whose responsibility it would be to  assist with problem cases and 

pivide & d u d  seminars. h is absufutefy unbelievable that no effective steps were 

ta%m to implement my o f k  propods made during that period of time. Dr. Aveling 

(1 872- p. 1 5 1)  blames ahe pm~iiciollers of that time: 



-. - -HO one seems ahle $0 possess himself wi fh suflcient comprehensiveness 
arzd clearness, to enable him fo present the thought in a practical form 
so us to convince the nation fhal Parliamentaty interference is absolutely 
necessaty. 

"What needs to be done to solve the problem?" people asked. The question is an 

easy and difficult one to answer at the same time. Although what is required is sufficiently 

evident, how best to carry out the requirements was one of the most dficult problems of 

the age (p. 170). As a result, Dr. Aveiing(1872, p. 154) wrote a book to promote the need 

for midwifery education in England, 

7'0 arouse the interesf in m;;dwzves of this cotmtry-----to show what 
misery may resc~ltfi-om their ignormce----and to gain ympathy, 
advice, and assi~fmzce i?x e?devm~ri~xg to raise them to a reJined 
LUtd intellectrral' psirim. 

While Dr. Aveling promoted organization and education for midwives in England, 

other countries in Europe had already completed the process. France, Germany and Russia 

had licensing procedures and mandatory education programs for midwives in place. 

Midwifery schools were state regulated and supervised. State midwives were compelled to 

keep a diary of birth for inspection by authorities. In Prussia, continuing education 

c~nsisted in providing all midwives with a midwifery handbook for study. 

Eighteenth century Europe was characterized by industrialization and population 

growth. While men focused on obtaining an education, attended universities to climb the 

Eaciders of economic and social status women could only enroll in charity schools and 

I- how to cook and needlepoint (Avefing 1872; Forbes 1966). Physician-midwives, 

prirnafify male, threatened to take over the traditional female-midwife role. They promoted 

their case by questioning the woman-midwife's competence and blaming her for 

camplications in chltdbid~. This was also the time when popularity in the use of tools, 

such as the obstetric forceps developed by Dr- Chamberlen, increased and obstetric 

m o & e  slqrmketed. Dr* Aveiing (1872, p. 33) noted: 



ckm&'feiS;: iiJ'ttC 14 A=-&-- ---- ---- - - sr e r r i w  wnerti irrrrrccrssmi~v f u  
hasten the birth and sme his own time, as weN as to impress 
the family and jlrstz5 charging a higher fee. C'o~zseqiietzt~~~ more 
infants were lost t h f o m e r l y ,  mid if mothers did ~iot die uf the 
injuries she mighf daiti---she wasJi.epentl)I I& with fearful 
arzd lasting disabilities--the male practitioner rias so adept c7t 
concealing his e m  with a 'clorrd of hard words and scietitiJ'ic 
jargod, that the patient hersevwas convi??ced that she co:ild not 
thank him enough for the mischief he had done. 

The struggle to establish education and licensing for midwives continued 

throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In 167 1, Jane Sharp wrote the 

Midwives Book, the first textbook for midwives (Donnison 1977). Control of midwives 

u7as assured by forcing them to take an oath before the Bishop to be allowed to practice. 

The oath was difficult and included many unrealistic expectations. The Society of 

Apothecaries in 18 13 persuaded Parliament to pass enactments for control and 

examinations of midwives (Aveling 1872). 

The nineteenth century, with its continued population growth, saw a dominance in 

care by d e  midwives for childbearing women of advanced social status and consequently 

a decline in the number of female midwives. Midwives survived, however, because poor 

women and those living in rural areas had no access to medical care. At the turn of the 

next century, the battle for registration became even more complex. Nurses began to apply 

and compete with midwives for licensing. Family practice physicians, finding themselves 

with addi:ional competition for patients and income, objected strongly to legal sanction for 

both midwives and nurses. 

Despite its controversial nature; Parliament passed the Midwives Act in 1902. 

Although the Act was supposed to provide midwives with 'respected and worthy status' 

 omi is on 19771, several rules remained and proved difficult to change. The Act subjected 

midwives to local authority supervision otherwise associated with licensing of tradesmen. 



In addition to scrutiny of their private lives, the rival occupation of nursing began to have 

a dominant voice in governing midwifery practice ponnison 19773. 

Controversy over registration of midwives raged unabated in the British Medical 

Journal. The arguments were basically unchanged. Registration for midwives, argued the 

doctors, wouId create an iderior order of medical practitioners; there was no more need 

to legalize midwives than herbalists, bone setters, aurists, opticians or other 'irregular 

practitioners'. Midwives were quite unnecessary competitors, since the services of a 

doctor could be provided through provident clubs and dispensaries, lyiig-in charities and 

Poor Law Medical Services (Domison 19'77). Ifit had not been for a handfbl of 

courageous and persistent women and selected male physician supporters, midwives 

would have vanished fiom the scene, repressed by male opposition. 

The next two important landmarks in the United Kingdom's history were the 19 1 8 

and the 1936 Midwifery Acts. Both Acts related to payment for services rendered. As of 

that time, midwives and physicians received a fee for service fiom the local health 

authority if the family was unable to pay. This provision assisted in reducing medical 

resistance to midwifery care significantly, because competition for clients who were able 

to pay for their care was decreased. 

The second decade of the twentieth century saw an increase in midwifery 

popularity again. This was primarity due to a decrease of physician availability during the 

first world war. The Midwives Act of 1936 was seen to be both a response to a decline in 

birth ra2e and a pre-war Act. The Act improved services for childbearing families greatly 

kmse it made provision for full time midwifery coverage in local communities 

{Danniwn 1977). 

The first College of Mdwives was W y  established in 1 94 1, almost sixty years 

&er the first efforts of midwives to organize themselves. It was crowned with the 

inchsion of 'Royal' in the title in 1947. The National Health Service, created in response to 



the need for social reform after the second world war, offered free. comprehensive health 

care to the entire population. It was the major breakthrough in health care in the United 

Kingdom. The desire of w-omen to deliver their babies in hospital during the post-war 

era resulted in a gradual change in the role of the midwife. She started to lose her 

independent status. Her care became fragmented as a result of hospital policies and the 

take over of ante-natal care by general practitioners in community clinics. The midwife's 

role was no longer that of the primary care giver. Myles tried to play down the 

significance of the event when she called it "the inauguration of the team concept of 

shared responsibility" (Katz-Rothman 1982). This trend continued until well into the 

nineteen seventies. The role of the midwife had eroded to the extent that concerns were 

expressed that midwives were becoming maternity nurses because midwifery skills were 

ignored and abandoned fBmington 1985; Kitzinger 1988). Field (1 992) reports that a 

survey in 1983 by Robinson demonstrated that less than 5% of hospital midwives and less 

than one third of community midwives took responsibility for ante-natal surveillance 

druing the course of prqpmcy. 

In conclusion, throughout the years, midwifery survived the rise of the male 

midwife and his competitive approach to birth in Europe and England. Some authors call 

the male-midwife approach to caring for childbearing women oppressive and 

pathologizing (Kitzinger 1988). Evlidwives, however, lost considerable autonomy over 

work and licensing requirements. Pfrysicians were socially defined as superior care givers 

for childbearing women, with a special expertise to manage difficult or problem cases. 

K&z-Rothman (1982) notes that Myfes attempted to phrase it in a positive way when 

saying that, "the modern role ofthe midwife is that of a team member fhctioning within 

an obstetric unit," but it is clear that the midwife was no longer the professional authority 

imr that team (Field 1992). In most countries around the world today a power balance has 



been struck between midwifery and medicine, with the exceptions of the United States and 

Canada. 

The hited States 

The early history of midwifery in the United States is reminiscent of the early 

history in Europe and the United Kingdom. An influx of immigrants, including midwives, 

brought the practice of midwifery to the United States. These midwives had no formal 

training; they learned by trial and error. During the eighteenth century, the United States 

adopted the notion of male-midwives, and physicians gradually became managers of 

childbirth. Influential men in upper class society had already decided that care from a 

doctor for their wives during pregnancy was superior to that of a midwife. The middle 

class soon followed. It did not take long before the poor, including the immigrant 

population, had also been converted to believe in the expertise of the physician-midwife. 

The Declaration of Independence in the U.S.A. in 1776 released physicians from their 

regulatory dependency on the British College of Surgeons. No other medical standards 

were set for some time, and m e d i d  education cculd be obtained anywhere, abroad or in 

the myriad of private medical colleges (Arney 1982). Arney argues that it was the freedom 

of women in the 'J.S.A- to train as physicians, (unlike England, where wealthy women 

were barred from entering medical schools or joining the Royal College) that ultimately 

fed to the demise of midwives. 

There was no equivalent of the U.K. Midwifery Act (1902) in the U.S.A. Health 

professionals were licensed by individual states, which also delineated their practice. 

Manasement of chddbirth had become a man's domain, with a focus to provide expert care 

for the rich. -4s a result, the overdl standard of maternity care was very poor and widely 

spread geographical distribution of the population did not help to improve the situation. 

b&d'c%ives continued to practice in rurd areas in an attempt to help reduce mortality rates. 

Mary Breckinridge's efforts to help improve obstetric care resulted in a 'paradigm shift' in 



midwifery practice in the U.S.A. When she created the Frontier Nursing Service Program 

in Kentucky, a program aiming at delivering midwifery and family health care services to 

the poor in rural Kentucky, the staff existed of English trained curse-midwives. From then 

on, Americar~ nurses were encouraged to obtain midwifery training in England. The 

original American midwife becane a different health care provider, the nurse-midwife; and 

a new American health care controversy was born (Silverton 1988). 

Time had come for State regulation of midwifery in the U.S.A. The American 

College of Nurse Midwifery was formed in 1955, to become the American College of 

Nurse-Midwives (ACNPVI) in 1969. Initially, the College was preoccupied with the fight 

for recognition of nurse-midwifery practice in the U.S. Presently, the aim and primary 

%netions are to provide direction for educational standards and research. In 1966 a joint 

study was undertaken by the International Confederation of Midwives (ICM) and the 

International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics (FIGO) to compile a report on 

maternity care for the World Health Organiza. on (WHO). The United States was treated 

as a 'special case' because it did not recognize midwifery as an independent profession. 

A new interest for direct-entry training for midwives commenced during the late 

sek~enties. The Midwives AUiance of North America (MANA), was formed in response to 

that movement in 1982. W A  provides a voice for all midwives, whatever their 

educational qualifications or training ground. Both MANA and the ACNM are presently 

members of the International Confederation of Midwives. 

The controversy between midwifery and nurse-midwifery is a divisive issue for 

most American midwives regardless on which side of the fence they stand. It interferes 

wirh progress and recognition of midwifery as a profession. Ruth Lublc (1 975) denounced 

the ciain thai nurse-midwives are unduly physician-dominated, by pointing at their control 

over education and cerflfication procedures- She defends the nurse-midwife by saying 

"There has been no need to surrender autonomy, we are not exploited. " American 



obstetricians believe that midwifery is, and should be controlled and supervised by their 

College. For example, the midwifery school in Downstate (New York) is still under 

control of the medical school and not with the nursing division. "It may be that 'nurse- 

midwife' is a contradiction in terms, with an inherent dilemma" says Katz-Rothman (1982), 

and "nurses, in the medical system, are defined by their relationship to doctors, while 

midwives are, in the meaning of the term derived from old English, with woman" (p. 80). 

Canada 

The Canadian Medical Act of 1795, placed the practice of midwifery in Canada 

effectively in the hands of physicians. From then on, it was illegal to practice midwifery 

without a license, and to obtain such license one needed a university degree in medicine. 

The Act was supposed to improve maternity care because childbearing women were to 

receive 'expert' care only from physicians. There were two problems, however, (1) there 

were not enough physicians to provide the care, and (2) poor women could not afford 

medical care. A significant population growth during the early twentieth century further 

reduced access to already sparse medical resources in rural communities (Benoit 1986, 

1991). Physicians preferred to practice in urban rather than mral areas, catering primarily 

to the elite, thus leaving new, and socio-economic unstable immigrants in rural areas in the 

hands of lay-midwives (Benoit 1986 1991). Although a response to the outcry for more 

services was heard, and selected maternity clinics were started, they did not solve the 

problem because their locations were primarily in large urban areas. Cecilia Benoit (1 986, 

f 991) reports that in Newfoundland and Labrador cottage hospitals were implemented in 

the early 1930's, representing the first major attempt to improve maternity care in these 

xeas- Home birth was dowly exchanged for cottage hospital delivery care. This meant 

that women interested in providing maternity care had to be formally educated and 

certified, instead of trained through an apprenticeship. The original granny-midwife, 



characterized by low socio-economic status and little schooling, was replaced by the 

educated midwik. 

This new breed of midwives in Eastern Canada were quite unlike the former 

grannies. They were younger, had a shorter but formalized education, and although most 

ofken married did not have such large families. The new midwife was a full-time 

government employee. The consequent benefits of that position contributed to a gradual 

rise in economic standing and brought midwives to the level of teachers, nurses, and social 

workers. Cottage midwives hnctioned quite autonomously, and overall claimed to have 

been 'called' to the profession. Most granny-midwives said to have 'fallen' into their roles, 

primarily due to the necessity to provide a living, or because there was nobody to provide 

the service. Cottage hospitals survived until the late nineteen sixties. By this time, most 

midwives in the jurisdiction had obtained nurses training as well (Benoit 1986, 199 1). 

However this particular scenario was only seen and allowed in Newfoundland, Labrador 

and selected areas in Northern Canada. Other provinces made no legal provision for 

midwifery practice; midwives could only provide care for childbearing families outside the 

regulated health care system. 

Burtch (1992, p. 161; points out that the 'midwifery challenge' in Canada has over 

the years been met with a mixture of support and resistance. This situation, he says, has 

led to the current state of uncertainty surrounding midwifery. Repressive law (such as 

prosecution of midwives for criminal negligence) and other state measures (such as 

coroners inquests) have been ineffective in redressing this state of uncertainty (p. 161). 

Until midwifery practice is legalized, criminal prosecution, coroners' investigations, and 

promt ion  for practicing medicine without a license vvill continue to intimidate midwives. 

The seriousness of these threats sufiaced in Vancouver B.C. in the mid-1 980s, when two 

midwives, following a newborn death after an attempted home delivery, were found guilty 

of criminal negligence causing death (Burtch f 992, pp. 1 74- 1 75). The conviction was 



appealed and the two midwives were found guilty on a new charge of criminal negligence 

causing bodiiy harm (to the mother), a charge which had been substituted Ibr the original 

one (Burtch 1992, p. 175). The Supreme Court of Canada acquitted both midwives six 

years after the first conviction (Burtch 1992, p. 1751, but that does not change the fact 

that few midwives will be interested in continuing to practice midwifery without legal 

protection against these threats (Burtch 1992). 

Synopsis of Current Midwijiery Practiee and Patterns of Education 

During the last decade a great number of variations and alterations occurred in 

midwifery practice and education in the United Kingdom. This has been largely due to a 

multitude of changes in the overall health care structure. The health care structure was 

forced to change, to reduce health care costs. Field f 1992) provides in-depth analysis on 

current status, trends and changes in midwifery practice and education in her paper "A 

Report on Health Care in the United Kingdom with Particular Reference to Midwifery." 

Health care regulation for nurses, midwives, social workers and other health care 

providers is presently provided through the Nurses, Midwives and Health Visitors Act 

(1 979). This Act was basically an amalgamation of the four existing Acts in the UK, The 

Midwives Act of 195 1, including the Scottish Act (195 1 ), the Nurses Act of 1964 and the 

H d t h  Visiting and Social Work (training) Act of 1962. The United Kingdom Central 

Count51 for nursing, midwifery and health visiting (UKCC) replaced the General Nursing 

Council and the General Midwives Board. The UKCC, represented by four regional 

miod boards, takes respcmsibliity for poky development and regulation of practice and 

d u a ~ o n *  

The United Kingdom is currently divided into Regional Heatth areas which are 

themsefves divided into He&h Districts. The areas are respectively governed by Regional, 

aid District Hedth Authorities (Field, 1992). This information is important because as a 



result of the reorganization, nursing and midwifery supervision merged, and midwifery 

representation was lost in some instances. Fizid argues that the threat of midwifery 

absorption by nursing is behind the move away from post-registration midwifery education 

to three year pre-registration programs (p. 7). A three year midwifery program eliminates 

the prerequisite for nursing qualifications. The UK's Wealth Care Project 2000 (1 986) 

promoted amalgamation of midwifery schools. Several schools responded to that 

recommendation and used the opportunity to upgrade their academic standings at the 

same time. The Oxford and Dorset Schools of midwifery developed three year direct entry 

programs leading to a baccalaureate in midwifery. The UKCC's recommendation for a 

eighteen months specialization program in midwifery upon completion of an eighteen 

months general nursing core program was met with fierce opposition from midwives, and 

resulted in an agreement of the UKCC to try a variety of innovative programs for 

midwifery. As a result, one can presently become a midwife via several educational routes. 

First, there is the post-registration program in midwifery, meaning a program taken after 

completion of a general nursing education. Post-registration programs lead to a either a 

certificate or a baccalaureate degree in midwifery. These types of post-registration 

programs take respectively eighteen months or two years to complete. Second, there are 

post-registration midwifery programs leading to an Advanced Diploma in Midwifery 

(AD&!) and to midwifery tutoring qualifications, the latter needing an additional year of 

academic preparation in the Faculty of Education. Third, there are the pre-registration 

programs, whereby midwives are educated via a direct-route of entry program (requiring 

no prerequisite nursing qualificatiorrs) leading to a baccalaureate in midwifery. These types 

ofprograms take three or four years to complete. 

Midwives in the LX practice in a hospital setting or the community. They knction 

in teams or independently* The independent hnctioning midwives in the district are 

gerredy not paid by the National Health Senrice, but receive a fee directty from the 



familiy (Fidd, 1992). 1Widwivef practicing in hospitals function less autonomously than 

comuniq midwives. The excepion are hospitd midwives working in hvo-tier' hospitals, 

where there are no obstetric residents and midwives refer directly to tfie obstetric 

consultant. These midwives take full responsibility for their practice feeen,  Kitzinger and 

Coupland, 1 986). 

The medical mode1 of midwifery practice is prevalent in the United Kingdom, and 

there is fimited reaction to the medicaiization of childbirth from consumers. Opposition 

comes primarily from the Assotzl*ation of Radicd SOtZIMdwives says Field (1992, p. 551, and 

she concludes the paper saying: 

Midwifery practice in the United States daes not easily compare to practice in the 





ERorts to iegalize midvvifq in Canada escalated in the last decade. Midwjfery 

task forces and associations io'doieci for, and promoted legalization ofmidwifery. The 

Q t r k  government finally d i o x d  eight mibwifiery pilot-projects to be started in mal 

settings, after three different readings ia the fegisfature. The mandate was to research the 

feasibility of incorporating midwives into the health care system and to examine selected 

mod& ofmidwifery pracs'dee. The biggest stumbling block in Q u k  was and stin is, the 

opposition of the m e d i d  profession. The resistance went as far as trykg to slow and 

obstruct progress in passing the law. The main issues are 'economic territorialism' 

[Barrin@orr 1985j, and the perceived difference between nurse midwife and midwives 

trained via a direct-route-uf-entry- The lzfst issue is primarily related to loss of control 

(physicians supervise nurses in bsphd) and home birth. The resistance is so strong that it 

is dwbthl that Quebec wit1 be the next province to legalize midwifery, despite positive 

restrks ufits midwifery pilot-projects. 

impfement midwifery; practice. Government announcements (Ontario news release 199 1; 

P L I W s  Midwifery Review Cornmiam 1992; Cull 1993) in all three provinces endorsed 

es wili practice within the bealth care system by the end of 1993. At that 



research was performed," rnidv;ifer]r. was out of the limelight until the media focused its 

attention on a coroneis Inqua  into the death of a baby delivered with midwives' 

assistance in Ontario. Although the midwives were not held legally responsible. the case 

reopened the midwifery practice issue, and became a political forum to debate public 

policy issues (1984). -4s a result, the newly fumed (1983) Health Disciplines Legislative 

Review Committee recommended in 1986 that midwifery should be a legally recognized 

profession. A Health Ministry appointed Task Force made the final recommendations on 

practice and education, before midwifery was given Royal Assent in Ontario in 199 1. 

As stated on page 5, the Mtchener Institute for Applied Health Sciences in 

Toronto is in the progress of preparing 76 midtnrives through an 'one time only' pre- 

registration-integration program to become licensed in Ontario. The Institute's faculty 

prepared a comprehensive d o w e n t  "The midwifery model of practice" (1 9921, 

s u e g  how midwives will practice in Ontario. The paper addresses the scope of 

practice, the Ontario model of practice, the meaning of continuity of cafe and informed 

choice ofthe consumis, and practice site, and birth place. The document also outlines 

standards of practice, the expectation that two midwives attend each birth, midwifery 

practice in hospital, the need for community input and liability coverage, and midwifery 

&cation, and continuing &cation. Special emphasis is placed on the importance of 

con$kuity ofcase stMf the need for midwives to be able to hnction in dl settings. The 

d~~ will be used as a guide by the Interim College of Midwives of B.C. when 

dmeEopirrg such an outline: for midwifery practice in British Columbia. 

In a News Refease: @&arch 29, f 9(33), the Ontario Health ~Winister Ruth Grier 

r h  rqwsts were bekg issued for proposals for three outef-hospital birthing 

centers- "Birthing m e r s  wiil be a home away tiom home for women who don't want to 

babies in hospitals, or at homeZ" said Ms. GrSer, she continued "Birthing 

offer a &e* I t s  dinid ahmatke to hospitals. By funding birthing caters, 



staffed by midwives, my Ministry is acknowledging that most births are ilncomplicated, 

nomd  defiveries.'The same news release outlines that community health centers, 

hospitals, and independent health facilities in Ontario will be able to contract with or 

employ midwives. Another possible agency will be community-based and non-profit 

midwifery care organizations, yet to be developed (News Release 1993, p. 2). 

A four year baccalaureate degree program will be taught coflaboratively by three 

pst-sec0nda-y institutions in Ontario, McMzster and Laurentian Universities, and 

Ryerson Polytechnic Institute. The program has been scheduled to begin in the fall of this 

yerr ( 1993). 

Alberta is probably not far b e b d  Ontario. The Report of the Midwifery Services 

Review Committee in Alberta was able to take advantage of the extensive research and 

work done by the different Untario committees. Their report offers a complete profile of 

midwifery care for the province of Alberta. The paper includes recommendations for the 

use of drugs by midwivesf access to ante-natal screening and criteria for medical 

consuhation and transfer of care. The recommendations with regard to the scope of 

practice, the setting of practice, the educational qualifications for registration, and others, 

are ccmparable to those accepted in Ontario. The report does not specifl a choice of post- 

feeondarj. setting* 

British Columbia received the green light, with the announcement of H d t h  

Minister Elisabeth Cull during the htemationai Conference of Midwives in Vancouver 

(May 1993). The H d t h  Minister disclosed that the B.C. Government had consented to 

start prmdirgs to legalize: middkq in British Columbia. Many 'pieces' have been 

dmeioped in the anticipation that fegaJization will be a reality soon. The Midwifery 

Amxiation 0fB.C. made application for kgidation to the Health Professions Council in 

the summer of 1992 and complef.ed the hearings in early 1993. The next step will be to 



appoint an advisory committee like the ones in Ontario and Alberta to make final 

recommendations. 

Up to now, midwifery practice in British Columbia has been only possible outside 

the regulated health care system. It is estimated that midwife attended home births total 

approximately 300 babies per year (unidentified midwife, 1992). In response to the need to 

educate midwives in Vancouver, the Fraser Valley Childbirth Education Association 

started a midwifery education program during the 1980's (The Vancouver Midwifery 

School) for people interested in practicing midwifery. The graduates of the program were 

certified via the Seattle Midwifery School in the State of Washington. The program was 

cancelled due to lack ofenrollment (Burtch 1992). 

A pilot project initiated in Grace Hospital's Low Risk Clinic during the 1980s, 

provided an alternative approach to meet the health care needs of women in the perinatal 

period. The midwifery approach provided safety as well as a recognition of the broader 

significance of the event in the womens' lives and those of their families (Weatherstone et 

d. 1985). The project was a success in the eyes of all parties (clients, midwives, and 

supportive physicians) invoIved. The set up of the project had to be modified at times, due 

to midwife 'burn out' caused by the volume of voluntary time commitment, and the 

amount of patient demand for the senice. The project, although demonstrably successful, 

never progressed beyond pilot-project status. The statistics, however, did contribute to 

prove the need for and public interest in midwifery services. The Seaton Report of the 

CoIIlfnission on H d t h  Care and Cost f 1991) strongly recommended legalizing a self 

regulating midwifery profession in B.C. The Interdisciplinary Mdwi'ay Task Force of 

B.C. d The Midwives Association 0fB.C. have dso played a significant role in the 

accomplishment of getting the B.C. Government to agree to legalize midwifery. A 

middery practice model for B.C will be a dose image of those models promoted in 

Onaario and Alberta. 



Most people agree that in order to establish academic and clinical credibility in the 

eyes of the public and other health professionals, future midwives will need to obtain a 

baccalaureate degree in midwifery. In British Columbia, as in Quebec and Ontario, 

midwives will meet obstacles and resistance with regard to issues arising fi-om home birth, 

hospital privileges, and competition for clients with family practice physicians. However, 

problems are there to be solved. Jonas Salks (1 993, p. 12) provides an answer: 

Solutions seem to be found through strategic thinking, though perceiving 
not just obstacles we face, but fhe challenges and opporturlities presented 

Trends and Issues Affecting the fitwe 

The review of history and present midwifery practice and education has identified 

several trends and issues which will affect or have the potential to affect midwifery 

education and practice in British Columbia. The following key words stand out in the 

literature: 

witchcraft - poverty - flow) socio-economics -- dirty - {un f educated 

non-mrse midwife - rmrse- midwjfe - man-midwife -- birth-place 

physician resisfame - credibility - art and science - technology 

The foIlowing questions place the key words in perspective and show how trends 

and issues relate. 

4 Does witchcraft mean the lack of scientific evidence, or is it the "art" of midwifery that 

appears to provide mystery to midwifery practice? 

Did midwifery survive due to the need for and commitment of midwives to look after 

the poor? 

+ Wkfy do people associate 'midwifei with uneducated and home birth? 

+ Is there a relationship between the reemergence of midwifery practice and economic 



Does 'credibility' relate to every word outlined above? 

1s there a dserence between the practice of a nurse midwives versus midwives who 

are not trained as nurses? 

Do we expect men to be midwives in the future? 

Is physician resistance primarily associated with home birth, direct-entry midwifery or 

competition for clients? 

Does 'technology' belong in midwifery practice? 

Answering these questions is not an easy task, as each question raises additional 

questions and more than one answer may be correct. Kaiser (May 1993) suggested Walt 

Whitman's solution to such dilemma, "Reexamine all you have been told --- dismiss what 

insults your soul. " 

Witchcraft appears to be a thing of the past. Although most midwives will tell you 

that there is nothing magical abortt their practice, midwives always had and still appear to 

have a 'mystique' surrounding their practice. This mystique may be the result of the poorly 

understood components of 'art' and 'intuition' used by experienced midwives in their 

practice- In order to achieve future credibility for midwifery practice, midwives will have 

to be taught a delicate balance between the art and the science of midwifery. 

According to the literature, midwifery practice survived because midwives were 

committed to care for the urban poor and people living in rural areas with decreased 

accessibility to h d t h  care services. Midwifery dso filled a gap, however, in caring for 

people suspicious of and opposed to medical intervention in normal stages of the life 

q&. These people can be found on 4 levels of society. Understanding the need for 

hygiene anci prevention of infection in case of birth trauma helped midwives and the public 

to promote deantiness during childbirth. Midwives today are educated and cognizant of 

the concept of 'asepsis'. 



Midwives, not trained as nurses, are often codbsed with labor support people 

because they practice in the community and are referred to as community midwives. The 

title midwife belongs to duly educated and qualSed midwives. There are however, people 

calling themselves midwives, who have no formal education but are interested in 

supporting women through the childbearing process. They are most often women 

responding to the need of childbearing families who prefer to give birth at home. 

Midwives are either educated in the form of a post-basic nursing specialty or 

following a program of midwifery study via a 'direct-route-of-entry'. The direct-route-of- 

entry option is gaining popularity around the world. The length of both didactic and 

clinical components of such educational programs often exceed those of nursing programs. 

These midwifery programs draw on selected knowledge fiom other disciplines without 

adopting all knowledge (Muzio, 1 992). Nurse-midwives specialize in midwifery as an 

extension of nursing. Some people belief that nurse-midwives use the medical model of 

care for midwifery practice rather that a wellness focused approach, because they were 

trained as nurses to use the medical model of care only. This is believed to be true 

specially for nurse-midwives working with physicians in hospitals. A recent move in 

nursing to adopt different philosophies to direct both nursing practice and education away 

&om the medical model of care, may assist in reducing the differences between nurse- 

midwives and direct-entry midwives over time. A wehess-promotion and self-care 

practice model, and the use of humanistic educational principles, including adaptability and 

autonomy for both students and faculty, are just a few example of recent changes in 

nursing education and practice. 

In the past, midwifq practice seemed to resurface in periods of economic decline. 

During the last decade interest in midwifery practice surfaced because more Canadian 

women expressed the need for a huManitarian and safe alternative to the medical 



interventionist care during the childbearing cycle. Legalization of midwifery practice 

however, has also been recommended because it is perceived that midwifery care 

will contribute to reducing health care cost in the long run. In an address at the ICh4 

conference in Vancouver, Van Wagner (1993) cautioned against the misuse of that idea 

when incorporating midwives into the health care system. Midwives should be adequately 

remunerated l i e  other professionals. Savings in midwifery care would be achieved by 

reducing the use of unnecessary expensive high technological tests. An interesting fact is 

that fee schedules have not been worked out yet. The Ontario committee recommended 

that all deliveries should be attended by two midwives. Although this recommendation 

promotes safety, it does not iippear to reduce cost. 

It is beyond the scope of this paper to deal with the issue of the equality between 

men and women. Men are expected to continue to become midwives in the future. In 

addition, male-physicians will continue and are allowed to practice 'midwifery' according 

to the Medical Act in B.C. 

Physician resistance against midwifery practice, particularly home birth, and the 

controversy about the nurse versus non-nurse midwife have essentially remained the same 

throughout history. The midwife's struggle for credibility is very much alive, and directly 

related to the understand'mg of the arts and science components of the discipline. 

Midwives today are often still viewed by both the public and other health care providers as 

uneducated, unless they are registered nurses. 

The controversy over home birth, despite convincing statistics on its safety by the 

World Health Organization, will remain just that. Burtch (1992, p. 163) points out that in 

Canada, despite the lack of scientifically rigorous evaluations of midwifery practice or 

home birth, a variety of exploratory studies have challenged the assumptions that home 

b ' i  or midwife attendance are inherently more hazardous than other arrangements 

@mch 1988a; Tyson 1990; Walkerf Pullen, and Shinyei 1986). He affirms that the home 



birth issue is especially pertinent in Canada, since midwives tend to be the only 

practitioners who attend birth at home, raising questions about safety (Burtch 1988a, pp. 

361-62). The issue of absolute safety is neither related to midwifery care or the birth 

setting itself says Barrington (1 985 j, "Birth is a major life transformation, and like aiiy 

change of such magnitude, it involves elements of uncertainty and risk. " Many nurse- 

midwives do not advocate home birth either. Selected midwives and physicians may have 

to agree to disagree on the issue. Birthing centers provide an excellent and viable 

alternative but are expensive to build. Competition for chents, seen as a problem by some, 

appears to be less of an issue. 

The use of technology during pregnancy is becoming a legal issue rather than a 

philosophical one. Although some argue that if pregnancy is normal, no technology should 

be needed or used, others argue that we use technology in every day 'normal' We. The use 

of needless intervention, such as the use of forceps or vacuum extractor to shorten the 

second stage of labor, is an entirely different kind of dispute. Midwives of the kture must 

be educated to understand and know how to use technology, for example electronic fetal 

heart rate monitoring, so they will be able to educate their clients and exercise judgment in 

the use of these techniques. 

In conclusion, the historical review of midwifery practice and education shows that 

future midwives need to be well educated professionals. In addition, the review raises a 

number of issues to be considered when developing a curriculum for midwives in B.C. The 

issues include questions about legal protection for midwives, the practice and educational 

setting, home birth, physician resistance to midwifery practice, hospital priviliges for 

midwives, and the difference between nurse-rnidwives and direct-entry midwives. These 

issues will be reviewed in chapter V. 



Educational Principles and Curriculum Development Ideas. 

This section of the chapter provides a general introduction to the educational 

principles (derived from behaviorism, humanism and andragogy), the curriculun~ 

evaluation criteria (Campbell 1985), and curriculum development guidelines (Torris and 

Stanton 1982) used in this thesis. This overview is not meant to be a literature review of 

educational philosophies but has been included to provide clarity to chapters 111 and IV 

The educational principles and curriculum development ideas used in this thesis 

come from diverse backgrounds. The use of diverse principles evolved because the 

curricula analyzed in chapter Ill and the curriculum blueprint proposed in chapter IV of 

this thesis are of such aature that they contain both 'education' and 'training' components 

Bekavbn'srn 

"Probably no other system of psychology has had as much impact on general and 

adult education, or had its principles be the cause of as much debate as behaviorism" say 

EIias and Merriam (1984). The fundamental philosophical questions raised in behaviorism 

are about the differences between humans and animals, people and complex machines, and 

the relationship between education and the formation of culture. If education is 

synonymous with training, one should be able to solicit predetermined responses through 

selected stimuli (Tyler 3969). 

One ofthe well known theorists on modem behaviorism, B.F. Skinner, has 

signiiicantly influenced education. His philosophy, based on the presumption that survival 

is the hdamental value for individuals and societies, became the foundation for the 

&onate ofpromoters ofbehaviorist education thar each person has to obtain the skills to 

survive in society. The emphasis is on teamwork, personal competition and achievement 

are of a lower priority @fias and Meniam). Behaviorism promotes the importance of 

providing education under favorable conditions, which include the provision of positive 

rather than negative reinforcement, and allows for individual differences. The rote of the 



teacher in this philosophy is very important and active. Elias and Merriam (1 984) portray 

the teacher as a contingency manager. The teacher manipulates the environment to elicit 

behaviors to assist students meet the goal of learning to survive in society. 

Behavioral objectives, also referred to as instructional objectives, specify the 

expected behaviors upon completion of an educational program. The primary advantage of 

using instructional objectives is the accuracy and objectivity by which learning can be 

measured. In addition, objectives heIp teachers to know precisely what to teach and expect 

from the students. Although there is no actual proofj and not everybody agrees that the 

use of objectives enhances e ~ ~ i v e  teaching and learning, most educators agree that 

objectives increase clarity in communication (Houle, 1982). Another positive aspect 

related to the use of behavioral objectives is that they are seen as a mechanism to assess 

a'ectiveness of a mrricuium, the educational institution, andlor administrators and 

individual teachers (EZias and Memam, 1984). The notion of accountability, stressed as an 

essential t l t  in contemporary job performame, ties in with the concept of cornpetency- 

b d  education. Competency-based education programs are basicdy an adult education 

ofEspring of general behaviorist dwationd programs (Elias and Merriam 1984). The 

progams have specified gods, learning experiences and evaluation based on outcomes. 

The emphasis ., on criterion-referenced evafmtion, assuming that itall students are able to 

met the objectives. Criterion-referenced evabtion is less threatening than norm- 

referenced evaluation and promotes seIf4uected learning and continuation of learning. 

C a m p e t m e - b d  evaluation is fiqrientiy used for performance evaluation of 

pressionals. The competencies are derived &om the job description, stated in behavioral 

tams, a& b v a  to t b  wdmtee before hand. 

U p h  Tyizr's model fix designing educational programs, has had a strong influence 

on program detielapmmt modeis proposed in recent years. Tylefs model is based on the 



assumption that "education is a process of changing the behavior pattern of people " In  his 

approach to program development the following questions are asked: 

+ What is the educational purpose of the program? 

+ What educational experiences can be provided that are likely to attain the purpose'? 

+ How can these educational experiences be effectively organized? 

How can we determine whether these purpose(s) are being attained? 

Most significant is the fk t  that contemporary authors and theorists of curriculum 

development theory continue to acknowledge that "the fbndamental way of thought which 

Tyler suggested still remains intact, underlying the d;scussion and practice of most 

ducation today" (Houk 982, Elias mb rvfeniam 1984, Bevis and Watson 1989). 

Torris and Stanton (1982) proposed guidelines for curriculum development for 

nursing education in the U S A  Their book "Curriculum Process in Nursing: A Guide to 

Curriculum Development" was written during a time when the use of behavioral objectives 

was popular and the accepted approach to nursing education on the North American 

Continent. Their format follows the four basic questions raised by Tyler. Bevis and 

Watson (1 9891, promoting a humanistic existentialist approach to adult education, claim 

that a curriculum development process using the format of philosophy, framework and 

objectives, is characteristic of kfraviorisn?. 7%' also claim that process to be linear and 

therefore restrictive. I see Torris and Stantods process as cylindric~l or spiral, and 

ongoing. The approach stresses the importance ofa foundation to direct the curriculum, 

but d m  not fmus on tfre development of specific content or objectives. The authors 

(Tonis and Stanton) describe a process for curriculum development suitable for the 

deve'fopmmd of any curridurn, Whether it fias to be started from scratch, or be evaluated 

revised. 

Torris and Stanton (1982) emphasize process in curriculum design, a d  they define 

as "a series ofprogreSsi\8e stages in which inter-dependent activities have some 



ptrrposer"(p. I 6).  They characterize four developmental stages in the curriculum process. 

The directive stage provides the foundation for the entire curriculum, the formative stage 

outlines broad and generd concepts used in the curriculum, the hnctional stage focuses 

on the specifics and the operational aspect of the curriculum, and the evaluative stage 

involves program evaluation (chapier IG, p. 56). Torris and Stanton point out that the key 

to development of a curriculum is an organizational structure conducive to the task (1 982, 

p- 5). The organizational structure of a curricu?um must be able to accommodate future 

modification and change. Torris and Stanton stress the need to plan and implement 

cumcufum in the context of financial and resource realities of a select educational 

institution. They focus on ghe impwimre ofbe curriculum foundation describing 

p~ lomphes  uf practice and d a c a t i o ~  including conceptual visudizadon of the principles, 

because the foundation developed in the direcxive stage provides the base on which the 

entire curriculum rests. 

A GIossary of T m s  is an essential component of the directive stage because it 

gives clarity to the jargon, beliefs and concepts used in the curriculum. Tonis and 

Starrtonk process is precise, comprehensive and adaptable, with the added advantage that 

the broad outline cul be used in emjunction with Cambell's specific evaluation criteria 

(chapter RI, pp. 53-55)- The two documents complement each orher. Tunis and Stanton 

sate* for empfe, that each progressSve stage in the devdoprnen~d process must be built 

upon the praious one, wbiIe CmpkU takes an interrogative approach to each of these 

dhmf romt fEe  arnidum objectives and the conceptual model?" 



&e criterion F, p. 54). When analyzing or designins a curriculum, the evaluation criteria 

assist in maiiiiaiiling a corriinuurn in the curricuium design (Catnpbeii, i 985 j. 

Hsmarskm 

-An interesting obsemation is that humanists struggle with the same fundamental 

questions as behaviorism but arrive at a different conclusion because they have alternative 

views ofthe world (Elias and hfeniam t 984). The humanist values the notions of freedom 

and autonomy. Behavior is a consequence of human choice which individuals can frseiy 

exercise (Hias and Memarn 1984, p. i is). Indi4duaiity and potentiaiity represent the 

unique individual and the unlimited potenrid for growth and devetopment in the 

humanistic philosophy. The self, self concept, self actualization, and responsibility and 

humanity to  self and others is very much the center of the belief The goal of humanistic 

educationT according to  E l k  and &4emam (1 984), is the development of persons --- 

persons who are open to change and continued learning, persons who strive for self- 

actdimtion, and persons who can live together as hlfy hnctioning individuals (p. 122) 

These authors describe humanistic hcatirmnd principles to be student centered and 

teacher facilitated. The egalitarian relationship between teacher and student is an 

important notion in the humanistic educational approach. The act of learning is seen as a 

prsod endeavor, in which curriculum becomes secondary to the persand experience 

e the emphasis is on seEit is nevertheless recognized that growth does not occur in 

idatian and r r e d s  to be f~aeieb by a cooperafive and supportive environment (ETias and 

M e  f 984). 

Bevis and Watson (1989) advocate humanistic principles in education, b a d  on the 
- - 

h a a m t i c  existentialist pMosapfry In their h k  Towards a carins curriculum- A new 

for nursing", they propose an edrrcationaf paradigm shifi for rtursing ducation, 

bmbingf iomap c empirid $0 a humanistic existentialist approach They argue 

such a move inmews COW- h e e n  the philosophy of care and practice, 





c h i p ~ g ,  the student tries -to please the teacher, (2) nt~ticipclrtwy c~umplimrt, the student 

tries to pre-guess the zeacirer, (3) resormfi~ the student is motivated due to teacher 

performanceg (4) recip~ma~i~tg. h e  student rakes responsibifiry for learning and 

participates in a teacher-student reIationship based on rnutuaf respect and exiting 

exchanges (p. 861% and (5 )  ge~wrafing student initiative is optimal in part icipatian 

BeGs and Watson differentiate bemeen 5tern'learning such as recall of straight 

h o d e d g e  and skilts, Wdire&ve* ieiirning which includes teaming the rules and the 

exceprions, and ~a~ionaieY&g where research is applied to practice. These first three 

kinds of l d g  are a lower level of education according to Bevis and Watson and only 

achieve training. The nex-$ thee levels are 'contemal', 'syntactical' and 'inquiry' learning. 

These levels move the student up into the higher levels of the maturity continuum. 

C o l r t d  leaning means understitnding the essence of midwifey practice, learning of 

the language', symboIic values and p~osophy .  Syntactical I d n g  refers to the ability to 

fogidly structure mangemmts of data in maningfbl wholes (p. 941, to plan 

SEpd~ent, feefing~ or intuition- Inquiry fawning applies to the creative aspects of 

such as the art: of* investigation, the search for truth, the generation of theory 

and a&. Bevis and Watwnns ideas clearly favor an academic focus of learning over 

tmk.kg This notion creates tension in a prugam such as midwifery, where mastery of 



The intent is for the teacher andfor student to decide on selected content. While 

Be~4s at6 Watson say that it is meant to be that way, it leads to unreaiistic expectations of 

the teachers and the student. Few faculty today could rise to the demands of Bevis and 

Watson's proposal. The issue and need for extensive faculty development before such 

approach can be implemented is addressed in-depth by the authors in their book. 

I believe that studies on the graduate level would be more suited and geared to 

meet the expectations of the feanrer and the teacher. Wearing my 'theoretical hat' I agree 

with, and Iiike Bevis and ideas, but my 'practical hat' struggles with the reality of 

such dramatic shift for midwifery education at the present time. In order to establish 

education and educational credibility fur midwives in B.C., a more structured approach 

wilt1 be needed- The tension between the behavioristic and humanistic cumculum approach 

mst be discussed and released so the diverse educational principles can be used side by 

side- 

Future midwifery students in B.C. are anticipated to include a large group of 

mature students and people retunring to prufssiond life after child rearing. For many 

midwifery may mean a second degree, career or life experience (Bevis and Watson 1989, 

OntGo Curriculum Design Committee 1991). These types of program participants create 

a need for what could be called 'a mdtj-route-of-entry" curriculum. For example, when an 

antfrropologia or sociol~gkt decides to reenter the work force or change careers to 

become a midwife, it would Ire neither economically and motivationd feasible to have 

them repeat courses on crtiture socidogy, likewise, a physiotherapist changing 

career or study path wodd most likely be able to bypass the anatomy and physiology 

cmmes- R-ereb mrsa w&h a variety of perinatid nursing backgrounds should be 

mxheri for ttheir eciucatim d ezrperiace, m&or be able to challenge selected sections 

of& program. Thus, studeats with varied educational backgrounds must be able to enter 

a mkhiferqr program at different points dong the educational path. Furthermore, many of 



these students will be self motivating and self directed, and as adult learners they will not 

appreciate authoritarian rnethc-ds of teaching. 

Anbragogy 

The third philosophy used in this thesis is 'andragogy', commonly referred to as 

adult education. The term 'andragogy' is used interchangeably in the literature, meaning 

education for adults as well as adult educational philosophy. Andragogy is often found to 

be mixed with other educational philosophies (Elias and Merriam 1984). Malcolm 

Knowles (1968) was the first one to attempt to establish andragogy as a term in English. It 

is currently still under debate if andragogy exists as an independertt philosophy, and if 

andragogic principles ;tre essentially different from pedagogic principles. For the purpose 

of this thesis it will be assumd that there is a difference. The assumption is grounded in 

the argument that adulthood is a normative concept based on chronological age and status 

in society (Elias and Merriam 1984, p. 1 90). The authors note also that adults have certah 

rights and responsibilities in society not afforded to children. Adults are older than 

children, it is the time factor which counts for the difference in emotional and moral 

m a r ~ r i ~  levels. Another factor in differentiating between education for children and adults 

lays in the role of institutions. Tfie place of institutions in adult education is the issue of 

sacid change (Elias and Merriam, 1984). 

According to Houle (1982) and Elias and Merriarn (1 9841, Paterson f 1979) 

d y z e d  the concept of teaching and learning in adult education as well. He considered 

learning 'a coming to knowt. Even in learning skills, the coming-to-know aspect is 

fitnhmtal to the con* of learning, argue Elias and Merriam ( 1 984, p. 1 95). Paterson 

f 1979) did not agree with the behaviorist befief that learning is a change in behavior. He 

saw teaching as "a collhrative process, involving exchanges, outgoings, and interaction 

between two sepaate and independent centres of consciousness, and converging on to 

some objective and itccessjble reality" say Elias and Memam (1 984, p. 1 95). 



It must be noted that Paterson's ideas were developed with liberal education in 

mind, focusing on academic education not emphasizing skill training. Elias and Meniam 

f 1 984) amalgamate adult education with the different educational philosophies. They 

contrast liberal adult education, progressive adult education, behaviorist adult education, 

humanistic adult education and radical adult education. Liberal adult education principles 

have been primarily applied in the Western world, the main traditions include liberal 

learning, organized knowledge, and development of an intellectual mind (p. 9). 

Progressive education explores the concepts of education and society. The focus is on 

experience centered, and vocational education. Behavioristic adult education centers 

around the notions of control, and behavior modification. Humanistic adult education 

promotes student centered, self-directed learning, active participation, and freedom and 

autonomy. The radical adult education movement believes in education as a force to 

achieve radical social change. Included in Elias and Meniam's (1984) discussion about 

educational philosophies is the analytical philosophy of adult education. The philosophy 

emphasizes the need to clarify concepts, arguments, and policy statements used in adult 

education (p. 1 I). 

Other recognized differences between pedagogy and andragogy based programs 

we that adults participate voluntady, the program is most likely freely chosen, and they 

are &Ie to remove themselves from the scene if they find the educational endeavor not 

beneficial. Adult education focuses heavily on active student participation, while there is 

mme disagreement on the role of the teacher in adult education between theorists, the 

teacher role is much more egalitarian than in the behaviorist approach. 

Review of selected perspectives on educational philosophy emphasized that the 

development of the philosophical theories evolved as a result of a logical progression of 

changes occurring in the warid. EIias and Merriam (1 984, p. 204) give meaning to the idea 

 EM^ describing the move fiom lihd to progressive adult education. 



It makes sense that different philosophies may share essential principles. The 

humanistic and progressive adult education both focus on the person himlher self as a 

learner, progressive and behaviorist adult education share the emphasis on the importance 

of scientific inquiry. An eclectic educational model merging andragogical principles with 

h~manistic and behavioristic ones for a program designed to both educate and train a 

health professional, is therefore a feasible option. 



Chapter III 

A Comparative Analysis of Midwifery Curricula 

in Selected Jurisdictions 

The purpose of the comparative analysis of five different midwifery curricula in 

selected jurisdictions of the industrialized world is to provide direction for the 

devetopment of a midwifery curriculum for British Columbia. The analysis was assisted by 

Campbell (1985), and Toms and Stanton's (1982) criteria as discussed in chapter II. 

Specific focus was on: 

4 similarities and differences in the selected curricula; 

4 missing concepts and components in each curriculum; 

+ identification of concepts and components suitable to a curriculum for midwifery 

students in British Columbia. 

The data for this analysis project were obtained in 1992, before a process to 

provide legal sanction for midwifery practice was initiated by the B. Z. Govemment. At 

that time, I had not considered incorporating humanistic principles Into the educational 

phifosophy for a midwifery curriculum. The criteria selected for analysis, Campbell's 

f 1985) criteria, were developed when tke use of behavioral objectives in curriculum 

development were the nom. The criteria are specific and suitable for the analysis project. 

Guidelines for curriculum development process published by Torris and Stanton (1 982) 

are I e s  specjfic and are more usefid for curridurn development. 

M a k d  

In selecting currida for the analysis, I decided: 

to choose curricula &om a variety of countries with an established and respected 

history of midwifery practice: and education, with the exception of Canada; 



+ to select curricula from countries with primarily English as a first language (with the 

exception of the Dutch curriculum); 

4 to ensure inclusion of one curriculum of the North West United States; 

+ not to differentiate between curricula educating a nurse or direct-entry midwife. 

+ to request the following midwifery curricula by fax or phone, two from the United 

Kingdom, two fiom Australia, two from the USA, and two from the Netherlands. The 

Report of the Curriculum Design Committee in Ontario, Canada was obtained via the 

RNABC library. 

The following five curricula were decided on: 

Aiisfidia, S'hey flew South Wales): "The Midwifery Curriculum of the School of 
Nursing Studies. Royal Prince Alfred Hospital" (1 989). 
Canada, (Ontario): The Report of the Curriculum Design Committee on the 
Development of Midwifery Education in Ontario (1 99 1). 
2"he Ndherlands, Amsterdam floord- Ht)ZIundp: "Studie Gids: Kweek School voor 
Vroedvrouwen" (1 99 1). 
Unifed Kingdom, PPoo (Durseg: "Dorset School of Midwifery, Approval of Three 
Year Midwifery Training" (1 988). 
UiwkdStdes ofArrrenrrreneu, Sea#le washington): "Catalog Midwifery and Nurse 
Midwifery Education" (Vof . XI, October 1 9 9  1). 

All curricula meet the specifications outlined above. All are in the English 

f q p i g e ,  except for the Dtitch curriculum outline, and represent a variety of countries 

where midwifery has been recognized and taught for many years. The United Kingdom 

and H o h d  have been leaders in midwifery care for many centuries. The curriculum of the 

Seattle Midwifery School in the United States is not representative of midwifery education 

in America, Erecause it is one ofthe few available direct-route-of-entry programs in the 

U.S.kk. The h s t d i m  progzm i r,f?zm~eriistir: of midwifery education in that countr)l, 

ad meets the spec-&& d e r i a  Except for the Australian program (requiring nursing 

ceieification) all programs offer a direct-route-of-entry into the program. 



The Canadian curriculum document is distinct in that it consists of a report in the 

form of a proposal outlining recommendations for midwifery practice and education. It is 

important, however, to include the proposal in order to make recommendations that 

facilitate reciprocity of educational credentials in the future. It was anticipated that 

additional Canadian curriculum idormation would be available by the summer (July 1993). 

Unfortunately, faculty at the Ontario Universities were unable to share curriculum details 

for reporting. Therefore, the Canadian curriculum ideas are discussed with the assistance 

of the Report of the Curriculum Design Committee, in addition to information obtained 

through personal communication at the ICM conference in Vancouver B.C. 

Cn'tenea for the Compara~ve Analysis 

The criteria used for the comparative analysis are derived from two primary 

resources: (1) Campbell's (1 985) evaluation criteria, and (2) Torris and Stanton's (1 982) 

guidelines for curriculum development. Campbell's criteria are specific, while Torris and 

Stanton's criteria are broad, encompassing Campbell's detailed outline as illustrated in the 

previous chapter. Campbell's standards will be used for discussion of the specific criteria, 

while Toms and Stanton's guidelines assist in the recommendations for development of a 

curricuium blueprint for I3 .C. midwives. 

Campbell's criteria are clear and concise. They assist in dealing with the many 

variables encountered when undertaking a comparative analysis of data derived from such 

diverse soul-ces. For the purpose ofthis thesis, the sections focusing on objectives will be 

identified with an asterix, md will be de-emphasized throughout the discussion. 

f The foHowing outhe  represents Campbell's (1 985) evaluation criteria: 

A. Tfie information is sufficient to assess: 
+ validity of curriculum objecdves; 
4 appropriateness of curriculum design; 
+ fisibility o f c u r r i h  design. 



B. The statement of philosophy: 
+ identifies who hold the beliefs; 
a serves to guide development, implementation, and evaluation; 
+ is internally consistent; and 
+ presents relationships between its elements clearly. 

C .  The statement of purpose: 
+ is broad yet precise; and 
+ indicates the nature of the education program 

D. The purposes stated are: 
+ compatible with the philosophy; 
+ realistic for the program; and 
+ appropriate for the type of program selected, 

E.* The curriculum objectives are: 
+ attainable; 
+ consistent with behaviors expected of a new graduate of the program; 
+ congruent with program philosophy; 
+ defined in terms of learner's behavior andlor product, not process or experience; 
+ defined in terms of behavior that can be evaluated in the work setting; 
+ stated in an appropriate level of generality; and 
+ representative of all logical learning outcomes. 

F. The conceptual framework for the curriculum is: 
+ drawn from philosophy, curriculum objectives, conceptual model; 
+ identifies major concepts and sub-concepts, including their relationships; 
4 provides sufficient elaboration of the concepts to guide the development of 

the design; and 
+ identifies theories and areas of knowledge to be used to explain each major 

concept and its sub-concepts. 

G. Both the horizontal and vertical curriculum content threads: 
+ are logically derived from the curriculum framework, 
+ have the potential to promote sequence, continuity and integration 

H.* The level of objectives: 
+ is related to the curriculum objectives, 
4 reflects progression towards achievement of the curriculum objectives, 
+ is stated at appropriate levels, 
+ reflects appropriate levels oflearning, 
+ is correctly stated- 



1. The curriculum design: 
+ is derived fiom the curriculum framework, 
+ should permit ackevement of curriculum objectives, 
+ reflects use of cumculum threads, 
+ provides appropriate grouping and sequencing of courses (prerequisite, core 

requisites, etc.), 
+ congruent with program philosophy, 
+ internally consistent, 
+ adequately justified. 

J. The plan for the evaluation of the curriculum: 
e identifies variables to be assessed, 
+ includes a time plan for data collection and evaluation, 
+ identifies appropriate data collection techniques and tools, 
+ indicates appropriate use of the findings. 

IT Torris and Stanton's guide to curriculum development, although written with 

nursing in mind, provides broad directions for curriculum development of educational 

programs. The guidelines accommodate any philosophical concept or theoretical 

framework providing the terminology is defined in the directive (early) stage of the 

curriculum process. This thesis provides a global glossary of terms found in Appendix A. 

While development of objectives is suggested as a component of the 'formative' stage in 

Toms and Stanton's process> in the newly proposed midwifery curriculum, program 

objeztives are replaced with broad aims for the program. These broad goals allow for 

persod growth of the individual learner. set no limits, and are in tune with the 'caring 

ct~rri~lum~pfiilosopfiy. Provision has k e n  made, however, to provide specific direction 

for what Bevis and Watson (3989) d the %raining' phase of the new program. The 

training phase is that pm of the midwifery ~ c u t u m  that teaches essential knowledge 

d skiils to ensure safe guidance of the family through childb'uth. The stages ofthe 

mnScrr1um process as dm-bed by Tonis and Stanton (1982) are as fogow: 



DirectiLte Smge 

Components: 

Fomrative stage 

Components: 

Fmctiotzal Stage 

Components: 

Evalzrative Stage 

Components: 

Gives guidance and authority to the entire curriculum. 

+ Philosophy 
+ Glossary of terms 
4 Characteristics of the graduate 
+ Theoretical fiamemrk. 

Gtilizes the broad, generalized concepts to identift curriculum 
details. 

4 Curriculum design and requirements 
v Level and course objectives 

Content map. 

Represents the activities affecting the operational component of the 
curriculum. 

4 Approaches to content 
+ Teaching methodology 
+ Validation of learning 

Invofves comprehensive, formative, and summativc curriculum 
evaluation. 

Input 
+ Throughput 
+ Output. 

Fr'Mngs 

Cderien: A. Is there s&dent information to assess the validity of the curriculum 

abjecfives, the appropriateness and feasibility of the curriculum design? 

The infomation provided by the Australian and the English schools is more than 

srmfficim md appropriate for a comparative analysis. The Seattle Midwifery School 

pmviifs &cie~t data, bt& spee%c ht i i  netxi to be clarified. For example, the clinical 

eorrmponnt of the program is not dearly delineated in time and setting. The Dutch Study 

Guide (precise &&on) is short on essential infomation, specifically with regard to 

@fffEicrmiar f a d o n . .  There is &her a philosophy nor a theoretical framework to direct 



curricuhnn 3esign. A phone call t o  the school (Schoon 1992) provided insight into the 

rationalt for the absence of the information. Schools of Higher Education in the 

Netherfands have emphasized the need to  incorporate practice and educational 

philosophies in curricular docurnenmion. Unfortunately progress has been slow, and 

existiri;: well-established schools seem to run wen without the wrricdum foundation 

documents. I'Midwifery schools continue therefore, to function in a theoretic 'curriculum 

vacuum'. fn addition, Dutch midwifery programs are controlled by State law and employ 

the m e d i d  model of perinataf care. Little room is left for individual initiative in designing 

an educational conceptual model. The Canadian information is incomplete, although, the 

Repcrri of the Ontario Culricuium Design Committee (I  991) provides a comprehensive 

propod. Udortunately the Ontario curric=ulum was not available at: the time of 

completion of this thesis. 

Criterion: B. Does the statement of philosophy identie who holds the beliefs, and serve 

to guide development, implementation, and evaluation of the curriculum? Is the statement 

internally consistent and does it present relationships between its elements clearly? 

The philosophy for a midwifery program is a way of viewing the world of 

midwifery and midwifery education, the nafure of tfie discipline, and the nature of teaching 

and fearring (Torris and Stanton, 1382). Such philosophy in t e rnes  and synthesizes 

firndamentd beliefs, concepts, aMi theories &out the discipline, which in turn need to  be 

defined by the curricuiurn developers. Only then can curriculum philosophy provide clear 

direction for an educational program- 

Four of the five currimkt in the study h e  a statement of philosophy incorporated 

in gfre d d u m  outhe-  Ma mention Is made o f a  philosophy in the Dutch curriculum 

guide as stated before. The program director @ermnal communication, Schwa 3 992) 

mtIined that the s c h d s  famb endorses thr: International Definition ofthe MdwZe as 

their practice phiIosopfry. The practice philosophy is supplemented and integrated with the 



philosophy of the clinical practice setting. The =2nlst~uanl midwifrq school uses 

' S f o t e ~ a a d  ziekenhuis fhcrspitaf) fur clinical practice. The director confirmed that 

infiomation of that nature (trmicufum foundation) is shared with xhe student midwives 

during their orientation to  xhe program. The director validated that the care model in the 

Dutch midwifery program is the medical model. She also reminded me that the Dutch 

midwife is no longer referred to as iroedvrouw' (precise translation of rnidtvifk), but is 

4 I e d  'ver!oskrmdige~(o=~&-i~art). The obstetric medical consultant in Holland is 

generally referred to  as  he gynecologist. 

The statements afpfiitosrrphy of the Australian and American progranls are the 

mwt mmprehensive. They decfme spa5fic beliefs of the schoots orr health care, the health 

cme provider, the consumer, and educationat principles. They incorporate the 

htemtiod Definition of the  -Mid*jfe in their philosophy and emphasize the rights, as 

well as the responsibilities, of the health care consumer. The Australian faculty's beliefs 

regarding the learning enwonment stress a ccmtinuous process of interaction between the 

individual. and the environment, resulting in changes in knowledge, attitude, skill, and 

behavior. They also Mieve in principles of adult ducation as expressed in the andragogy 

d e l .  The Seattle schmf accenwtes its dedicarion to  the impruvernenr of maternal-child 

Mh, dwelopmerri a d  a d ~ m e m m  of midmifee practice, md provision of tqitality 

education.. Faculty members stress $be need to respect women and their famiIies. The 

~ & f e E " s ~ n s i b i f h i e s  are considered inherent in the International Definition of the 

lkfidde (1 W2), 

The English xbt in k s e t  p~esetlts their philosophy in two cumponents, 6 I $ 

(2) 'Bfribmpb afComrnon Care pragms* The phitosuphy of 

keb, blistic- careZ a family centered approach and 

n making- Tlire: philosophy stresses the ghysiolugic 

s o f  sian for adaptration arrd  are in the wait af illms The 





Refationships  dram^ 1Set.\~een e l e m e ~ t s  are generally clear, but particularly well expressed 

in tfie hstrafim chculrrm pklowphy. The Australian mid?\ifer)- curriculum, taught as a 

past-basic nrrrsislg course, r - k s  the nursing role as inherent in the role of the nudwife, but 

with a different emphasis. Wliereas the nursing role kcuses an the process of the diseasp, 

tratrnent and management, {i.e., the medicai rndet,), the midwife% role diEers in that dhe 

deals primarily with the prwess of birthins, a normal physiolagic part of the lifk cycle. 

Eo;ifi;sIor; ofroles is tPfi&j- avaibed,. 

In summary, & e*x&ing ar p r o p &  midwifery curricula itre bawd on a 

ptrifosophy of care, but only fm out of the five syllabi describe philomphy statements. 

PEfompSes ofpraetice are p - h a d y  derivrt;f from the I~-i:ematfor;a! Definition of the 

Wddfe. Less consis tmq exists in tke educational befief statements Consquentiy, they 

differ in the amount of diredon provided for development. implementation, and 

mahraticm of the different ettrricufa. 

Criteria: C. and D. Is the statement of purpase broad yet precise, compatible with the 

phfosiophy1 reflective of the nature of the program, and realistic and appropriate for that 

p~e>gr=? 

ff one views pqase.  aim as qmn*fmuus, all curricula meet this criteria 

Na-aMm, the WEtch md the , M c m  nrZdwZxy schools are superior In presenting 

se.. Both s t ; b t m s 7  akhwgh &&rent, provide a broad but prei5;se spectrum. 

nature oftk pro$rm is strai&t forward and reatistit.. The Dutch program aims to 

mly M o n i n g  mid-sife vvithout nursing quafifications* dthsugh the 

under medical jurisdiction. "This statement provides 

reawn for the use of la mrrri'dum f i - m ~ ~ r k  consistent with the medic$ model, The 

midv&e via a direct route af entry into the p r a g m  

the mid~ife obtains a certificate in midwifery. In 

ed ;z pra@ i 1992), aiming at education of a nurse- 



midwife on graduate level. The project was designed in collaboration with Pacific 

Lutheran University School of Xursing, but has been postponed due to lack of fbnding. 

The newly proposed health care professionals, nurse-midwives, would obtain a 

Masters Degree in Nursing with a Certificate in Nurse-Midwifery. They would be unique 

in that they belong to  the nursing profession, but hnction in ar, autonomous manner. Both 

the Dutch and USA purpose statements are compatible with the International Definition of 

the Midwife endorsed by the schools in their philosophies. 

Neither the English nor the Australian schools present a broad purpose statement. 

They provide a list of spesifie aims. The aims of the Australian profile are fairly precise. 

The aims represent the si:hmI's commitmen: t o  high quality learnkg experiences for the 

students, and enhancement of personal and professional growth of staff, including the 

provision of continuing education programs. The aims provide direction for maintenance 

of educational standards through ongoing evaluation and effective liaisons with the clinical 

settings. These are all very important facets of a program, but not characteristic of an 

overall purpose statement. The Dorset School of Midwifery provides 'aims of the course', 

which relate specifically to the education program. The purpose des~ribes what the course 

bpes to  achieve, not the charactektics of the graduate of the program. The eight 



Criteria: E, F and 6. The specific criteria are outlined on page 54. and relate to 

curricuium objectives, conceptual framework fbr the curriculum and curriculum content 

threads. 

The criteria E, F and G have been grouped together to avoid unnecessary repetition and 

improve clarity. 

fie Royal Prince Alfred Hospital it? Azistralin educates nurse-midwives. Their 

curriculum outline presents a comprehensive package including objectives, a theoretical 

fiamework and curriculum content strands. The objectives are formulated in behavioral 

terms and show congruency with the school's educational and midwifery philosophy. The 

curriculum objectives clealy define the product, however the statements are broad and 

present a wide spectrum oflearning outcomes, thus not stifling individual progress Jn 

order to evaluate these objectives in the clinical setting, selected terms may have to be 

defined more specifically. The Australian conceptual curriculum development model 

(Appendix B) divides in two components: ( I )  a model for the curriculum development 

process, a modified Ty1eria-i model, and (2) a descriptive theoretical framework to direct 

the organization of the nurse-midwifery curriculum. 

The theoreticat fiamework daims to be derived from three sources, the 

pMomphies of midwifery practice, including the educational setting and two theories of 

nursing. The theories of nursing are the nursing process, assessment, planning, 

implementation and evaluation, and Virginia Henderson's principles of nursing, based on a 

client 'needskpproach to planning and care. The theoretical framework acknowledges the 

ma! to d - t e  the scientific components of the discipline with the art of midwifkry. 

kferpraa~irtn oftk midwifery syIlh5 is a schematic representation of content 

oveaViewf contmt organizarion, and its rekitionships. The diagram is clearly outlined, but a 

&c~sary oftems is needed to compfehend its meaning. For example, tbe content map 

refers to major concepts and theories as 'domains', and divides each domain in units 



consistent of the course subjects and specific topics. Each course (unit) within the domain 

(chapter) describes: 

4 a rationale for the knowledge and skills in the unit and the midwifery curriculum; 
+ orientation to the unit, such as the number of hours of the course and the topics 

included; 
o specific course objectives; 
* a very detailed subject outline; 
+ learning resources available and recommended; 
4 assessment tests for clinical skills. 

The explanation of the schematic outline clarifies how ;he objedves and leasing 

experiences relate and integrate with the rest of the midwifery curriculum. The statement 

about the need for curriculum evaluation appears to stand on its own, as neither the 

Tylerian model nor the descriptive framework include 'evaluation.' 

Curriculum content threads or strands in this framework are primarily vertical with 

the exception of the nursing process. According to Torris and Stanton (1982) vertical 

strands are used to identify content areas such as concepts, theories and knowledge that 

are broadly conceived and give meanjng to the building of content (p. 43). Horizontal 

strands are process oriented and focus on how the content is used. The organizational 

approa~h of both content and learning experiences in the Australian cuniculum is built on 

study blocks (content and practice), providing a gradual increase in levels of difficulty of 

knowledge and skills. Using Torris and Stanton" (1 982) schematic directive, a diagram 

would look like fig t (p 6-4). The diagram depicts vertically the study blocks 1-4 (and up), 

building knowldge and s M s  in a Ibear way. The mow signifies the vertical strand 

g content. The mow couId represent other vertical strands ( e g ,  if each study 

Mock taught progeSSiveIy the bawledge and skiii~ of the diEerent periods of pregnancy). 

in, most midwifg. programs, 'm~ever~ p a i d s  ofpregnancy provide a horizontal process 

*and because ofthe importme of continuity of care. The horizontal 'doublet arrow 

rqr-ts the use of 



the nursing process of assessment, planning, implementation and evaluation of care, 

throughout all study blocks in the Australian curriculum 

131e Seattle ~Wih~qer)p School has two curricula. The original curriculum ( 1978) 

educates a midwife via a direct route of entry The second curriculum proposed education 

o f a  nurse-midwife on graduate level The naase-midwifery pathway was derived from the 

existing cuniculum. By ourh-iing how this health care professional differs in practice and 

education, including the edrscmonai setting, a clear picture is fanned The curricufum 

abjec~ives are in-depth but nor fismulared in specific behavioral terms .&-I broad objective 

is stated in the cardog (1991~ as fiEloi\s (there are seven yuidrng principles, ihe example 

gives three): 



The curriculum objectives promote integration of the conceptual framework and 

the content map. The objectives do reflect the philosophy and appear attainable. I believe 

that selected objectives, however, are achieved only after several years of experience. 

Courses at the Seattle midwifery school have been realigned to fit a semester 

system to facilitate referencing within a university setting. The Seattle school assigqed 

each course a reference number, semester credits, and faculty involved in teaching the 

courses. In addition, each course outline describes objectives, a topic's outline, learning 

resources and experiences, teaching strategies, and an evaluation approach. The Seattle 

school% approach to program and content delivery integrates both vertical and horizontal 

threads* Core conceprs appear to be taught with use of a vertical strmd. The three 

pritdica promote a progressive increase in the level of di%culty and independent 

invoIvernent with care, characteristic ofa  vertical strand. Horizontal strands surface when 

teaching specialized rnidwiferq. content and the clinical skills with use of the periods of 

pr-. This is most evident in the clinical practice courses in the Seattle curriculum. 

Each practicum promotes involvement with all phases of pregnancy, %on the anteparturn 

period through to the postpartum and the newborn periods. .bother horizontal thread 

evoIves when adding the process ofassessmentf planning implementing and evaluating as 

a&resseb above. Fig- 2 on the mm page proGdes the same type of schematic 

represetltaaiun as in fig. I, but US the clinical practica as vertical building blocks. The 

eifnIcal prmice atrow represents the progressive levels of student involvement in clinical 

cdce .  In smmmary, the ~ m c u l u m  outhe ofthe Seattle hjfdw-ifery School meets the 

d e r i a  cdirred under E, F arrd G., 

2 2 ~  Dwsef & h l  ~fAfi&-tft.r). educates midwives via a direct-route-uf-entr)p. 

Cu~mIum objectives jar? defined by Tylet and others) is the only segment not found in 

e d i m s  prepsued by faculty ofthe Dorm Institute. The conceptual 

a COXP~IJMF~ cure center artd f'ocuses on general content 
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Figure 2. 

fig. 2 

organization and program deliverji.. The content map is integrated in the spiral framework 

depicring a progressive bugding ofsubjeet rnarter, referred to as 'themes" There are eight 

themes A though H. In the spiral theme A2 and .A3 build upon AI and 142 respectively 

(fig 3, page 67). The strengh ofthis h e w o r k  is that it allows for Forward and 

b a ~ h m d  movement of subject matter in the program. This means that students can repeat 

or make up courses without program andlor progress interruption 

The I)Mosophy of Common Core Program' provides a rationale for the common 

care eoncqts and the sublpject matter taught in these core courses. They are called 

sequences, Unf*aau~t.eiy~ sequence titles do not dearly reflect what is taught in a 

m core eowse. ?he spec&c: eomm profile n d s  10 be reviewed in order to 

with the r=msr?fiorn zsre pbi!osphy. A Iisi '~xiifh definitions of terms 

emo describes $he title, objectives or learning 

a d  tams3 broad subjwts induding the specific topics within the: 

The e-rrrricufum emphasizes that delivery of care is 



The spiral cum~culum framework of [he Dorset School of ftiiiihuifey England 



discussed in the fight of current research, and that all curriculum core content is applied to 

midwifeiy studies. It is unclear however, how the concepts of hoiistic and famiiy centered 

care are integrated throughout the curriculum. Throughout the document the imponance 

of research and change is stressed, but no such courses are included in the curriculum 

content outhe. 

Curriculum strands present vertical in this curriculum. The holistic care concept, 

however, provides a horizonid strand. The educational philosophy developed by the 

schooh faculty represents an eclectic coalition model using concepts and theories tiom a 

variety of educational specialists. The andragogy model emphasizes the relationships 

between theory and c h i d  practice, while the humanistic approach is derived from 

 low's theory, to assist individuals "to become the best they can be", and the cognitive, 

psychomotor, and &&ke domains are representative of Bloom's Taxonomy. These three 

theories are combined in a model showing three touching, not overfapping circles held in 

place by a triangle representing input, process, and evaluation. This model directs course 

delivery and evaluation. 

The section on teaching md leaning states that 'producing an independent learner' 

is a high priority program goal and incorporates ways and means to achieve this goal. 

Each conceptual fi-mework in the English curriculum is unique and applicable to 

nrictwifery practice anci educaticm, yet the overall value is diminished due to the lack of 

relatiomhip of the models to each other, and thz program philosophy. 

ne Lktck Mi&i3"e~ S e b J  in Amsterdam teaches the m e  curriculum as the 

in Ruttadam. Both scbis  educate m k h k s  via a direct-route-of-entry program 

(%hn I=). The wrkdorn is strwtarrd by the state law on '~erloslruncfe' (obaetEics) 

is ed d cdfie61i d e r  medid law. Curriculum outcome, characteristics of 

the graduate ofthe pacqy-aq and examinations are determined and controfted by state law, 

as is the fen& ofthe: c h i d  practice cumpcrnent or 'ststage'. 



As stated before there are no conceptual framework or curriculum objectives, but 

there are specific guidelines fbr the organization of the content and program delivery. The 

content map is derived %om the medical model, as is the approach to care. That leaves the 

program delivery in hands of the fchod's faculty. The curriculum guide" section on 

structure ofthe educational program summarizes the State regulations and informs the 

reader that the course cclntenr packages have been adapted to include the latest 

educational principIes directed by the Institutes offigher Education. They omit to say 

what these educational principles areI or how they are applied in the curriculum. 

Sequencing of content is directed by the medical model, and reflects progressive 

Ievels ofdiEculty. Fir9 y a r  dida& Laowtedge is applied in first yew dinica! practice, in 

the second year, new arrd advancsd concepts are taught and applied in clinical practice on 

tirat level. Only during the last year, does the subject matter involve the highest degree of 

synthesis as required for a program graduate, In the Dutch curriculum, a course is called a 

'study plan.' Each study plan jhas a titie reflecting content taught in the course such as 

chemistry* pediatrics and others. Each study plan is subdivided into study periods. Specific 

subjects and topics are taught in each study period. 

The shoo1 year runs ecmtinuausly from August to August of the next year, and 

&enrates study p~~ with eIk6c:itl pm&c;e blacks. The first, second, and third year have 

iveiy 23,24 and 32 weeks of clinical practice. The curriculum outline af the 

adam school empbaG1zes the need to apply theory in clinical practice, fadfitating that 

rim by continuaudy dtefffafing theory with clinical practice. 

Curriculum threads j~rarads] ofcmtent and program deliver). are h t h  vertical and 

a d .  Lmds ofdl-y in 'both &d;te%ir; and practicum components of the program 

vertical tlweads.. Tltre: p~o@as of-t + planning, Impfernentation and 

sfeach phase in prude harizontai strands. 



licte Ontario cumculum to be taught at Mchdaster University, Laur-entian 
T r 

universiq and the Ryerson Institute, is a four year direct-entry midwifery program leadins 

to a baccalaureate degree in miciviifery. The program foundation is based on the 

International Definition of the hiidwife and incorporates the educational philosophies of 

the educational institutes. The Report of rhe Curriculum Design Committee irtcludes an 

educational vision outlined in the *guiding principles. The educational vision provided 

guidance in selecting suitable posr-secondary institutes to teach a midwifev program. 

The third chapter afthe Ontario document (Appendix •’3) called "Essential 

Components of a Midm^ifq Curricufum," outlines recommendations for program length 

md composition, didactic and clinicaf content, and clinical requirements. The 

recommendations are generaI, but provide the reader with the idea that all program facets 

have been deliberated. The Committee's recommendation to organize content under 

headings such as basic sciences, health sciences, social sciences and others is unclear 

particularly because the organization does not reflect the guiding principles. 

Tfie emphasis on the need for both continuity of care and a holistic approach to 

care provides direction for incorporation of two horizontal cuniculurn threads in the 

Ontario curriculum. It is my impression that the Ontario rnidwifeq curriculum is going to 

be a "sister model' of the direct-entry curriculum taught at the Sea~ le  *Midwifery School, 

with selected adaptations to meef: Canadian (Ontario) regulations. I base the observation 

on personal communication OChl conference 1993) with Ontario midwives involved with 

dedopment and tacking ofthe Wure program, and the k t  that many s f  the 

~:a~mnrencfatictns csrr-pfd with the Seattle Midtkiifer).. School's curricultirn. fn  addition, 

the obimatian is correct, the Ontario curriculum will meet most 

d& Ia &e analysis.. lt wiM be interesting to see what theoretical framewxk is used 

ta d i r d  midarifq conlim iha tibre Ontario wn;iculurn.. 



Criteria: Ei*, I and J The levels of objectives, curriculum design and evaluation plan for 

the cunintium. 

Every curriculum, with the exception of the Dutch one and the Canadian Report of 

the Curricufum Design Committee, includes at feast one set of course objectives written in 

behavioral terms. The majority of course objectives mix levels of generality and specificity. 

Objectives in all curricula are characterized by a general lack of conciseness and very few 

objectives aim at a higher domain of learning (Bioom's taxonomy), than the application 

ievei. 

Curriculum design in all programs reflects the discipline, including practice andlor 

process. The Dutch curriculum appears to be more practice than process oriented 

compared to the others. Their curricufar design is complete and well sequenced. The 

problem with the Dutch curricufitrn lies in the diversity created by the lack of congruency 

between the medical model and the midwifery philosophy, inherent in the International 

Definition of the Midwife. The Austratian curriculum design specially provides a complete, 

dew and mncise picture. The design is derived from the curriculum %mework and meets 

akf specified criteria. 

Although evaluation p h s  v q  greatlyr butin summative and formative evaluation 

components are present and extensivefy discussed in all curricula, with the need for 

mgoing program evaluation accentuated. Evaluation procedures are clearly outlined, 

induding specific time plans, criteria and met'hads. Sdf-evaluation is encouraged and 

iwor~#tr&ert in the American and D u ~ h  programs- The majority of evaluation procedures 

incbde exk-r(ertations of 'troth the student and the instructor. The Australian and Dutch 

the m o f ~  &i&: aMi cumpreknsh-e plan for ~zrrricufrim evaluation. Specific 

to indiidual faculty members or a f a d @  

 up IPI tfiis sdmaI. In the: W e  midfier_v s h I ,  the faculty evduate t3&r arriclirlum 
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cufum developrnenlt, it is interesting to 

~ c h  document, include the elements of 

ics of the graduate and thearetimi 





purstPing and explaining this phenomena woufd be very interesting. Dutch midwives (ICM 

mrtferentre, ,May 1995) claim that &Preyf not the physicians set the st,mdard of obstersic 

care XEE fk state regufatim of liriedoshunde' [rrb~etrics]. 

Ofthe remaining craraicctfum docume~ts the Australian curriculum stands out !n 

orgmizatiaa and clarity This eurricuium is mnsisrent with CampEeil*s ( 1  985) evaluation 

cnteea The Dorset ~ ~ l t  in the United Kingdom presents the most detailed outline. 

Their strength 3;itys in the d a - e l a p ~  ofmrrcqfaai hme~tvorks Unfoplunately, the lack 

afcans is#my in t e r m i n o i s ~  idatificatian of relationsfiips between dements ofthe 

f~itmewtrrk and philoscrphy, deereases the value and understanding ofthe practicaf 

appiicsation ofthe cont'eprd nrac#ieis ?he %artdogs of the Seaale Midwifery schrxli, 

frrefrrding the information aTfmut t k  rsur~-rrrihit'e~?p pathway* s h a m  clear evidence of a 

camprehensive approach to lrurricuiurn develapment in the Institute. The kcatdug* is 

lixnlad in providing details, w quesians remain with regard ta the educational level of the 

psmitiollcer The s c h d  has na linkage with an academic seaing, except for the University 

of Washingtan library, reducing student r;rcpcrsure 10 a broad variety of resources. The 

is reflected in dinid practice experime, which are all otztaitined in t.he district. 

The reawns f i g  the ualihres In m.niettta are gmrafly clear- The ideal aims of 

me cMlimgd due t o  the tension created by the need to  

sr dinrscd expert in midra.iferq; Educarional phlascrpfxie are also 

sic adult education principles is *ning 

shift is presently marring, in midwifery 

fCom the nur%-mid~%q practice model because 

~pofeo~m in .@aring for childbearing fmi l i e .  Medicaf 



dominance created an inereasinsly medicalized climate to birth, and decreased autonomy 

for mid&<ves. A strung current runs towards rhe redevelopment of a midwifery 

practitioner who fUnctioos kde~ntk .  Furthemore. there is art increased consensus that 

this practitioner need to  be acabermcafly prepared and obtain a baccalaureate degree in 

mirfwiferp., rather thm a re&kate or diploma. 

The following concfusions are berived f?um the findinss of the ctlmparative analysis. A 

&&re midwifery curricufum fur B.C. midwives needs to incorporate 

df components of the curric;ulum development stages promoted by Torris and Stanton 

( 1  %2), to ensure a eompfete and wlt grounded curriculum., 

a direct-route crf entry design, leading to a baccalaureate degree in midwikry, 

a mmeptual framewark thail dkws far multiple routes of entry and fur backward and 

forward movement in the pragmm; 

a glossary oftems, defiaing concepts, sub-concepts, and specific iem~inology, 

mid&esy practice eei~lca$ioni?f carrcepzuat models which ret3ecr the phiiax~phy, 

the educatiod insfhr~e"s seR9eSrer and GBUTX credit system, 

e h k d  practice.. 

ln comtusion, phis eanapaGve anajysis addressed the complexities and nrtthiple 

invofved in dmefoping an imaginative- comprehensive cwricufurn h a t  will 

~lzitwifery. mtfrents future cknlts Ideas for wrri~tflltm development ftavc 

as a resuk ofrk ccmmparative ysis of a variety of- midwifery ctrrricula 

&Eetent_f-Panddom ta the IxEdiarksiiized twrld. The ideas have k e n  

ksp~;"ort;a~d in the mid\~if"q w~cufium p h  dexrEM in chapter f t.." of' t his thesis 



CHAPTER IV 





three components. A combination of their ideas fanno a compreht'nsive set of 

hphieaf  prttposftions. fn addition, statements outlining faculty midxr's beliefs about 





The model on page 83 (fig 1 ). represents the midwifery pmdtae philosophy in 

conceptud form. The conceptual mode1 of midwifery practice focuses on a holistic 

approach to care. k4irfeva r a p n d  to the physicall emotional and mid needs of 

chiEdbearing women. TXK midwifery practice model projects the cmdkring woman as an 

i d i v i d d  human king. She is the fwd point of midwifery care. The cfiifdbearing woman 

is an integrated part of, adrjrs mmouded family f 8. defiied by k~). The members of 

tk ~kii'b'bemhg f d y  live work, =d operae within the same cornmunit)., but they may 

belong !o d-Eerent mid, religious, and culr-trrd groups. 

at[ members ofthe c h f f d b n g  f d y  are the clients of tfre midwife. The midwife 

p ~ i c e c s  withir, the 'WC f& mGronrnent srtnuundiilg the society ami cornmunits to which 









The term 'andragod is used interchangeably, meaning education for adults as well 

as adul~ educational philosapiiy, ia the fitetatttre. Humanism and behar;riorism are 

incclrgftmted with andragogy in tiais thesis. To esrsure clarity of the madel the humanisr 

arrrf behaviorist pphiiosopEes arft drawi within the andragogy circle. Therefore, the 

educational model presented! in figwe 2, below i s  sketched in the c o ~ w r z t i o n  of two 

sIi&tly overlapping circles, reprexnting the hnmanist and beha.tnona philoxlphies, within 

a tottch~g circle, the andragogicd pbIowphy.?'he overlap sf the inner circles draws on 



on the beliefthat adulrs with a da-eioped seitrconcept take responsibiii~y for their. ox%rt 

* -fi* d ~ i ~ i ~ n ~  md their owis 50th 'u?if'ii.'rdii&? and coiiectiveiy ji3evis and Warson, t va3 j 

The activities derived &om the fiefm*furi~..r philosophy are the specific kno~vtedge 

md skills required of midwives, and defined by professional standards. .An exampie is the 

knowledge and skills needed to  conduct the delivery o f t  he newbarn. includin~ 

stabilizatioii m d  resuxifafiun measures in case of an emergency. Behav~orists believe that 

homecstznsis and balance are signs of a fimabning society. Their primary aim is to 

obtain sociai order by maintaining 2 status quo. Emphasis is placed upon education and 

skills trahing to ensure there are qualified individuals to fill the pasir ions deemed 

impartant by society (Sevis and Watson, 1969). The behaviorist beliefs have their roots in, 

aad are closely allied wit4 a combination of philosophical traditions including materialism, 

scientific r d s m  and empiricism, m d  positivism (Elias and Merrian~, 1984). Wtlmanisn~ 

md behaviorism stand in campfete oppositiw regarding this point. 

Other tensions are created by the differences perceived in t Rc studentkeahher 

refa~onsfiip and the stude~l~ evdua~iun component of the curriculum. The teacherif? uden t 

relations&p in the hummi& ducaiiond approach is egalitarian. Learning finds place in a 

climate where the ex;pe~ femer (the teacher) guides the novice learner (the student), and 

an thrives on criticism not grades. EvaIuation is process and progress focused and 

parkipant driven, in tbe huministie approach. Sectiorl III. describes in more detail the 

a&km invalved in the evai;u&on process promoted ir the humanistic phiiosophy I he 

tari;m tack.er!mdmt rdatianship is seen to be the m2ly approach to foster learning in 

a&& &ca$km programs &isna f 975, Bemer 1984, Bevis I 989) 

= s ncrm contmprw add! educaijon p r ~ g ~ a m s  deveiopd with rhf: TylefJan model 

$:he a16 kerarckai rype of tacher/student relationship to  

If ak mjady irftbe fitlture nidwifeq students are going ta be the 

and researchers project, the humanistic evaluation 



process will be an appropriate way to evaluate the 'educative' components of the 

midwifery program. The specdie knowledge and skills essential to ensure a safe standard 

of practice, will be evaluated with the behavioral objectives method. Despite the 

daerences, both philosophies offer unique direction for teaching of specific domains in a 

curriculum leading to a baccalaureate aegree in nidwifery. Therefore, I am not proposing 

to blend both philosophies, as stated before, but to use them in harmony, side by side. I 

recommend the following educational principles for midwifery education: 

Midwifery education teaches the knowledge, skills and attildes characteristic of a 
midwife as described by the College of Midwives and expressed in the mih4firy prac/ice 
philosophy. 

Midwifery education is grounded in the theoretical and clinical preparation ofthe 'art' 
and 'sciences'. Both art and sciences are found in the hzrmnnities, and biological, 
behavioral, social and health sciences. 

Midwifery education has two learning components, 'educative learning' a d  'training' 
fierefore, miabifery education benefits3om two approaches to education, the 
humanistic and the behaviorist approach. 

Mihifery education is based on an egalitarian relationship between the teacher ~v1d the 
student in both the class and clinical settings; this means that the teacher and the st~rclenf 
share the responsibility to promote a climate conducive to learning. 

In the humanistic approach to leanling, the student is expected to be(come) a self- 
directed lecrner. The student is expected to exhibit i~zitiative, creativity and wil1ingnes.s /o 
participate in sev evaluation. 

Xhe teacher takes responsibility to move the student up on the maturitv continmm and 
designs a variety of learning activities to promote ihe development of criticcrl thinking, 
rhe use of inquiry methods, judgment, and decision making. 

Eval'uation is an ongoingprocess based on a cotstinuousprogres.~ record held by the 
student and the teacher. Chical skills will be evaluated via the clinical objectives, hut 
will ~ o b  be limited by f km.  fie eqdmsis is on personal growth and cr cmiinuing 
leming process. 

A midtvifery educator has to h e  a high level of current knowledge and clinical 
competencies in order to move the student on a maturity continuum. 



Currialurn Content and Design; A Course Oatline 

As outlined above, the midwifery practice model provides direction for a broad 

content outline. Figure 4, p. 90 p~esents the idea. Content organization is directed by the 

four main concepts of midwifery practice, health, social change, and research, as discussed 

before. Figure 3, page 89, illustrates how the midwifery practice model interacts with the 

educational philosophy model. The educational philosophy continuously influences the 

way in which curriculum content is presented and taught. The educational philosophy is 

therefore 'circling' around the midwifery practice model. The model emphasizes the need 

to teach the program with the use of both adult humanistic and adult behavioristic 

principles. The educational model itself provides direction for the 'educative' components 

of the curriculum as well. Development of insight, recognition of patterns, exploration of 

creative modes of inquiry, examination of assumptions, and the formation of values and 

ethics, as stressed by Bevis and Watson, (1989) flow logically from the model. 

The folIowing outline provides an overview of how curriculum content has been 

coordinated with the use of the major concepts. 

Health, according to the WHO, is influenced by human beings' inherent capabilities 

as well as their potential for growth and development (Torris and Stanton, 1982). Thus, 

most biological sciences are grouped under this major concept. 

Social change (see p. 82) involves the interaction of political and social forces, 

affecting an individual's cultural values (Torris and Stanton, 1982). Therefore, the majority 

of content derived from family, community and society is organized under this concept. 

Research has become an essential component of midwifery practice and care. 

'Niibwifeery is a discipline with a distinct and unique body of knowledge and skills. 

Mdwifefy education diEeis significantly h r n  both nursing and medical education, while 

sharing selected segments of the knowledge and skills. 



model 3 
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r> Development of lnslg ht 1 
> Recognition of patterns ! > Exploration of creative 1 

i modes of In ulry 9 i a > Examination o a-ssumptlons 
> Formation of ethlcs and values i 
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The eclecric educational model interacting wilh 6he midwifery pracrice philosophy 
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Qualitative research is particularly suitable for contemporary midwifery research 

because it promotes exploration of the art and science of midwifery practice, 'The science 

component of midwifery practice responds best to the traditional quantitative methods. 

Therefore, scientific knowledge related to pathology and pharmacology, is grouped 

under Research A (quantitative research), while other topics are grouped under Research 

I3 (qualitative research). 

Midwifery practice has three interrelated components advice, principles, and 

supervision and care. The supervision and care courses I, 11, 111, and IV, will be taught in 

preparation for the next corresponding Practicum I, 11, I11 and 1V. 

Dividing midwifery practice in three interrelated components (advice, principles, 

supervision and care), provides additional direction for a general content outline, The 

following course outline does not provide specific content details, entailing duplication of 

endless pages of available resources. In addition, the educational philosophy of Bevis and 

Watson does not promote a cuFriculum overburdened with specific content. A manual 

outlining content and skill details, however, would be a valuable resource for teaching 

faculty in a new midwifery program. Incorporation of a different educational philosophy 

necessitates development of additional resources for the faculty. 

Corrrse Outline 

YEAR I includes: Semester I: Courses 1.1 to 1.5, and Semester 11: Courses 1.6 to 1.10 - 
Practicum I. 

Health I (1.1) 

+ Microbiology familiarizes students with normal and selected pathological micro- 

organisms relevant to the childbearing cycle. Bacteriology, virology and immune 

responses and their implications for pregnancy will be addressed, as well as laboratory 

tests and treatment. 



Hematology deals with the physiologic changes in the haemapoietic systsn? during 

pregnancy and acquaints the student with blood and blood products, and laboratory 

test commonly performed during pregnancy. 

Anatomy and physiology is a core course and provides in-depth knowledge and 

understanding of the female and mak reproductive systm and its relationship to 

pregnancy. Students are expected to have a basic knowledge of human anatomy and 

physiology when enrdiing in this course. 

Health I1 (1.2) 

e Genetics introduces the student to the basic principles of genetics, including genetic 

screening and counseling. Implications of family history and teratogenic influences are 

discussed. Common genetic aberrations and their implications for the iamily are 

examined. 

4 Embryology and fetal development provides an in-depth study of conception, pre- 

conception, and the embryological stages. Fetal development includes the anatomy and 

physiology of the placenta and fetal membranes. 

Health III (1.3) 

* Psychology in pregnancy ~ddresses growth and development, and includes the 

implications of pregnancy during the teenage and adolescent years. This course also 

deals with the emotional changes during all stages of the childbearing cycle and their 

eEects on family relationships. Special problems and problem solving, including 

resources wilil be explored. An introduction to the grief and loss theory will be 

provided. 

Social Change I (1.4) 

+ Getting acquainted with the change process prepares the midwifery student to deal 

with, and initiate change in fbture practice. The change process will be explored and 

implemented in the form of a class project. 



+ Sociology and family theory are the focus of this course. Lifestyle, both positive and 

negative influences are discussed. Lifestyle includes exercise, smoking, use of alcohol, 

environmental ildluences, drug use and abuse. 

Midwifery Practice: Supervision and Care I (1.5) 

+ Sexuality, family planning and basic gynecological care are essential topics, including 

both knowledge and practical skills, to be mastered by the midwifery student. 

+ This section provides an introduction to scpervision and care during all phases of the 

childbearing cycle. An emphasis will be placed on the pre-pregnancy, and antepartum 

periods. The course teacnes basic knowledge and skills in preparation for the first 

practicum. Basic knowledge and sktlls include: 

o Surveillance, support and care during pre-pregnancy, the antepartum, intrapartum 

and postpartum periods 

+ Laboratory Testing 

+ Diagnostic screening and Obstetric Ultrasound 

4 Psychomotor skills for both assessment and therapeutic care and supervision 

during all phases of the childbearing cycle 

+ Drug therapy 

Midwifery Practice: Bracticum I (1.6 - 1.10) 

This first practicum will be an introduction to the clinical practice setting and will be 

comprised of a variety of experiences. The student will observe and participate in clinical 

learning experiences during all periods of pregnancy, the antepartum period, the 

intrapartum period and the postpartum (including the newborn) period. The focus of this 

practicum will be pre-pregnancy counseling and antepartum surveillance and care. Thz 

student will start to apply basic skills learned in the skill laboratory sessions. The 

intrapartum experience will be observation of labor and deiivery. The postpartum 

practice will be follow up of mothers observed in labor. Basic postpartum assessments will 



be included. The student wiii be able to observe newborn adaptations to extra-uterine life 

and assess interactions between the family and the newborn. 

Students will keep an ongoing and accurate log of clinical contacts and experiences. 

YEAR If includes: Semester I: Courses 2.1 to 2.6, and Semester II: Courses 2.7 to 2.11 = 

Practicum I1 

Social Change If (2.1) 

+ Nutrition during Pregnancy and Lactation provides in-depth knowledge and 

understanding of maternal and fetal nutritional needs during pregnancy and lactation. 

This course also introduces newborn and infant nutritional needs, and explores 

selected problems related to inadequate nutrition during pregnancy and lactation. 

Social Change W[ (2.2) 

+ Cultural aspects related to childbearing is the focus of this course. Specific cultural 

groups, their environment and chid birth practices will be discussed. Another aspect 

will relate to birth rate in specific societies, and the influence of societal status. In 

addition the concept of grief and loss will be fbrther explored in this course in the 

context of society and culture. 

+ Multi-Disciplinary Care addresses the isshe of care concepts and bdw other disciplines 

may be invclved in providing care for selected childbearing families. This course will 

also deal with delivery setting, and alternative ideas and approaches to childbirth. The 

medical model of care, social services, physiotherapy, hypno-therapy, drug and alcohol 

rehabilitation agencies, crisis centers and roles of other support groups will be 

examined. Criteria for consultation and transfer of care wil! be outlined and discussed. 

Social Change IV (2.3) 

+ Ethicai and legal issues haye become a significant aspect related to midwifery care. 

The scope of practice, imicluding standards of practice and how they relate to personal 



ethics and values will be explored, while the legal segment will deal with responsibility 

and accountability in midwifery, including the importance of docun~entation. A legal 

perspective is provided by examining legal cases and issues in the history of midwifery 

such as coroners' inquests and inquiries in Ontario and British Columbia (Burtch 1992, 

pp. 166- 172). 

Business management provides the midwife with information about the business 

aspects of the profession. It includes office management, book keeping, ordering of 

laboratory and other diagnostic tests, billing, investment and other administrative 

components required of an independent practitioner (prerequisite. basic computer- 

skills). Resource sharing is an important aspect of this session. This course is 

particularly suitable for teacher-student collaboration in deciding on specific content as 

promoted in the humanist educational approach. 

Research I (2.4) 

+ Research A-I familiarizes the student with terminology and principles used in the 

scientific literature, and introduces the student to selected quantitative methods such 

as experimental and non-experimental research. Midwives need to be able to critically 

evaluate releva~t studies in order to incorporate research based care into their practice. 

+ Research B-I introduces the midwifery students to the basics of qualitative research, 

including selected methods such as a case study approach or ethnography. Tt-: 11s course 

focuses on exploration of the 'art' of midwifery. 

+ Epidemiology and statistics provide the student with a basic knowledge of the 

terminology and an understanding of the importance of the principles. Limitations and 

the importance of variables are addressed. Mortality, morbidity and other statistics will 

be reviewed, analyzed and evaluated to provide a realistic perspective. 



Midwifery Practice: Supervision and Care TP (2.5) 

4 This course addresses a variety of aspects related to supervision and care during all 

phases of the childbearing cycle with an emphasis on support and care during the 

labor/delivery period. For example: 

e recognizing normal behaviors during labor indicating progress; 

+ aspects of relaxation, including management of pain and anxiety; 

+ specific intrapartum psychomotor skills; 

4 attention will be given to recognizing deviations from normal such as: 

o anomalies in fetal position and presentation; 
o failure to progress in labor; 
o abnormal uterine contraction patterns; 
o abnormal fetal heart rate responses; 
o lack of pain tolerance 
o other. 

Elective I (2.6) 

Midwifery Practice: Practicum TI[ (2.7 - 2.11) 

The second practicum, like the first one, will include clinical learning experiences 

during ail phases of pregnancy, but focus on the labor delivery period. During this 

practicum the student will be intensively involved with implementation of the midwifery 

model of practice as outlined in the midwifery care model. Hands on care will increase 

progressive!y. At the end of this practicum, the student and clinical instructor need to 

assess progress and make a plan for the next practicum. 

YEAR IU includes: Semester I: Courses 3.1 to 3.6, and Semester 11: Courses 3.7 to 3.1 1 

= Practicum 111 

Research XI (3.1) 

In Research I students are introduced to research terminology and methods. The 

obtained knowledge is used throughout the program as research must become an 



integrated part of the students kture practice. Pharmacology and pathophysioloby. related 

to childbearing, are grouped under a Research I1 heading because midwives need to 

understand the scientific evideilce attached to these subjects if they  re to recognize 

problems and make judgments about the need for client referral and interventions. 

Particularly when providing information and advice, the midwife will be called upon to 

understand the probability of selected forms of treatment (Page 1993, p. 1485). These 

courses also examine the role midwives play in supporting families with pregnancies 

complicated by pre-existing or pregnancy-induced problems. 

Past, present and fbture research will become the focus of these course presentations 

Pharmacology introduces the effects of pharmacological agent on the childbearing 

woman. This course is a core subject, and deals with drugs commonly administered 

during pregnancy. Drug absorption, actions, therapeutic and adverse effects will be 

explored as well as issues related to benefit versus risks. 

Pathophysiology is related to selected adverse physiologic reactions as a result of 

pregnancy, including a discussion on selected pre-existing conditions such as: 

o pre-eclampsia/eclampsia; 
o diabetes mellitus; 
o bleeding during pregnancy 
o other. 

Midwifery Practice: Advice I (3.2) 

RlidwX-ry 'advice' courses are related to the aspects of communication. Course I 

includes: 

+ Communication 

This session addresses the ways in which people communicate in both a positive and 

negative manner. Midwifery students will learn to identify and adapt their own 

communication styles and learn how to deal with adverse communication of clients 

and colleagues. 



Documentation 

Midwifery students will learn how and what to document in the specific areas of 

practice as well as in the different practice settings. 

Counseling 

Midwives need to obtain basic counseling skills to assist childbearing women and their 

families to make informed decisions. These include decisions with regard to family 

planning, unwanted pregnancy, genetic investigations and others requiring more 

knowledge and skills than good communication. mdwives also need basic counseling 

skills to guide families through periods of grief and loss. 

Midwifery Practice: Advice II (3.3) 

This course addresses the concepts of teaching and learning and childbirth education. 

o Education 

Midwifery Practice: Principles I (3.4) 

Midwifery Principles focus on the aspects of midwifery philosophy such as 

continuity of care, the holistic approach to care, respect for the decision making power of 

the family, and others. 

o Health care systems in North America 

3 Midwifery philosophy and model of care 

o History of midwifery in Canada 

Midwifery legislation, registration/licensing 

4 Continuing education 

Midwifery Practice: Supervision and Care III (3.5) 

This course deals with supervision and care during all phases of the childbearing 

cycle, emphasizing surveilIance, support and care during the postpartum period, 

including integration of the newborn into the family. Specifics are as outlined under 

Supervision and Care I. 



Elective lZ (3.6) 

Midwifery Practice: Practicum HI (3.7 to 3.11) 

During this practicum the studem should be able to progress inore rapidly because 

additional theory courses have been completed. This practicurn focuses on the postpartum 

period which includes the newborn. During this practicum the student should be able to 

provide continuity of care to clients seen in the antenatal clinic, including guidance of 

labor and delivery. 

YEAR IV includes: Semester I: Courses 4.1 to 4.6, and Semester II: Courses 4.7 to 4.1 1 

= Practicum IV 

Midwifery Practice: Supervision and Care PV (4.1) 

An advanced supervision and care course focusing on all phases of the childbearing 

cycle with an emphasis on deviations of normal. 

Midwifery Practice: Elective HI (4.2) 

In this course the student is able to focus on a topic of choice related to midwifery 

practice. 

Midwifery Practice: Elective IV (4.3 + 4.4). Lactation Consultant 

This course would be for students specially interested in breast feeding. 

Elective V (4.5) and Elective VI (4.6) 

Both these courses are topics of choice in the human or social sciences. 

Midwifery Practice: Practicum TV (4.7 - 4.1 1) 

During this practicum the student focuses on deviations of normal and perfects 

midwifery supervision and care, as well as education and counseling skills during all 

periods of pregnancy. At the end of this session the student will need to be able to 

independently care for childbearing women and their families in order to graduate. 



A Framework for a 'Multi-Route-o f-Entry ' Program 

'This segment of the curriculum blueprint deals with program organization and 

distribution of courses over a four year program. The four year midwifery baccalaureate 

program is designed as a direct-route-of-entry program. The program takes eight 

university semesters (two per year) to complete. As in most universities students will have 

the option to meet the requirements over a six year period, or to complete program 

requirements in three continuous years of study. This means that all courses, including 

practica, will have to be offered year around. Students in the program will o13tain a 

minimum of 120 credits to graduate with a baccalaureate in midwifery. 

The program is divlded in two components, a didactic and a practical component. 

The components are equally divided, matching clinical requirements of recognized 

midwifery curricula around the world. The majority of theoretical courses are three credit 

courses. Thus, a full time midwifery student must complete approximate twenty theory 

and twenty practical courses to finish the program in four years. A maximum course load, 

five courses per semester, accumulates 15 theoretical credits per semester. 

The clinical component of the program is divided in four practica I, 11, m, and IV. 

Each practicum consists of a full time semester of clinical practice. Fourteen weeks of full 

time clinical practice is the equivalent of five theory courses and accumulates 15 practicum 

credits. Each midwifery practicum must be taken as a hll time semester. In addition, the 

program is organized in such fashion that practica must be interchanged with theory 

sessions, e-g., Midwifery Practice: Supervision and Care I need to be completed before the 

student is able to enroll in Practicum I, and so on. Integration of theory and practice is an 

essentid part of the midwifery curriculum. Student midwives will learn to apply theory in 

cfinica] practice, but they .ctlfI aiso use ciinicd practice to validate and question theoretical 

assumptions, and discuss practice issues. Each cI ica l  practicum is comprised of a 

combination of clinical experiences and learning activities, focusing on the importance of 



the concepts of continuity of care and a holistic approach to care. Thus, each practicum 

must include a variety of clinical experiences during all stages of the child5earing cycle. 

For example, during the first practicum students obtain ante-natal histories in a community 

practice, and observe sdected iabor delivery experiences of clients seen in that practice, 

including an early postpartum visit. In addition, they attend selected childbirth education 

classes. The practica focuses on moving students on a 'learning continuum', in other words 

students progress at an individual rate. 

Teacners and/or preceptors in the clinical settings promote student reflection, 

critical thinking, and decision making in clinical practice, and allow for progressive 

involvement with the experiences. Students move from observation to participation to 

select independent practice to complete independent practice. This continuum will have 

many stages in between. The approach accommodates individual learning speed, and 

allows for development of special interest and expertise. Supervision decreases 

progressively when the student and the clinical mentor collaboratively decide that it is safe 

to do so. As students accumulate theoretical knowledge and clinical expertise, incorporate 

insight, recognize patterns, and begin to explore creative modes of inquiry, they will gain 

the confidence to examine theoretical and clinical assumptions. Consequently, they will be 

able to suggest alternative solutions for special care needed for selected childbearing 

families. Then, they will be on their way to achieve the goal of becoming a scholar- 

clinician in midwifery. Page (1993, p. 1483) in her address at the International Conference 

of Midwives in Vancouver describes the expert midwife as: 

m experienced clinician who works in and through relationship with the woman, 
and who cmes qyeciively, h i  is she kimw whiz? EeiwJii her ac tom iind iidv'ice 
is likely to hmte for the womnn and her baby, und clffers care appropriate to the' 
individuals concerned 

The model (fig 5) on page 102 provides a tkamework for organization of the 

theoretical and clinical components of the program. This framework provides also 
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direction for multiple-routes-of-entry into the program. The circle depicts midwifery 

education leading to a baccalaureate in midwifery. The pathway through the circle 

illustrates the learning path to be followed in order to become a midwife. The highlighted 

dots on both sides of the path signi@ theoretical courses preparing the student for clinical 

practice. 

The 'plateaus' represent the clinical courses (practica). Each practicum represents 

five clinical courses because the practicum is equivalent to a full theoretical course load of 

15 credits. The baccalaureate degree in midwifery is achieved upon successfid completion 

of the fourth practicum. The continued pathway is a reminder that midwifery education 

does not finish with the achievement of a baccalaureate degree. Continuing education 

takes on many forms. It may be a refkesher course for a returning practitioner, 

or an upgrade for an experienced midwife from an other country, needing to complete 

select course work in order to obtain a license to practice midwifery in British Columbia. 

The clinical 'plateaus' are a constant factor in the midwifery curriculum, because in 

clinical practice students implement both their theoretical and clinical knowledge and 

skills. Therefore, a practicum level is a realistic and practical route of entry for an 

advanced-placement student. 

Entrance at a clinical practicum allows both the student and the teacher to confirm 

the student's level of knowledge and clinical expertise. If adjustments up or down have to 

be made, it can be accomplished without failing the student or interrupting studies. 

Entering at a specific practicum level does not mean that the student is unable to take 

courses attached to the pathway below the practicum l e ~  el, or even include a basic core 

course such as anatomy. The pathway in the model aliows for back and forward 

movement of students. The three following examples are hypothetical cases to provide 

additional clarification of the idea. 



Example 1 : A registered nurse with a recent post-basic sertificate in obstetric 

nursing from the British Columbia Institute of Technology (B.C.I.T.), would like to enroll 

into a midwifery program. She has a nursing diploma from the Vancouver General 

Hospital School of Nursing, acquired ten years ago. She works in a small community 

hospital with one hundred deIiveries annually. She feels confident to support and care for 

childbearing families during the intrapartum and postpartum periods of pregnancy under 

supervision of a physician. What is the best route for this student to enter the program, 

and how can her education be facilitated to assist her in achieving both her academic and 

professional goals? In this case it appears that the student's strength is in the theoretical 

knowledge component. Her practical experience appears to be limited overall, especially 

on antepaihm surveillance and care. In addition, this nurse is aiming at a baccalaureate 

degree, so she will likely have to complete at least 50% of the total curriculum. This 

student could enter the program at practicum 11, and obtain 45 practicum credits. Her 

theoretical component, with a minimum of 15 theory credits, would focus on specific 

midwifery courses, including midwifery philosophy, legal and ethical issues in midwifery 

and others tailored to the student's personal interest. This person, as all advanced- 

placement students would be assigned a personal advisor to review previous education, 

including clinical experiences, and to develop a collaborative plan. 

Example 2: A female family physician with a science baccalaureate and a medical 

doctor's degree wants to change her practice to care for childbearing families only. She 

applies to be admitted as an advanced placement student to the program, because she feels 

that she has a lot to learn despite five years of practice with twenty deliveries per year. 

Two options appear open for this person. She can either obtain a second baccalaureate 

degree, or be a candidate for a certificate in midwifery. Taking the first option, she would 

enter at the third practicum and obtain 30 practicum credits and 30 theory credits. The 

theory credits include specialty and elective courses, with an emphasis on midwifery 



principles, offered below and above the practicum 111 plateau. This student must be 

encouraged to pursue a personal interest and graduate as an experienced scholar-clinician. 

The practicum must be focused on the implementation of the midwifery model of care. A 

certificate in midwifery may be looked at as an option for people with this educational and 

practice background. Students would achieve a certificate by completing a tninitnurn of 

two course semesters, one practicum and one didactic semester. This option need to be 

fiirther explored. 

Example 3:  A physiotherapist wishing to add midwifery to his practice. This 

professional will have much of the core knowledge required to enter the first practicum, 

with the exception of the psychology of pregnancy, and embryology and fetal 

development. In addition, he will likely have obtained previous credits for several courses 

such as statistics, research, sociology or others taught at a later stage in the midwifery 

program. Thus, a physiotherapist wr d d  be able to enter the program at practicum I, and 

in the second year take selected courses on the pathway below and above the first and 

second practica. He would likely need to obtain 60 practicum credits in addition to 30 

theory credits in order to achieve a baccalaureate in midwifery. 

Program Goats 

The overall aim of the midwifery program is to prepare a scholar-clinician with the 

knowledge, skills and attitude to provide safe, individualized and comprehensive support 

and care to childbearing families. The scholar-clinician obtains a baccalaureate degree in 

midwifery, and will be eligible for registration and/or licensing to practice midwifery in 

British Columbia. 

Upon completion of the midwifery program graduates: 



+ understand the need to develop insight, recognize patterns, find meaning in ideas and 

experiences, explore creative modes of inquiry, examine assumptions, and formulate 

values and ethics in keeping with the moral ideals of a scholar-clinician in midwifery. 

+ use research-based knowledge and skills to provide health counseling, education, 

supervision and care for families during the childbearing cycle. Supervision and care 

include delivery of, and care for the baby, as well as implementation of preventive 

measures, the detection of abnormal conditions in mother or baby, the procurement of 

medical assistance, and the execution of emergency measures in the absence of medical 

help. 

+ incorporate the philosophical principles of midwifery practice in her approach to caring 

for childbearing families. 

+ consult and collaborate with other disciplines in planning and providing supportive 

care to families during the childbearing cycle. 

+ promote and participate in research and continuing education to advance the practice 

of midwifery. 

Teaching MethodoEogy 

Bevis and Watson's approach to teaching puts the responsibility for learning 

experiences and teaching methodology in the hands of both the student and the teacher. 

According to the ideas, teachers move away from the course content and align themselves 

with the students. In other words, the teacher is not any longer the content expert but 

becomes the expert learner. Both the teacher and the student play an active participatory 

roie in the educative process. Ths  means a trend away from teacher lecturing and 

assigfunents during class. Bevis and W s o n  (1 989) and others promote that students 

benefit more from the learning experiences, if they are involved in the choice of specific 

class content and if they actively participate in the learning activities. Learning 



experiences, including activities are facilitated by the teacher with student participation. In 

order to facilitate learning, recognition must be given to the students' life experiences 

(Torris and Stanton, 1982; Houle, 1982; Bevis and Watson, 1989). The teacher in the role 

of the expert learner assists the novice learner not to recall and recite knowledge details, 

but to work with the information, question it, identify problems, compare ideas or 

examples with similar personal experiences, and suggest solutions. Bevis and Watson 

(1989) suggest the use of the following list of scholarly modes in both training and 

education. They include: 

analysis and critiquing; 
recognizing insights; 
identifying and evaluating assumptions; 
inquiring in the nature of things; 
projecting, fbturing, anticipating, predicting, or hypothesizing; 
searching for structural or organizational motifs or building them; 
engaging in praxis (enabling theory and practice each to inform and shape the other); 
evaluating: assessing merit using criteria and expert judgment; 
viewing wholes, not just parts in relation to each other; 
acknowledging paradigm experiences and cases in ways that enable them to be useful 
in practice and theorizing; 
Finding meaning in ideas and experiences (Bevis and Watson 1989, pp. 235-236). 

These modes assist both the student and the teacher to engage in learning. 

In order to use these modes however, the student needs to develop specific learning tools 

to approach concepts and ideas in this manner. Bevis and Watson (1989) provide a variety 

of examples of what they refer to as educational heuristics (learning tools). The suggested 

learning tools include reflection, incubation, discussion, engaging in dialogue, debate, 

imagination, envisioning, trials (simulated or real), tracing of logical pathways, expressing 

notions in writing, and reading analytically (p, 237). The course sample at the end of this 

section applies the ideas. 

Differences between learning activities and teaching methodology start to 

disappear if learning, and engaging in learning activities are a collaborative effort of the 



teacher and the student, Style in facilitating classroom and clinical activities, including the 

ability to mod@ planned activities as the need arises, becomes an important teacher 

characteristic. The use of games, role-playing, and debate facilitate active student and 

teacher participation. Small group work particularly facilitates active participation of 

students, however some structure need to be outlined. The session needs a plan, including 

a start and finish, the learning activity needs a focus and time limit, and there need to be 

opportunities for plenary discussions, to share and condidate learning. Teachers must 

know essential course content and understand group dynamics, to facilitate this process. 

Bevis and Watson (1989) agree that faculty development is an essential component of 

their proposed paradigm shift. 

Validation of Learning 

There is probably no greater controversy in education than on the subject of 

evaluation. Evaluation of learning should be a separate thesis topic, and therefore, a 

relatively brief discussion only appears in order to complete this section of the curriculum 

blueprint. The humanist view on how to evaluate learning is in direct opposition of the 

behaviorists' ideas about evaluation. This is due to their essential difference in 

philosophical beliefs on what constitutes learning. The humanist for example, believes that 

worthwhile learning is often personal, hidden from observation, and private. Only some 

learning appears as behavioral change according to Bevis and W-atson (1989), many thing 

that exist are not empirically verifiable. Educative learning cannot be rated on a scale, and 

most learning cannot be compared to some criteria or to the progress of peer learners. 

Humanists say that every learner learns something different from the same or similar 

learning experiences. Student and teacher selected goals are equally important, and so is 

goal free learning (Bevis and Watson, 1989). 



In the behaviorist philosophy the only ;earning worth evaluating can be observed as 

behavioral changes. Everything that exists, exists in some quantity and is therefore 

measurable. Learning can be evaluated by comparing student behaviors to objectively set 

criteria, or other students' progress. Every learner learns the same things from similar 

learning experiences says the behaviorist, and program goals are society driven and 

teacher controlled in their approach to evaluation. 

Societal goals and expectations play an essential role in a midwifery curriculum for 

British Columbia, because the program prepares a new health care professional, needing to 

establish both scholarly and clinical credentials. Future midwives will be evaluated by 

clients, employers, and colleagues. Graduates of a new midwifery program will also 

evaluate themselves to provide feedback to the educational institute. In addition, midwives 

will provide ongoing evaluation of students participating in their clinical practice. 

Newly developed and initiated midwifery programs will have to incorporate 

traditional methods of evaluation to ensure safety and credibility for future practitioners. 

The recommendation refers specifically to evaluation of clinical practice. 1 believe that 

evaluation ideas promoted by Bevls and Watson (1989) are suitable for use in selected 

didactic components of the midwifery program, such as evaluation of courses in 

communication and education. As faculty and students become confident in the use of the 

approach, the ideas can be expanded. A studendteacher trust and egalitarian relationship 

must be established to ensure successfid outcome of the change in evaluation approach. 

In concusion, the midwifery curricufum includes two types of student validation of 

learning. Theory knowledge is evaluated via writing of examinations and scholarly papers, 

oral presentations of projects, and via student and teacher held progress logs. Practical 

knowledge and skills are assessed with the guidance of clinical objectives. The focus i s  on 

progress and on maximum performance achievement of the student. 



A Sample Course Plarz 

The following course plan provides a sample of a course organized under the 

heading of 'Midwifery Practice". 

Course number: MI? 1.5 (or as directed by educational institute) 

Course Title: Midwifery Practice I: Introduction to Supervision and Care during 

Pregnancy. 

Course Description: 

This course is designed to introduce the student to supervision and care during 

pregnancy in preparation for the first clinical practice component (Practicum I) in the next 

semester of the midwifery program. The course deals with the aspects of surveillance and 

care during the antepartum, intrapartum and postpartum periods of pregnancy. The focus 

of this course is on 'health' maintenance and promotion, but assists the student to be aware 

of deviations from the normal physiologic response to pregnancy. The importance of 

continuity of care is emphasized and demonstrated. Research and change as they relate to 

the periods of pregnancy are incorporated. Stadents use the midwifery philosophy oriented 

approach (model 1) to gather client information, and a process format of choice (i.e., 

assessment, planning, implementation and evaluation) when analyzing data and 

constructing plans. 

Course Prerequisite: Health I, H and Et 

Topics outline: (student and teacher directed) 

The course is divided in three sessions: I, the antepartum (AP), 11, the intrapartum 

(P), and 111, the postpartum (PP) period of pregnancy. Each session addresses the 

following topics as an introduction to supervision and care 

Sessiotl I: fie antepartum period 

4 obtaining and/or updating of a health history; 
+ pregnancy diagnosing and dating; 

principles of risk scoring; 



laboratory testing; 
diagnostic screening, including early ultrasound; 
influences of lifestyle 
pelvic examinations to assess bony pelvis, soft structures of the pelvis, fetal structures. 
abdominal palpation for lie, presentation, position, and engagement of the presenting 
Part; 
anatomic and physiologic changes during pregnancy are reviewed and their meaning 
zpplied. 
common complaints are related to changes of pregnancy and adaptations to be taught 
to clients and their families discussed; 
guidelines for routine surveillance throughout pregnancy; 
common deviations of normal development during pregnancy. An introduction to the 
significance of the problem, including the short and long-term effects. 
o bleeding in early pregnancy 
o fetal growth deviations from normal, including amniotic fluid changes; 
o abnormal fetal lie and presentation; 
o selected endocrine responses (i.e., gestational diabetes mellitus); 
o other. 

Session 11: The intraparturn period 
4 false, early and true labor patterns 
+ stages of labor and delivery 
+ support and care during labor, positioning, comfort measures 
+ partner and family role 
4 basic assessment psychomotor skills, i.e., vital signs of mother and baby 
4 maternal emotional responses normal for labor and delivery 
4 the newborn baby 

Session III: The postpartum period 
+ early recovery 
+ the twelve F's of the postpartum period, representing the postpartum experiences of 

the new family. They include: physical changes, food and fluids, fatique, figure, falling 
in love with the baby, feeding the baby, 'fbssy' baby, fustrations, freedom, fatherhood, 
family and friends, and fertility. 

4 basic physical assessment 
+ emotional responses 
4 mother, family and baby interaction 
+ hospitalization 



Leanzing Experiences and Activities for a 'Sample' Clms 

The following outline is how I see a class developed using principles advocated by 

Bevis and Watson (1 989). The content of this midwifery course RIP 1.5 lends itself well 

for student participation in a variety of ways. Students are able to brainstorm topics of 

special interest for inclusion in course content during the first class of each session. The 

example refers to one class of session I, the antepartum period. 

htepartum supervision and care involves an extensive number of psychomotor and 

communication skills. The theory surrounding the skill is learned in class, the dexterity 

and coordination of the psychomotor skills are practiced in a skills laboratory and 

clinical practice. Students are encouraged to help each other as well as to obtain 

assistance of a skilled laboratory teacher. 

Communication is incorporated in the learning activities. The specific activities are 

decided by both the teacher and the student. For example, gathering client information 

to obtain a health history, focuses on two skills at the same time. Knowing what and 

how to obtain the data, and practicing of communication techniques 

Basic processing of knowledge is done in small group work or individual projects as 

part of, or in class preparation. 

CIms prepariztion: 

4 The students receive a short case study scenario. Example: 

Mrs. Green is a 25 year old woman expecting her first baby. Her pregnancy has been 

uneventful. Today, she is about 34 weeks pregnant and at the midwives' office for a 

routine ante-natal follow up visit. When the midwife measures uterine growth she 

notices that the expected fundal height is two centimeters below the expected 

measurement. 

* Study focus and questions: 

o Create additional personal information about Mrs. Green and her family. 



o What are ways to assess fetal growth? 

o What additional information do you need, before you want to draw conclusions 

about the appropriateness or lack of growth of the baby? 

o What would you communicate to Mrs. Green and her family at this time? 

o Do you have suggestions for follow up care or other? 

Read a minimum of two jmrnal articles, or book chapters from the references 

outlined, and/or any other related articIe published after 199 1. 

Focus on the qi2estions proposed above when studying the materials. 

Use the references to reflect back on your own, or use experiences of a fanlily 

members or friends. Perhaps interview one of them to complete the information in 

your case study. 

Find one research article on growth deviations during pregnancy suitable for class 

discussion. Highlight one point in the article relevant to your findings above. 

In class: small group work (three to four students). 

+ present and discuss each case. Select one case and brainstorm consequences for the 

future with regard to the issue of decreased fetal growth. Aim at the last four weeks of 

pregnancy and the labor delivery experience for mother, baby and the family. 

+ suggest two solutions to manage the 'problem'. 

+ role play the scenario of choice in your small group. Focus on how and what to 

communicate to Mrs. Green and her family. 

present the small group findings and ideas during the plenary session. 

Evaluation ofsfudent learning 

1. Students are given an antepartum, intrapartum and postpartum case study for 'work 

up' as a home assignment to be completed at the end of the course. Students receive a 

grade in keeping with university guidelines. 



2. Attainment and progress of psychomotor skills are individually assessed for each 

student in a collaborative effort between the teacher and the student. Selected 

psychornotor skills may be difficult to master in the first practicum. Therefore, a pass 

or fail grade could be deferred until after the second practicum. 

3. Communication skills, as in cfient education, counseling and interviewing are assessed 

in the same manner as the psychomotor skills. 

Program Evaluation 

Program evaluation is an essential component of cumculum development. It 

provides the link between all stages of the development process, and ensures for 

continuous updating and improvement of the curriculum. If the midwifery practice or the 

educational philosophy of the program chaages, so do the characteristics of the graduate 

of the program, the content and the educational approach. 

In the behaviorist model, program evaluation is a reflection of student behavioral 

changes. Evaluation of student characteristics upon completion of the program is believed 

to represent the appropriateness of the curriculum. The behaviorist includes both 

formative and surnrnative evaluation. In the humanistic paradigm this belief does not fit, 

because the humanistic evaluation approach is not judged by student behavioral changes. 

Program evaluation is provided by amalgamation of feedback of as large a variety of 

resources as possible. Program feedback is subjective information regardless of the 

objective criteria provided. Program evaluation in the humanistic approach requires a great 

deal of discussion between groups, and individuals within the groups. The information 

obtained could be entered into a computer program and be tested for validity, as done for 

example in qualitative research projects. Program evaluations are to be done by students, 

faculty, including clinical instructors and mentors, and clinical agencies. Using a variety of 

sources identify where the problems originate. 



Frequency and timing of program evaluation seem to vary in the programs 

analyzed in chapter 111. A newly developed and established curriculum will benelit from in- 

depth and frequent evaluation. At the onset every course should be evaluated and modified 

as needed. Established programs are evaluated at yearly intervals unless specific probienis 

occur. 

The following components of the program must be evaluated during the first two 

years of the new curriculum, including gathering of the data, analysis of the data, and 

identification and implementation of changes needed. 

4 Evaluation of theory courses: 
o prerequisites for course attendance 
o content 
o learning activities and resources 
o evaluation of learning methods and student achievement 
o instructors 
o other 

4 Evaluation of clinical courses including the different components of the Practica I-IV: 
o settings 
o clinical instructors, preceptors and mentors 
o organization of clinical experiences 
o evaluation of clinical learning 
o logbooks held by instructors and students. 

In conclusion, this chapter answers the tcoad question, "What constitutes n 

curriculum for midwifery education in British Columbia?, by answering the specific 

questions, "What are the guiding principles for midwifery education in H. C. ?, "How cun 

curriculum content be directed?", and ?How can a direct-entry program be organized to 

aZIow for flexibility in student placement?" 

The guidi~g principles for the proposed cmicu!r?m are outlined in the midwifery 

practice and eclectic educational philosophies. The content is directed by conceptual 

models derived from the philosophies (fig. 1-4). The multi-route-of-entry-model (fig. 5 )  

provides a flexible approach for student placement into the program (fig. 5). 



The issues raised in chapter I1 have been taken in consideration during the 

development of the curriculum blueprint. The implications will be reviewed in chapter V 

Curriculum development pitfalls are avoided by incorporating the ideas outlined in the 

conclusion of chapter 111. 

The curriculum blueprint for midwifery education in B.C. is comprehensive and 

innovative. The curriculum blueprifit is comprehensive because the use of curriculum 

development guidelines (Torris and Stanton 1982) ensured that all components of the 

curriculum are included and that these components are built with the use of interrelated 

concepts and sub-concepts. The conceptual midwifery practice model provides a holistic 

approach to midwifery care and contributes to development of a comprehensive 

curriculum outline. A resource manual, with a detailed outline of content and skills, must 

be developed by midwifery faculty members in collaboration with the College of 

Midwives. The manual is for use by teachers in the midwifery program and helps to ensure 

consistency within the midwifery program. The curriculum blueprint is especially 

innovative because it incorporates a multi-route-of-entry design. 



CHAPTER V 

Implications sf the Curriculum Proposal for 

Midwifery Practice and Education 

There is an appointed time for everythirg, 
a time for every event zmder heaven: 

a time to g v e  birth, a time to die, 
a time to weep, a time to laugh 

a time to be silent, a time to speak. 

Ecclesiastes 111 (2,4 7). 

This chapter focuses on the implications of the proposed curriculum for midwifery 

practice and education in British Columbia, and integrates suggestions and questions for 

h r e  research. The implementation of both the didactic and clinical components of the 

curriculum proposes several questions with regard to the educational setting, the need for 

financial resources, midwifery faculty and students, and the need for public relations. The 

issues and questions raised in chapter I11 with regard to legal protection for midwives, the 

birth setting, the practice setting, and others, resurface in this chapter and are discussed 

within the context of the questions raised fiom the implementation of the proposed 

curriculum. 

The need for excellence in midwifery education, implied in the consensus that 

midwives need to be well educated professionals, has its roots in the need for credibility of 

h r e  midwives. The academic preparation on baccalaureate level is implicitly linked to 

the status of midwifery as an autonomous self-regulating profession. 

The role of %hire midwives is unquestionably challenging. Midwives will not only 

have to be 'skilled companions', who act as a guide, counselor and friend (Page 1993, p. 

1483), they will dso have to make life saving decisions for mother and baby during the 



childbirth experience. In order to use clinical judgements and make these clinical decisions, 

midwives need foundations of ciear concepts, theories, scientific evidence, and clinical 

experience (Page 1993, p. 1484). 

The outline in chapter IV describes the essential components of a distinct and 

comprehensive curriculum for midwives in British Columbia. The curriculum is designed 

to equip future midwives to meet the challenge. Course details are best completed by 

fbture midwifery faculty. Success of the implementation of the curriculum, and how well 

the program will be received, is related to a number of factors, (1) the choice of 

educational setting, (2) availability of financial resources, (3) accessibility to clinical sites, 

(4) public and professional knowledge about the midwifery model of care, and (5) faculty 

and student characteristics. 

The educational setting 

The choice of educational setting is essential to the success of the program. 

Availability and access to educational resources for both the clinical and theoretical 

components of the program play a major role. Library resources, international computer 

hookup and access, knowledge network affiliations, and other resources in the form of 

support services will contribute significantly to the excellence of a baccalaureate 

curriculum in midwifery. These considerations are more important than generally 

ackmwledged. Audio-visual backup to create new learning resources is also helpfbl in 

offering a contemporary midwifery program for B.C. students. Ontario's Curriculum 

Design Committee did an in-depth review of potential educational settings in their 

province. The approach may serve as a model for a British Columbia Review Committee. 

Fimncitd resources 

An additional factor is availability of money. Considerable knds are needed to 

establish and implement a midwifery program. Monetary considerations influence many 

aspects of program implementation. Availability of financial resources assists in improving 



student instructor ratios in both class and clinical settings. Silverton (1 988) reports, 

however, that in the United Kingdom the trend has been to amalgamate programs in orcier 

to cut costs and that the increased number of students in class is not seen to be a problem. 

According to British opinion, larger student groups are needed to provide the necessary 

peer support, and to facilitate exchange of ideas (Silverton 1988). 

Access to clinical settings 

The clinical learning setting is equally important as the didactic teaching site, 

because 50% of the total midwifery curriculum consists of clinical practice. Providing 

students with access to clinical facilities will present a major challenge to the program. If 

future midwives are to practice in hospitals, birthing centres, health units and homes, they 

need clinical learning experiences in these settings. There appears to be a shortage of 

placements for obstetric students across Canada. Hospitals report that they are 

overburdened with learners. Basic and post-basic nursing students compete with basic and 

post-graduate medical students for learning experiences in obstetrics. The problem of 

overload becomes an ethical dilemma ir, that decisions have to be made about who should 

have priority access to clinical sites. In addition, childbearing clients and their families are 

faced with the pressure to let students participate in their birthing experiences. Clients 

should maintain the prerogative to say "no" or "no more. " 

Unless hospital privileges for midwives are negotiated, clinical placements will 

present a challenge as limited spaces can be found in community practices at the present 

time. Difficulties in arranging access to clinical sites is also reflected in the way in which 

midwifery is viewed by some health care providers (Silverton 1988; Seattle Midwifery 

School Catalog 1991). This leads to the question if the generai public and other health 

care professions understand the inid-wifer-y model of care. Communication is the key to 

overcome much of the resistance to midwifery practice in hospitals. If hospital 

administrators and other health care professionals are well informed about the educational 



preparation of direct-entry midwives, hospital privileges can be obtained and physician 

resistance to working with direct-entry midwives can be reduced. The issue of legal 

liability insurance is not just a hospital issue, and policy direction has to come from the 

College of Midwives of B.C. 

Investigating knowledge, understanding and feelings about the issue of legal protection 

should be considered as a priority for future research. 

Ptrblic and professional knowledge about mimvifry 

I know from talking with colleagues, physicians and consumers throughout B.C., 

that both the public and other health care providers are often misinformed on what 

midwifkry care entails, and how it differs from other approaches to obstetric care provided 

by physicians and nurses. This stztement is substantiated by the way in which selected 

physicians equate their obstetric care with midwifery care. Stern and Bertolli (1992), both 

physicians, claim that midwifery care is just like medical care during pregnancy. It 

constitutes tht! provision of comprehensive prenatal care, childbirth psychoprophylaxis, 

and information concerning parenthood. Even within the last decade, the Society of 

Obstetricians and Gynecologists of Canada (1986) expressed concern about proper 

standards of training and practice for midwives in Canada, while at the same time 

acknowledging tha  certified midwives play a major role in the provision of services to 

pregnant women in most western countries (Burtch 1992, p. 172). 

The general lack of understanding of the midwifery philosophy and model of care 

is not only an issue for education, but affects practice as well. Even today, midwives are 

sometimes portrayed in a derogatory light. This negative image is hard to dispel and 

affects midwifery practice in several ways. A favorable public opinion is vital to the 

success of social, political, and professional groups in attaining their goals claim Kalish 

md Philip (Chaska 1983, p.36). Future midwifery clients need to know that midwives are 

well educated and licensed practitioners, who provide individualized and comprehensive 



health care for healthy women during the childbearing cycle. Clients need also know that 

midwifery care focuses on continuity, as well as on partnership in care, while empowering 

women by encouraging them to stage their own childbirth experience. The 'partnership' 

exists between the childbearing family and the midwife, and means respect for individual 

costumes, ideas, and the right to have choices about the childbearing experience. 

Childbearing women need to be aware that in the midwifery model of care the 

woman and the midwife share the responsibility for outcome. A research project exploring 

the knowledge of clients and professionals would be an interesting and helpfid project in 

establishing midwifery practices. The results may assist in overcoming obstacles hindering 

implementation of midwifery practice and education. 

Faculty 

Another critical factor contributing to excellence and success of the midwifery 

program will be the composition, commitment and dedicatiw of a midwifery faculty. 

Faculty knowledge, clinical expertise, and support for both practice and educational 

philosophies will make or break the new midwifery program in British Columbia. Teaching 

faculty must be both scholars and clinicians, in addition to role models, and colleagues of 

fbture midwifery students. It is essential that midwifery faculty retains a clinical role, to 

avoid being 'lecturers' removed from clinical realities (Silverton 1988). Communication 

and public relation skills will be of primary importance to establish political and 

professional acceptance of the program without compromising midwifery principles. 

Sfudents 

Future students will also play an important role, particularly students in the first 

programs. The idea of student screening procedures as performed in Britain, may 

contribute to ensure groups of highly motivated students. In the United Kingdom, students 

interested in midwifery attend public information meetings. After the session, they submit 

a preliminary application, including an essay outlining why they are interested in becoming 



a midwife. The applications are screened, and eligibk candidates are interviewed (Dorset 

1989). 

Multi-route-of-entry program 

The proposed multi-route-of-entry model combines a direct-route-of-entry 

program design with a flexible approach for students to enter at a variety of locations 

along the educational pathway. This type of approach allows for health care professionals 

and people with other academic achievements (e.g., a degree in sociology) to enter the 

midwifery program at an advanced level. The ccjurses, with the exception of the basic core 

courses and the midwifery practica, are able to move up and down the educational 

pathway providing flexibility in student placement and program delivery. The approach 

reflects the humanistic philosophy component of the proposed program, promoting 

'structure free' teaching of a curriculum. Validity of the proposed model will have to be 

established through implementation of the program. 

Professions aid Academic preparation 

This thesis is not complete without a brief discussion on what constitutes a 

'profession'. Throughout history, midwifery strives to become a self-regulating profession 

(chapter Jl). rt is commonly believed, that profess:ons have autonomy, meaning either the 

right to self-government or freedom of will. The issue of defining a profession is not new. 

Medicine and nursing have looked most extensively at the issue for a long period of time, 

as early as the beginning of the twentieth century (Smith 1981). The Canadian Nurses 

Association (1980), promoted "a baccalaureate for all" by the year 2000 over a decade 

ago. Nursing is not always called a profession because it does not have a self-regulating 

body. Medicine and law are the most frequently cited professions in the literature, as they 

are exemplary models of mature professions. Professionals have tended to be self 

employed, while biue-collar workers are more often found in organizations (Smith 198 1). 

Engel (1970) reports that lawyers and physicians however, are increasingly employed in 



organizations in today's changing society, and that despite that change, they have been 

able to maintain their autonomy. He also found that physicians employed in moderate 

sized bureaucratic organizations perceived themselves as having more autonomy than do 

physicians in solo practice. 

Early and contemporary literature agree that a cameo of the ideal profession 

includes the following characteristics: 

Members are unified in a community of shared values and goals (Goode 1957); 

Professionals have a code of ethics which guides individual practice (McGothlin 

1964); 

Members deal with matters of human urgency and significance (McGothlin 1964); 

Members exert control over the service area in which they practice (Freidson 1970); 

Professionals have status, prestige, social influence, and autonomy (McClew and 

Robertson 198 1); 

The acquisition of a body of knowledge in the discipline is an intellectual pursuit, and 

the body of theory should be guiding the practice of the members (Conway 1983); 

A professional is expected to manifest certain attitudes and behaviors including a sense 

of autonomy, a sense of calling, and a belief in self-regulation (Storch 1989). 

If the characteristics described above are representative of a profession, midwives 

would certainly fall within that category, and if the minimum academic preparation for the 

majority of professionals is a baccalaureate degree, then midwives too should be educated 

to that level. This issue raises research questions such as, "What do current and future 

midwives in Canada have to say about the issue?", and "How do their responses compare 

with those of midwives in other countries?" 

The comparative analysis of selected midwifery curricula (chapter 111) provided an 

insight into the different types of cunicula midwives are taught throughout the 

industrialized world. It appears that development of criteria for reciprocity creates a need 



for specific content outlines, which is in direct conflict with the proposed educational 

philosophy. Reciprocity of credentials across Canada and other countries may become a 

concern because of the incorporation of a non-conventional educational philosophy into 

the curriculum. The philosophy promotes moving away from teaching specific content and 

focuses on the development of critical thinking and reflection. The evaluation process may 

raise questions because graduates of the program will have different levels of knowledge 

and expertise. This issue (reciprocity) warrants a research project after a midwifery 

program has been established in British Columbia. 

In conclusion, the last chapter of this thesis discussed selected implications of the 

proposed curricralum on midwifery practice and education aild incorporated suggestions 

for fhture research. 

Not all issues were addressed because some of the problems, such as the resistance 

to home birth, need to be resolved by providing scientific evidence that home birth is safe 

in B.C., rather than endless discussion. Another issue needing to be explored is the 

meaning of empowering women through participation and decision making during the 

childbirth experience. 

The climate in British Columbia is favorable to aclu~.owledge and incorporate the 

midwife as a health care professional into the health care system. Diversity on specific 

issues (i.e., home birth, and nursing as a prerequisite qualification for midwives) will 

remain, Kitzinger (1 988) claims that history has demonstrated that the position of the 

midwife will always be under challenge, and that current problems have been compounded 

by the age of technology. Midwives will have to fight to protect the integrity of an event 

as natural as pregnancy and birth fiom the alienating effects of a technocratic society. 

Their best weapon will continue to be education, alertness, creativity, and sensitivity 

(Kitzinger 1988, p. 249). 



Implementation of a midwifery program in British Columbia will be met with 

challenges and obstacles, all of whicb can be overcome. Kitzinger (1988, y. 250) quotes 

Sarason (1990, p. 6. l), when she confirms and reminds us of the need to focus on 

understanding and working with the culture of local systems: 

Ideas whose time have come are no guarantee that we know how lo capit~lizr ott the 
opportunities, because the process of implementation requires that you ~indersrattd well 
the setting in which these ideas have to take root. And that z~nderstanding i.s~frecpierrtly 
faulty and incomplete. Good intentions married to good are ideas are tiecessary hill not 
suflcient for action consistent with them. 



APPENDIX A 
GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

Definitions used in this thesis come primarily from four texts: 

1 .  The Webster's Encyclopedic Unabridged; 

2. the Concise Oxford Dictionaries of the English Language; 

3.  Curriculum Process in Nursing. A Guide to Curriculum Development by Torris and 

Stanton; 

4. The Design of Education by Cyril 0. Houle. 

Activity 
A specific educational action or succession of actions occurring in a situation. 

Adult 
A person (man or woman) who has achieved full physical development and 
who expects to have the right to participate as a responsible homemaker, 
worker, and member of society. 

Adult Education 
The process by which men and women (alone, in groups, or in institutional 
settings) seek to improve themselves or their society by increasing their skill, their 
knowledge, or their sensitiveness. Any process by which individuals, groups, or 
institutions try to help men and women improve in these ways. 

Aim 
see goal and objective 

Beliefs 
Accepting opinions or convictions of truth not necessarily supported by scientific 
knowledge. 

Components 
An essential constituent part of the educational framework; may include objectives, 
elements of the format, adjustments, and measurements and appraisal of results. 

Concept 
An idea, notion or abstract mental image derived from an individual's perceptual 
experience. 



Consistency 
The extent to which all components of each stage in the curricu!um process s!?ow 
relationships between and among each other and support one another in a logical, 
reasonable way. 

Content 
Anything taught or learned in an educational activity, including knowledge, skills, 
or sensitiveness. 

Course Outline 
The contract between faculty and students speci@ing faculty and student 
responsibilities for a particular course. It includes a course description, content 
elements, and teaching and evaluation methods. 

Curriculum (1) 
A systematically organized program outline, describing the program foundation, 
course requirements, and learning components of a specific discipline. 

Curriculum (2) 
Subjects that are studied or prescribed for study in a school, or as any program of 
activities. 

Curriculum (3) 
Those transactions and interactions that take place between students and teachers 
and among students with the intent that learning take place. 

Curriculum Philosophy 
Speculative and analytical belief statements about the discipline, including 
theoretical propositions, serving as a foundation for the curriculum. 

Design 
The plan developed to guide educational activity in a specific situation, or the plan 

which can be inferred by an analyst of that activity. 

Direct entry midwife 
A midwife who entered or completed a midwifery education program not requiring 
registered nursing qualifications as a pre-requisite. 

Evaluation of learning 
Continuous assessment ofthe students' achievement that enhances the concept of 
progressive learning and provides immediate feedback relating to short-term 
learning experiences. 



Existentialism 
The belief that people form their essence in the course of the life they choose to 
lead; the doctrine emphasizes peoples responsibilitjf for making their own niit'lire as 
well as the importance of personal freedom, personal decision, and persond 
commitment. 

Framework 
The fundamental theoretical construction used to plan an educational design. 

Health 
A state of complete physical, mental and social well-being, not merely the absence 
of infirmity. Health is a continual dynamic process involving positive adaptations 
to life stresses in order to attain or maintain the optimal state of well-being that is 
realistic for that individual. 

Horizontal Strands 
Process oriented threads identified in the theoretical framework that are constantly 
used and reinforced throughout each course in the curriculum. 

Key Concepts of a Discipline 
Concepts that provide meaning to and define the nature of the discipline. These 
concepts have to be agreed upon by a faculty. 

Lay-Midwife or Granny-Midwife 
A person without any formal midwifery education calling hindherself midwife. 
(there are exceptions to this definition). 

Life style 
The general pattern of behavior of an individual or a group of people. 

Medical-Model of Care 
An approach to care that emphasizes pregnancy as a state of potential illness/ 
disease requiring intervention. The approach reflects the belief that medical 
sciences are an integral part of midwifery as a discipline. 

Model 
see framework 

Name Midwife 
A registered nurse who completed a post-basic program in midwifery. 

Pradicum 
The part of the course (college or university) consisting of practical work in a 
particular field. 



Process 
A series of progressive stages in which interdependent activities have a specific 
e&~ca~ona! purpose. 

Public Relations 
The methods or activities employed to promote a favorable relationship with the 
general population or with some part(s) of it. 

Research 
A diligent and systematic inquiry or investigation into a subject in order to discover 
or revise facts, theories, applications, or other. 

Resource 
Any object, person, or other aspect of the environment which can be used for 
support or help in an educational activity. 

Scholar-Clinician in Midwifery 
A person who is both academically educated and clinically trained in the art and 
science of midwifery. The academic preparation provides the midwife with 
concepts, theories, and scientific evidence needed to exercise judgment, to make 
clinical decisions, to provide comfort and pain relief, and to teach and council 
families throughout the childbearing cycle. The c!inical experiences provide the 
'hands on' practice and include a wide variety of psychomotor skills. 

Skill 
The capacity to perform some mental or physical act, whether it be easy and 
simple, or hard and complex. 

Social Change 
Involves the interaction of political and social forces, affecting an individual's 
cultural values. 

Teaching Methodology 
All teaching activities and learning experiences developed by faculty with student 
input, to facilitate student achievement. 

Theme 
A subject discourse, discussion, meditation or composition. synonymous with 
topic. 

Theoretical Framework 
The structuring of the content elements derived from the philosophy in such a way 
as to ensure systematic implementation of the curriculum philosophy. 



Therapy 
The treatment of illness or disability. 

Vertical Strands 
Content threads identified in the theoretical framework which are used to identifjr 
and plan progressive learning experiences that build one upon the other throughout 
all the courses. 

Welfare 
The provision of help or comfort for people who have been deprived of the goods 
and services thought to be essential in the society in which they live. 



Appendix B 

The following pages are examples out of the curricula analyzed in chapter 111. 

The curriculum of the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital in Australia: 

The philosophy of the School of Nursing (pp. 1-3); 
The conceptual framework (pp. 6-7); 
The interpretation of the midwifery syllabus (p. 10). 

The curriculum of the Dorset School of Midwifery in the United Kingdom: 

The philosophy of care (p. 6); 
The philosophy of common core programme P. 11); 
The aims of the course (p. 13); 

The report of the curriculum design committee on the development of 
midwifery education in Ontario: 

The foundations of midwifery education, including the guiding principles (pp. 23- 
27); 141 
The essential mmponents of z midwifery curriculum (pp. 29-32). 146 



2 W I N I T I C N  OF MURSING 

Nc~rsinq is a car ing  pro+essicn9 usincj a dynamic precess ts 
f a c i l i t a t e  directly or indirectly, the', s i f ~ r t s  S+ 
individuals, banilies, and communities to a t t a l z ,  ~ n a i n r s l ? ,  
ana regain optimum levels a9 w e 1  l-beinq. T t . i s  dyr7am:\r: 
process includes t h , s  "r!ursing P ~ o c e s s " ,  w n r  cn uti ! 1 s . z ~  
araesoment, planning, implementatian and evaluation in r P ? r  
to achieve the goal of optimum well-being. 

O p t i m u m  we1 1 - b e i n g  i s  defined as a l e v e l  ud bio-psyc+~- 
social functioning which enables a person to adagt  t o  t ? s  
snvironment. cope with proalems, and strive f ~r s. ~ o s i - : ~ . . ~  
sel f -ccnceot.  

THE R C E  CF THE NURSE 

T h 3  purse  is a profeosisnal parson capable ~f wcrkins & l a n e  
s r  as a member of a multidiscipline team, qocusing on t h e  
health core csnaumsr; therefore t h e  nurse 's  r o l e s  a r z  33ry 
and varied. 4 major role  o.f t h e  nurse is the d e l i v e r y  c i  
quality hea1t-r care.  I n  delivering that c a r s ,  the nurse ,?a= 
independent functions of co-ofdinating t h e  h e a l t h  cars team.  
assessing the individual's needs and planning. implemenrins 
and evaluating nursing care. The n w s e  a l s c  has an 
i n t w d r p e n d s n t  ref. in implementing and e v a l u a t i n g  t7e 
therapeutic plan OC thr, h e a l t h  toram. Another majcr rsr ls  1 s  
the education of the health car. ccnsurncr and ather nemoer r  
of the heal th  team, bath directly and indirectly as teacher, 
corsultant and health and prafessronal r o l e  modal. The -L . -ss  
a lso  a a responsibitity to con t inue  to take advan:3~e ~i 
apportuniti.% for prafarsriunal education. I n h e r e n t  -7,s 
pf  af * % ~ i ~ n a l  status of the nuf se is the raS a af a l adds - 1 7 

initiating and supporting actian to maet the hea!t? m l  
social nerds a9 t h r  p u b l i c .  

T h e  :o le  o f  % h a  n u r s e  i s  i n h e r e n t  i n  t h e  r o l e  o f  t h e  
m i d w i f e ,  y e t  t h e  e m p h a s i s  i s  d i f f e r e n t .  W h e r e a s  t h e  r o l e  
o f  t h e  n u r s e  s f t e n  f o c u s e s  o n  t h e  p r o c e s s  o f  d i s e a s e  
i m p l i c i t  i n  t h e  m e d i c a l  m o d e l ,  t h e  m i d w i f e ' s  r o l e  f o c u s e s  
o n  t h e  p r o c e s s  o f  b i r t h i n g ,  w h i c h  i s  a  n o r m a l  p a r t  a f  t h e  
l i f e  c y c l e .  T h e  e m p h a s i s  i n  t h e  m i d w i f e ' s  p r a c t i c e ,  
t h e r e f o r e ,  i s  o n  n o r m a l ,  w i t h  a b i l i t y  t o  m a n a g e  p r e -  
e x i s t i n g  m e d i c a l  c o n d i t i o n s  a n d  t o  i n s t i t u t e  a p p r o p r i a t e  
m e a s u r e s  t o  d e a l  w i t h  c o m p l i c a t i o n s  i f  t h e y  s h o u l d  a r i s e  



A m a d w i f e  i s  a par%an, w h o ,  having h a s n  
reqularly admit ted  ta a midwi;ecy 
prcgramme, duly racaqniseb in t h e  
r a m t r y  i;? whi,ch i t  is 1acat~ld,  has 
successbully campfated t h e  prescribed 
eaurce o+ s t u d i e s  in m i d w i f  w y  and has 
acquired the requisite qualificatians ta 
b e  r e g ~ s t e r e d  a n d i s r  !eqal!y licsnssd tc 
practise n i d w l + e r y  

She ;%usit be able to q i v a  the nscessary 
suparvrston* care and advtce t3 wmen 
during preqnancy, 1 abaur , and the  
port-partum period, ta c a n d m t  
deliver-tes on her awn r t e s p a n a i b i i t t y ,  
and ta caret fur the newbarn tnbant, T h i s  
cars rncludas preventive measures, t h e  
dstection af abnerrnal e o n d i t ~ o n r  i n  the 
mther  and child, t h e  procurement a+ 
medicsi a s s i s t d n c e  and t h o  execution a+ 
amarqency measures in t h e  aBsanca a+ 
wdicaf  haf p 

h e  has an important  task in health 
counsrilf ng and educrt ian,  not o n l y  f a r  
pat ients but  afsa w i t h i n  the +amily and 
cammuni ty. Tku work ~ h a u l d  invr31va 
mtu-natal srducat i on and prtaparrt a an f c r  
pwrnthoed and extends to eertatn areas 
oS qynaeeo2aqy. family planning, and 
chi i d  core. 

She may practise in hospitals, clinics, 
hoafth units, dcmrciliary zandrtrans, ar 
in any other zsrvxcs, 



RIGHTS CSMD RESPUNSfBILLTIES O F  THE HEALTH CARE CC3NSUMER 

$ self -detarmination in seeking, rs+usinq, c r  
p a r t  icxgating i n  h e a l t h  cnre 

f 9 r i v a c y  of  inqornation and parson 

% e x p e c t  and d i g n i t y  in l i f e ,  dying, and d e a t h .  

In exercis ing t h e s e  rights, t h e  individual a l s o  a r h z  
r o , s p o n s i & i l i t * +  to do so i n  a way w h i c h  respects  t>e r i q n = s  
31: athers .  

WE LEARNING W f  RUNnENf 

Laarning rs a cant$nuinq process af  interaction betweon t 3 s  
indis.;idua? and t h e  anvironment, rssul  t i n q  i n  chanqes i n  ci-e 
or a:B of the 9a12uwing: knawledqe, attitudes, skills a r b  
3ehaviaur. It i s  the teacher's respunsibility ta c r s a t e  a 
cli-ate conducive to Learning in w h i c h  the student is ses t  
dole ta acquire essential knawledqe, apprcpriate aftikubes. 
and nacaarary ski 11 o. The student has t ho  rssponsi b i  1 i t*,? ts 
sack out m d  utiliae learning opportunities. 

The mtenriva rmsuurcms available in t h e  Schaal of Nursics 
and in K f n q  Geargo V. Hospital w i l l  ansure a wide range 
learning mxprrimncms w i t h i n  the obststfical care system, and 
prov ide  an appsrtunfty to interact with and cara k r  
i n d i v i d u a l s  experisncfnc; a1 I phases oE the reprc;ducti \ i l  
cjrc14. 



XidfRQDUCTION T 0  THE CURRXCULUH 

3evel opment of the Curri cul urn 

The nldwifery curriculcm was c!=.ve!apad :n resoanse t x  -.k 
,release a+ ths  d r a f t  mldwl -Fsry  syll abus af  13el. :t .)la 3 

obvious that the implementatian of the sylabub d ze 
f 3ci 1 i tated by a curricul urn interpreting t h e  sy!! a b u ~  
setting ~ u t  units of study containing q m e r a l  ~ n + o r n a t l m ,  
rationale, abjectives, c o n t e n t  and resaurcea. 

This curriculum was developed b y  a committee consisting a+ 
various members of t h e  s t a f f  of t h e  School of PJursing 
Studies: the midlccif ery narse ecucators, t h e  Principal blurs2 
E d u c a t o r ,  t h e  Deputy Principal Nurse Educator and t h ~  
5eni or r7Jur=se Educator, Ccrrri cu1 urn Development (Sta 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS). The C c m r n i t t e e .  chaired by t h e  P r i n c i g d ! .  
m e t  weekly in order to d e w l a p  the w i t  plans can td ined  in 
t h i s  document. B a s i c a n  y a modified Tyler:  an, non-sdquenti a1 
~ n a d e l  u+ c~rriculum development was used, an depictaa b y  =he 
nodel b e l o w :  



T 5 e  ~ j . d w i f s r - y  currieglum uses as it= 435:s t h e  pr , i  l r , s o c ~ . .  
af .::IS School 2nd t w o  rnaieis ~ h i c t . 1  . r ay  l ~ o s a l y  z : ~ s - , : - i i c l b  2-3 

r-?te.z,-i es of r . u r s i n q ,  a l t l i ~ u g h  the: 3 - 2  x ~ r e  o ~ c ? z r l  y ~ n e c : * g G s  
ci: concept ~ a l  is' ?g d e l i v e r y  zf nu.-sinq care- T;:a F . - i n c l p l  as 
c . L  N u r s i n ~  3f Virginia hendzrsan, ;3cceptad b v  L.C.N., qr.2 
t h ~  " N u r s i n g  Process" a r e  used as a framework Gar stat in^ 
*-he u n i t  plans i n  the h a p e  that t h e y  & i l l  p~ornctte a 
systematic, l o g i c a l  approach to the delivery of m i d w i  f er-,t 
care,  -They are, hawrver, enly tasls f o r  achieving t h i s  a t m .  
A s  well as a scientidic approach to midwifery care,  h a w e v s r .  
tnera is also the "art", and t h e  professional  midwifery 
p r a c t i r i a n e r  will hopefully have the s k i l l s  t o  marry  t3z  
" a r t ' '  and " s c i e n c e "  af m i d w i f e r y  nurs ing.  

The syliabuo i s  re-arranged i n t o  f i v e  broad damai~s: 
Siu iaq ics l  Scienca, Social Science, N u r s i n g ,  P r ~ P j s s i c n a i  
Studies and Midwifery C a r e  and k s s ~ c i a t e d  Medical  Sciencss 
(See P ? u ~ Q ~  an next paqet. These domains are t o r s t r u c t a d  
slightly di+ferontly from t h e  darnalns set out i n  i ? S  

syllabus i n  order  to i n c r e a s e  t h e  prominenca a+ nursing a,:4 
C,S) CB-mphasi SO t h e  medical' model. 

The aaalaqical s c i e n c ~ ? ,  Social Science and Nursing domains 
all f a r m  a theoretical underlay for the Midwifery Care 
domain which is the ' central care of  thm pragramme. 
aiosciance is n o c s s s a r y  far the understanding f t 3 s  
structum, function and pathophysiology of the c h i l d b e a r i n g  
woman and fmtus/nrronatr,, The study o? Saeia1' Science 
provrdas t h e  student w i t h  a broad unde~standing sf th* 
context  a9 midwifmry c a r e ,  Tho Nursing domain gives t 2 e  
student a b a s i s  f o r  undmrs$anding the reasons far midwifery 
n u r s i n q  azt ians.  Pr&os%ional Studies helps the s t u d m t  t o  
 lacs ,miedwi+mry care i n  r global frarnwork. Finally, 
Pidwi fercy  Nurs ing  is the cardinal dsrnain sf t h e  m i d w i i s r v  
prcgrammo, X t  encumpascos a l l  nursing intaractions af t::e 
m i d w i f e  MC) thr, c l i rnWs) ,  and incarparates knawledge drawn 
f porn t h o  prueding damaf ns, The student wi P P hopaf ul Z y be 
a b l e  ts integrate the  knawlodqe from a11 t h e  domains of the 
curriculum i n  ardsr ta o f f e r  quality rnidwiiary care ta t h e  
client (s t .  -- -. 





Frequency of Meetings 

Course m a n a g e m e n t  team w i l l  meet at the end of 
each teem. 

A L  l meetings are to be m i n u t e d  a n d  copies of mi n u t e s  
w i l l  be a v a i l a b l e  t h rough  t h e  Sen io r  Midwi fe  Teacher.  

12 COURSE CWRRPCULCIH 

PHILOSOPHY OF CARE 

The ph i losophy  of  midwifery c a r e  i s  b a s e d  on 
i n d i v i d u a l i s e d  care ,  u t i l i s i n g  a family centred a n d  
h o l i s t i c  approach. Expectant women and t h e i r  partners 
a r e  encouraged to make i n f o r m 8  decis ions  and  be 
'partners i n  care' w i t h  the midwives. The emphasis is 
placed on t h e  physiological aspect of pregnancy b u t  i n  
the  e v e n t o f  i l l n e s s ,  khe midwife will provide t h e  
following care: 

1 Wholly compensating: when t h e  midwife meets a l l  
t h e  c l i e n t ' s  requirements because the  c l i e n t  i s  
unable t o  care fo r  hersel f ,  her baby. 

2 P a r t  f y compensatory: when b o t h  t he  midwife a n d  
c l i e n t  engage i n  helping the  client t o  meet her 
own needs. 

Midwifery care  should be  research based and r e q u i r e s  
constant evaluation and change. 

12.1 Related pol ic ies  that  may influence the course: 

- f ac i l i t i e s  ava i l ab le  for hospital and home b i r t h s :  

... expanding p e r i p h e r a l  a n t e n a t a l  c bin ics ,  i.e. i n  
t h e  Swanags/Purbeck area, Wimborns; 

- increasing antenatal boaking in t h e  community: 

w l i n k  wi th  Dorset Institute o f  Higher Education 
- have beth-made. . .. 



12.2.2 Phiiosophy of  t h e  Common Core Programme 

The de~ei .opment  of a comnoft c o r e  programme 
t r e n d  o f  t h e  f u t u r e  a d v a n c e m e n t  o f  p 
education. 

re f l ec t s  t h e  
r o f  essiona i 

Current  students a r e  exposed to t r a i n i n g  w h i c h  arguably 
e n c o u r a g e s  narrow horizons and an u n d e r c u r r e n t  of 
p r o f e s s i o n a l  m i s u n d e r s t a n d i n g  w h i c h  a r i s e s  f r o m  
i g n o r a n c e  of  roles. Such practitioners l a c k  t h e  
concept  of u n i t y  of purpose s o  essential t o  a h o l i s t i c  
approach t o  care. 

It is the i n t e n t i o n  of t h e  D o r s e t  S c h o o l  o f  M i d w i f e r y  
t o  f u l f i l  i t s  r o l e  a s  a p f e c u z s o r  t o  c h a n g e  and b e  
i n s t r u m e n t a l  i n  b r i n g i n g  about  i n n o v a t i o n  i n  m i d w i f e r y  
p r a c t i c e  t h r o u g h  the d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  a common c o r e  
programme. 

I t  i s  believed t h a t  the common e s r e  programme i s  a 
p h i l o s o p h i c a l l y  s o u n d  p r o p o s i t i o n  f o r  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  
reasons  : 

- i t  will d e v e l o p  t h e  f u t u r e  midwifery p t a c t i t  i o r r ~ r  
i n t o  a c r i t i c a l  t h i n k e r ,  w i t h  dep th  and b read th  o f  
v i s i o n .  

- i t  c o n t a i n s  an i n p u t  of knowledge  and e x p e r t i s e  
f r o m  o t h e r  a c a d e m i c  d i s c i p l i n e s r  i e  s o c i o l o g y ,  
psychology. 

i t  w i l l  e n a b l e  m i d w i f e r y  e d u c a t o r s  and  o t h e r  
sequence t u t o r s  t o  c o n c e n t r a t e  on areas where they 
e x h i b i t  high levels of competence and s k i 1  1, hence 
i m p r o v i n g  t h e  q u a l i t y  a n d  c o n t e n t  o f  t h e i r  
t e a c h i n g  . 

I t  is recognised t h a t  midwifery is a s p e c i a l i s t  s u b j e c t  
and as such,  a b s t r a c t  knowledge gained by students from 
the common core p r o g r a m m e  w i l l  b e  put into the 
midwifery c o n t e x t .  F a c i l i t i e s  h a v e  been arranged a t  
t h e  Dorsct I n s t i t u t e  o f  H i g h e r  E d u c a t i o n  f o r  t h i s  
purpose, it an ex t ra  classroom. s p e c i f i c  f o r  t h e  use of 
s tudents  midwives and t h e  midwifery tutor .  

Dazset Institute o t  f4igh.r Education lecturers a r e  
c u r r e n t l y  lecturing i n  t h e  School of Midwiferyr Poole. 
The midwifery ~utors a t t e n d  lectures Fn order t o  app ly  
a b s t r a c t  knowledge t o  midwifery s t r u c t u r e .  



13.1 -he Course to: 

- p r e p a r e  the midwife for her specific role; 

- e n a b l e  the m i d w i f e  t o  be c o m p e t e n t  t o  f u l f i l  h e r  
p r a c t i t i o n e r  r o l e  a t  the point of r e g i s t r a t i o n :  

- prepare t h e  r n l e w i f e  to be i n n o v a t i v e  and have t h e  
a b r l ~ r y  to t h i n k  a n a l y t i c a l l y ;  

- centre the client as a pivotal point for t h e  
understanding and development of caring s k i 1  1s; 

- e m p h a s i s e  the s t u d e n t  a s  a focus f o r  e d u c a t i o n a l  
s t r a t e g i e s :  

- promote  c l i n i c a l  practice based on t h e o r y  and  
research, grounded in the b i o l o g i c a l ,  s o c i a l  and 
behav ioura l  s c i e n c e s ;  

- promote the concept of holistic care; 

- develop a p r a c t i t i o n e r  who w o u l d  b e  m o t i v a t e d  
towards continuous and progressive learning. 



FOUNDATIONS QP MIDWIFERY EBOCATION 

THE INTERNATIONAL DEFINITION OF A MIDWIFE 

The Interim Regulatory Council f o r  Midwifery in Qntario and the 
Association of Ontario Midwives have ad~pted t h i s  definition of 
the midwife: 

A midwife is a parson who, having bean regularly admitted to a 
midwifery education program duly reccagnizsd i n  the country in 
which it is located,  has successfully csmplfatsd the prescribed 
course of studies in midwifery and has acquired thr requisite 
qualifications to be registered and/or legably Licensed to 
practisa midwifery; 

Sphera of practice: The midwife must br able to give the 
nacassary supamision, care and advice to women during 
pregnancy, labour and th8 post-part= priod, to conduct 
daliverias on her own responsibility and to car* for the 
newborn and the infant. This car* fncludaa praventativa 
maasurrm, the datection o f  abnormal conditions in mothar and 
child, -8 procuremeat o f  mo&ical aasistanca and tha exacution 
of anrlrrgency mea8ur.s in the absenca of mrdical h8lp. She has 
an inportant task in health c ~ u n 8 ~ l l i ~ q  and education, not only 
far the patient. but also within tha iarily and cor~nunity.  ha 
work should involve antenatal aducation and pragaration for 
parenthood, and extands to cer ta in  ara.8 a t  gynaacology. family 
planning and child care. 

A midwifa may practise in hospital., clinics, haalth units, 
domiciliary condition. or in any other rarvicr. 

This definition was davelopad and adopted by the I n t r n a t i o n a l  
Canfederation of Midwivw and adopted by the Intarnational 
Federation of Gynaecologiats and Obatatricians, in 1972 and 19'13 
respectively. Used by the World Wealth Organization, it captures 
tho essence of the nidwifr'8 role and function and appropriataly 
dslineates har rphors og p~act iee .  



The basic elements of the midwife's activities are: 

1. carrying out examinations necessary to establish and manitor 
n ~ * q a l  r- my-nancies -3 t 

2. advising on and securin~ the examinations necessary for the 
earliest possible diagnosis of pregnancies at risk; 

3. providing education and preparation for childbirth, including 
advice on exercise and nutrition; 

4. caring for and assisting the mother during labour and 
monitoring the condition of the foetus by the appropriate 
slinical and technical means; 

5 .  conducting spontaneous vaginal deliveries; 

6 .  recognizing the warning signs of abnormality in the mother or 
infant that necessitate referral to a physician; 

7 ,  taking necessary emergency measures in the absence of a 
physician; 

8. examining and caring.for the newborn infant; 

9 .  caring for the mother in the postpartum period and advising 
her on infant care and family planning. 

(adapted from the European Community Midwives Directives 
Directive 80/155/EEC Article 4) 

The midwife's activities can be classified as those relating to 
the assessment of client status or condition, those relating to 
the provision of care, and those relating to emergencies. These 
activities will be delineated in detail by the governing body for 
midwifery. The following discussion provides some examples of the 
midwife's activities but is net exhaustive. 

Her activities relating to assessment of client status during 
pregnancy include obtaining the woman's medical, family, 
obstetric, social, and emotional history, and performing 
appropriate physical examinations such as pelvic and breast 
examinations. The midwife ensures that basic laboratory 
assessments, including blood tests and urinalysis, are performed. 
During labour, her activities relating to assessment of the 
client's condition include nonitoring the foetal heart, abdominal 
palpation, and pelvic examination. After birth, they include 
performing the initial examination of the newborn and performing 
post-partum physical examinations of the mother. 



The midwife's a c t i v i t i e s  in t h e  provision of care include 
providing c~mfort measures during pregnancy, labour and birth, 
conducting spontaneous vaginal births and de l i ver ing  the  placenta, 
performing and repairing episiotomies,  and repair ing f i r s t  and 
second degree lacerations. The midwife administers routine 
medications on her awn authority, including anti-haenurrhagic 
agents after birth for mother and newborn, locab anaesthetics f o r  
use in repairing episiotomies and lacerations,  and erythromycin or 
s i l v e r  nitrate for the  newborn*^ eyes .  After the b i r t h ,  she 
provides comfort measures for  the mother, educates and counsels 
her on newborn care, and counsels her on family planning and 
contraception. 

In emergencies, the midwife may administer Cardia-pulnonasy 
resuscitation, and may provide i n i t i a l  treatment of prolapsed 
umbilical cord, hemorrhage, seizures, and foetal distress. 

X t  is important to note that  the  midwife exercises independent 
clinical judgment within her scope of practice. She 1s 
responsible for  the  management of t h e  pregnancies and births of 
the  women under her primary care. As the in ternat ional  d e f i n i t i o n  
puts it, she conducts deliveries '*on her own r e s p o n s i b i l i t y y t .  The 
activities within the  midwife's scope o f  pract ice  are not 
delegated to her by physicians; rather the authority  for 
parfuming them or ig inates  with her.  

SCOPE OF PRACTICE 

This Scope of Practice comprises Section 2 of the Midwifery Act 
from the Recom~oendatfaws sf the Health Pxafessions Legislation 
Revieu, January, 1989 . 

2-01 The practice of midwifery is t h e  assessment, monitoring 
and pruvisicm of care during normal pregnancy, labour 
and the post-partua period and conducting s@mtaneoua 
normal vaginal deliveries. 

Z.0I.A In the coursa o f  practising as a midwife, a member may 
perform tha following l i c e n s e d  acts: 

(I) Managing labour and conducting spontaneous narraal 
vaginal deliveries. 

(2) Performing episiotomies and amiotumfes and 
repairing agisiotu~ies and laceratisns; not 
iftvolving the anus, anal sphincter, rectum, urethra 
and pariurathral area. 



( 3 )  Using drugs as are specified by regulatiaw. 
( 4 )  ~dxt in i s ter ing  by i n j ~ c t i o n  or inhalation substances 

as specified by regulation, 
(5)  Performing invasive instrumentation, including 

manual and digital instrumentation beyond the labia 
majora du r ing  pregnancy, labour and the post-partum 
period. 

2 . 0 2  Subject  to the regulations passed pursuant ta this A c t ,  
no person except a member shall 

(a )  hold himself or herself out as, 
( i) registered by or with the College of Midwives 

of Ontario, or 
( ii) th8 holder of a certificate st ragistratfsn 

issued by the College ab Midwives o f  Ontario, 
or 

(iii) a member of the College of Midwives of 
Ontario, or 

(b) use thr title t*midwifew or *eragisterw3 midwifeH. 

2:03 when in any proceeding an iseua arises a s  to the 
intarpretation o f  section 2.01 or 2.01A,  the Court may 
have regard to the expert avidance adduced by the part ies  
with respect thareto. 

The Curriculum Design Conmittma gave much conridmration and effort 
to tho development of principles upon which midwifery @dueation in 
~ n t a r i o  should be bas64, We racommand that Ontario vnaet a 
midwiitery educetian prograna which ie consistent with these guiding 
principlem. 

Midwifery is an autonoaoum primary-care prafrrsion to be 
recognitad undo% the Haalth ProfSeroions Legislation o f  Ontario as 
a mlf-togulating health profession. The fntrrnatfonal definition 
o f  a midwifa fa accepted a8 tha foundation upon which midwifery i n  
U n t s r f ~  w i l l  ba developed. 

Thm folLovfng Rrrrdasental prtncipl6. o f  nidwiiexy shall form the 
philsrophical framawork of midwifery education. 



Every midwife shall have adequate knowledge of th8 abnemal to 
ensure appropriate cars is provided 

~idwifery care is wowan-centred and family-centred, f t  
emphasizes continuity of care throughout the pre-natal, 
intra-partum and post-natal periods 

The midwife is a responsiblr mexnber of an autonomous 
self-regulating profession 

The midwife promoter improvement in Ontario's maternity care 
system in order to improve the health of mothers and babies .  

In order to  prepare students for the practice of midwifery, t h e  
educational program shall 

Integrate theoretical and clinical learning 

Incorporate a variety ob learning approachas with an emphasis 
on student-centred laarning 

Provide tha student w i t h  experi~nce in a variety of models of 
c a m  and sattingr For practica 

Davmlop an understanding of tha importance o f  community health, 
health education and promotion, and pxevrntive car. 

Emphasizs clcitical thinking, th8 analynfs ob rrsesrch findings 
and their appropriata use in practice 

Promote self-8veluaefen and %ha nmeS far maintaining continuing 
comprrtenc* 

Utilize midwifery educators who naintain active practice in 
institutional and community rattfngr, including tho home. 

Recognizing that initially there will only b+ one educational 
progxan, the educational pragrar rhall: 

Be sansitiva to and promote divarrity among the student 
populatfoa 

D.velopadmir8ion standard. which provide accrsa to thoar 
studanf,who havr a rmsonabia chancr o t  succrsr in tho program 

Be ecors8ible to indivfduafo who might b. direrinLnatr8 against 
an the  basis a2 gactars such as catlture, dbssbility, economic 
status, athaicity, geogtaphic lacation, 1-anpuag., rsca, - 
religion, sex, or sexual orientatim. 



The central challenge f o r  Ontario's midwifery program is to 
develop an educational process which promotes the acquisition of 
essential midwifery knowledge while creating a broadly prepared 
health care provider .  

The midwife must have sound practical skills, based on and 
reinforced through clinical %xpe~ienC%. She will develop and use 
c l i n i c a l  judgement, and must be  capable o f  critical thinking, and 
of developing sensitivity t~ the larger issues surrounding 
pregnancy, childbirth and parenting. 

I t  is racomsrendad that a four-year educational program be 
developad which may ba ccmpletad i n  three calendar years. We 
racommand that at least 500 of the program content be clinical 
practice experience.  The length and structure of the  program must 
railace tha importance i~ midwifery of providing continuity of 
care throughout pregnancy, birth and the post-part- period, 

CLINICAL 

Tho Curriculum Design Coararittrr recomrnda that studant midwives 
be instructed i n  the fallowing rubjact8 t o  tha lavob appropriate 
to ontry to practicec Recommndationo refer to essential 
compsnenta sf nfbwifazy education by topic areas  and do ~ o t  
dascriba actual cQUr888. 

- Ganeral anatomy and phyriolegy 

- Faaale/xoprobuetive anatomy and phy8isXsgy 

- Eaubryology and g.natica 



rk 

o Health sciences 

- nidwifery car. including ear. throughout pregnancy, labour, 
birth and th8 post-partum period 

- Sexualby transmitted d i s e a s e s  

- Well-woman assessment 

- Women's hea l th  care including family planning 

- Obstetric and neonatal  pathology 

- Neonatal and infant  care 

o Haalth education and promotion 

- Nutrition 

- Smoking, drugs, alcehol and substance abuse 

- Preventiv. health car@ 

- Socio-economic determinants o f  haalth 

- Occupational and mvironmental haalth 

o Refes8fonal studiem 

- History and philosophy of midwifery 

- Legislatien, rtandatd~ and ragulation o f  midwitery 

- Ethical issua8 in reproductive harlth car. 

- Health and racia l  policy including health econemier and 
haalth administratien in provincial and notianal context8 

- Canada8r harlt)r Care ayitea, Ontario'. raprductive haalth 
care oyseea 

- Sodofogy and p l i t i c r  o f  health care 



- Woment% studies 

- Sociology of the family inchding roles of women and men in 
parenting 

- Women and disabilities 

o Education and research 

- Principbas of adult education 

- Education for childbirth and parenting 

- Critical appraisal of scientific literature 

- Application of research literature to clinical practice 

o Alternative health cars practice 

- An introduction to other therapies of interest to midwives 
and -air clients; relevant to pregnancy, birth and 
post-partum car. such as: 

( i) massago therapy 
( ii) chiropractic 
(iii) natural ruaedias 
( iv) ac~?puncturo 

CLINICAL REQVI-8 

On auccos8ful conplotion of the program, tho antry-to-practfca 
love1 midvita should have clinical oxporience sufficiant to halp 
her br 8 compotont an4 confidant practitioner in tho full range of 
setting., including the home, birth confres and hospitals. 

Thr reconondationrr o f  tho Curriculum Design Conmitt00 in the area 
of clinical requiraamte for student aidwivos moot and excaad the 
roqufruaata of  tha European Economic Community (BOO Appandices). 

1Ch. abdwiiery student m o d s  clinical etcporiancer, not only in 
attonding births, but in ail aspect8 of midwifery car.. 
Working with a practidag midvifo will oxporo the student 
midwife to histsry taking, pro- and port-natal car., risk 
scrorning, labour ear@, as wall a8 birth and immediate 
po8t-part- car.. The student will drvalop an undorrtanding OF 
normal birth, the detection of abnormal conditions, the 

- .  
-C 

-- 



principles and practice of! consultation and referral, 
continuity of care, family dynamics and exposure to midwifery 
research, The nature of the student's invalvament fn cara will 
depend upsa her  l w d  3f l~arnlng as she  moves through thr 
program, 

w; recommend that the student midwife  be required to attend 60 
births, the  first 20 af which may involve the student a s  
obsewer/assistant. Of these 6 0  births, 4 0  must involve the 
student a% primary care-giver and 30 must occur w i t h i n  a 
pragran of  continuity of cara 

C l i n i c a l  experience gained i n  a program o f  cont inu i ty  of 
midwifery care w i l l  invalve t h e  student midwife i n :  

- Well woman assessments 

- Prenatal assessments and counselling 

- Abdomfml and vaginal examinatiaas . 
- The davcrlopmmt of technical skills for midwifary practica 

- Post-part- assessments o f  mother and baby, and pert-parturn 
csunsellhng 

o Care of women and infanta a t  rink 

Midwifery studants w i l l  also be involvod in th* car* of women 
and infants a t  risk and those with oaadical and lauwgicah 
problemas. We racamamnd that tha student aidwit* gain this 
experience in high r i s k  care fuPPawPng extlrnsfvo sxparience in 
continuity of car8 and noma1 childhraring, 

The ideal c l i n i c a l  sattinq for  rtudrnt mfdwivas is r 
well-sstablishcrd midvifrzy prractice. This ratting pravidrra 
extmsiv* wpsrienc+ i n  norwrl chiXdhrrinq and ceneinutty of 
care. A student88 ~xperiance way be rupplamntlrb with 
institu+ional placammtr when high voluae and high risk 
expariancr is available. Xidwiv88 involvmd i n  c l in ica l  teaching 
should rrrdntain current experience in thlr provision of car* in 
both dcraieiXfrry and institutional 8ettinga. 

other haalth car@ profoamiunals nay also provide valuabla clinical 
axp*rimcas for 8tudent8. Th. devo1opt.nt of  fnterptoiassional. 

- relationships nhouldi b.  oura aged i n  the clinical #attinge . 
During clinical education, students will have th. opportunity t o  
work with othar health care profasaional# and gain 8xperienca fn 
consultation and rafarra&. 



Because the focus of the midwife's practice is nermal childbirth, 
i t  w i l l  be necessary to place students in high-risk settings to 
s b ~ e p - t g  end participate in the care of women and infants  a t  risk. 
T h i s  expsrfanca should be reserved for the student midwife's final 
years of education. 

Clinical experience should include a var i e ty  of c l i n i c a l  sites, 
such as: 

o The homr setting 

o Free-standing and in-hospital birth cen tre s  

o community health centres 

o Community health organizations 

o Native health centres 

o Women's hoalth centres 

o Hos2itala, levels I, If, I11 

Thm criteria FOP consideration should inc1ud.t 

Availability of  

o Rang8 o t  birth exprrienco (normal/low-riak/wem.n at risk) 

e Competition for axperfence with other haralth arofassion students 

o Naturo of teaching infrastructura 

Flexibility o f  praet ice8 

o Recaptivonoc t o  midwivatr an& midwifery valuer 

o G~ographical accessibility and rrpresentatfvrneao 

o Xntaraetim w i t h  related heal- care prsviderrr and students 

o Access t c s  ~ngcring midwiilary rasearch. 
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